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“It is the set of the sails, not the direction of the wind that 

determines the direction we will go.” 

~Jim Rohn 

 

P r o l o g u e  

 

The rookie dock officer at the top-secret Acme base half-observed as the shuttle docked 

at bay one. It had been a long night. It was her first night alone on watch. She was terribly tired 

and had failed to notice that the base dock commander had specified bay three for the long-range 

recon shuttle to Mohave Sector. 

Like most of the CSA ships, the shuttle was a Draconian-made ship captured by 

Truelove's fleet. Although the shuttle's rusty red hull had been painted CSA blue, the color did 

nothing to hide the harsh Draconian design. The shuttle had a four-man bridge, a tiny galley, six 

small cabins, and main cabin that seated twenty passengers. It had a large cargo bay that 

accounted for half the ship's tonnage. The ship had powerful engines for long-range travel, but it 

maneuvered clumsily.    

The huge Acme underground facility lay hidden under a false mountaintop high in the 

snow-blasted mountains of the planet Skagway in the Alaska Sector. Acme, like the ancient mine 

from which it had borrowed its name, stretched miles deep and spread out through the mountain 

range like a spider web. It housed numerous barracks, labs, offices, warehouses, and all manner 

of facilities for the thousand CSA refugees and another thousand CSA military that called Acme 

home.   



The secret base was the home of the Commonwealth Star Alliance Admiral-of-the-Fleet, 

Admiral James Truelove, who lived with his wife Madison, his nephew, Nathan, and Nathan's 

guardian, the ninja, Miya Musashi. 

At the far end of the dock, a white canopy partitioned off  the construction yard that 

shrouded a starship. The shadow of the starship under construction within the barrier flickered 

from the welder's flashes. Inside, Acme's shipwrights performed the top-secret upgrade to the 

Admiral's yacht, Tiara. Some of the best engineers in the quadrant had oversight of the project to 

convert the luxury yacht into the first of its stages as a CSA warship. 

The Admiral and his family regularly shuttled back-and-forth to Space Station Recovery 

where Truelove directed his growing fleet to free the CSA from the evil grip of the invading 

Draconian Empire forces.  Star Base Recovery orbited over the Skagway planetary capital, 

Crow's Nest, that boomed in the peace that ensued after the CSA's destruction of Draconian 

forces within the Alaska Sector.     

Acme's dock crews muttered curses at having to move the stacks of supplies for the 

Mohave shuttle’s mission across the wide dockyard. "This is ridiculous, Kelren," an Acme dock 

worker complained to his female partner. 

The two workers wore black coveralls with a white Acme embroidered across the back 

and on the right arm. They wrestled the grav-cart over the uneven surfaces while crossing five 

hundred meters of dockyard. The low-built grav-cart was built to glide across flat surfaces. In 

normal circumstances, moving a load on a grav-cart was easy.  

"I know Maxis," the strong young woman grunted with effort. "I tried explaining to 

Lieutenant Sunda that it would be faster to move the shuttle to the right bay hours ago. She told 

me to quit complaining and get back to work." 

"Just like all rookies, they think they know everything. She's never worked hard a day in 

her life," Maxis said contemptuously. 

"Wait until Commander Lars hears about this," Kelren said ominously. 

"That's the only thing that makes this worthwhile." Maxis sneered angrily and shoved the 

grav-cart over the curb. The huge stack of metal cargo crates on the grav-cart wobbled 

ominously.     

The dock workers steadily shuffled stacks of equipment, supplies, and materials across 

busy freight traffic and through the queues of people to load the specially-designated ship headed 



deep into the dangerous Mohave Sector. Normally the loading time for the special shuttle would 

be short, but the extra time required for moving the materials across the huge dockyard delayed 

the ship’s departure for several hours. 

 

 

The loading crews were still wrangling the shuttle's cargo to the mis-parked Mohave 

shuttle when, early in the morning shift, the daily shuttle for Space Station Recovery docked at 

bay three. The disembarking passengers thought it strange they had to walk across the dockyard 

to enter the terminal, but most were concerned with their business and gave it no further thought.  

Aboard the Recovery shuttle, the commander and his crew waited for their special 

passenger. The whole crew liked the friendly young man. Many times, they’d let him pilot the 

shuttle for the two-hour flight back to Recovery. While they waited, the dockyard granted 

permission to the long-range shuttle for Mohave to leave the dock. The Recovery shuttle 

commander watched as the other shuttle, a twin to his own, closed up the hatches and moved 

away on an odd heading. 

“Do you have any idea where they are headed?” the Recovery shuttle commander asked. 

His first officer and co-pilot looked at the departing shuttle's tail designation, then entered 

the data on his control panel. “The dockyard's flight records indicate they’re bound for a long-

range reconnaissance mission into the Mohave Sector. I wouldn’t want to be them, sir.” 

“I understand there are a lot of pirates in that sector.” The commander stated. 

“That’s the word, sir.” His XO replied. “All the pirates who survived the Admiral’s 

campaign in Alaska fled to Mohave. I hear the pirates actually fight battles over their victims, not 

that many people go there.” 

“I hope they have a good escort, XO.” While they watched, a twilight space wormhole 

opened and the shuttle disappeared into it. 

“Yeah, me too,” the Recovery shuttle’s first officer said, looked around the dockyard, and 

saw no one waiting to board. “I wonder where Nathan is this morning.” 

“I don’t know. He hasn’t missed a flight in almost three years. Maybe he’s sick.” 

The cargo officer yelled up to the bridge, “All packages for Recovery are secure, 

Commander. The ship is ready in all aspects for departure. The dockyard superintendent has 

given permission to leave.” 



“I guess Nathan’s not coming. We’d better get a move on, sir. You know what sticklers 

dockyard controllers are for time schedules.” The shuttle's co-pilot started the pre-flight routine. 

The two men through men worked through the process and the commander said, “I just 

hope the boy doesn’t get into trouble for missing his flight. He told me he was taking his finals 

on weapons training from his Aunt Miya this week.” 

“Whew," the co-pilot exclaimed with admiration, "Have you ever seen her in action? I’ve 

heard some stories that sound incredible. If she’s teaching the boy, he must be pretty good.” 

The shuttle commander nodded, “I watched some classified vids of her actions against 

the Draconians a couple years back. She’s like some kind of buzz saw with those two swords.” 

“Two swords?” the co-pilot asked, surprised. 

“Yeah, Nathan says he’s been training with two swords, also. The physical training 

instructors at Recovery told me they eventually had to post extra security at the gym during their 

workouts, because of the crowds that came to watch Miya and Nathan train. Nathan was excited 

last week when she presented him with her first two swords as a kind of preliminary graduation 

gift.  

“Well, he must’ve left early, probably got a ride with his uncle, the Admiral. Let’s head 

out.” 

The shuttle disconnected from bay three and headed back to Recovery. 

 

 

A few minutes earlier, the handsome, young, black-haired teenager with raven-dark eyes 

and a distinctive, hawk-like nose jogged down the steps to docking bay one as he had every week 

for the last three years. He studied his datapad, as he did many times, and toted a heavy duffle 

bag with his practice equipment. His advanced calculus exam with his aunt Madison was coming 

up at the end of the week, and he wanted to do well. Each week, he took the shuttle back to see 

his friends at Recovery and to practice with his martial arts instructor.  

This week was special. Nathan had his final on martial arts weapons. He planned a 

demonstration for his friends with all his special gear. He had packed his duffle the night before 

with the prized swords given to him by his instructor and constant companion since childbirth, 

Miya Musashi. The heaviest items were the cases for his Star Commando or SC suit. He'd barely 



got them stuffed into the bag. Miya planned to have him demonstrate his weapons with the SC 

suit for the finale of his recital. 

As Nathan focused on the problem he studied for Aunt Madison’s final, he paid little 

attention as he boarded the shuttle. He walked back the passageway to his normally assigned 

cabin. The shuttle crew had set aside a cabin for Nathan, who always studied something. He 

stretched out on the bunk as he studied his datapad. He was dog-tired from the hard 

concentration and the excitement of performing his weapons final. He’d barely slept at all last 

night, and, as soon as his head hit the bunk's soft pillow, he drifted off to sleep dreaming fitfully 

of the tests he'd soon face. 

 

 

Nathan’s disturbing dream eventually drifted back to a time, early in his weapon’s 

practice, when he and Miya had worked out with bokken, the wooden ninja training swords. At 

an early age, he'd become adept at Kung Fu. His training had eventually progressed to the use of 

martial arts weapons. Miya and Nathan both held a bokken in each hand.  

Their weapons blurred, and the practice sounded more like a drum session as they struck, 

parried, and counter-struck. As a young boy, Nathan lacked the strength of the ninja master, but 

his reflexes were lightning quick, enabling him to parry her constant barrage of attacks. Miya 

was slightly taller than Nathan. She held her strength in check, merely letting Nathan know his 

mistakes with a light tap of her practice sword. Sometimes Miya used a more painful reminder 

that she was still the master. 

Nathan retreated slowly around the room. Rarely could he counter with a rapid strike that 

caused Miya to spin away evasively. Mostly he gave ground begrudgingly, making Miya force 

him to inch backwards. Nathan felt his hands sweating. He and Miya were well into their work 

out, then he noticed something new. His quick mind was adjusting to Miya’s rapid attacks. As he 

became more comfortable with the weapons and the series of parries and coordinated strikes, he 

suddenly sensed a pattern in Miya's attack. He reasoned that her next three strikes would be—  

Nathan moved his hands before she struck, and found he now had time to counter-strike, 

causing the master ninja to pause in her attack and parry his quick thrust. Miya responded as if 

she were uncertain about what just happened. Nathan was not moving backward now, but 



holding his position. Miya quickened the progression of her bokken attacks, but Nathan 

countered every move.  

For the first time, Nathan’s perspective changed. In his mind's eye, he no longer 

concentrated on defending against Miya’s two swords. Now he saw all of her as they sparred. As 

his perception grew, he sensed the space around him instinctively. Then he noticed how her eyes 

moved and her balance changed subtly, indicating her next move. Nathan continued to parry as 

he'd been taught. He tested his newfound awareness and, stepping forward quickly, blocked 

Miya's next step. He felt a thrill as he realized he had disturbed her rhythm.  

As Miya's step faltered, Nathan quickly pressed the attack, but his experience up to now 

was from a defensive position. Miya felt the change in Nathan’s attack, and knew his next 

offensive move. She set the countering trap, knocked a bokken from his grasp, and numbed his 

left hand with a quick blow. His eyes watered with the stinging pain. This wasn't the first time 

he'd learned a painful lesson. He understood that hurting and being uncomfortable went along 

with doing something well. He shrugged off the pain, eager to get back into the mindset he'd 

discovered before he'd dropped his weapon. 

Nathan noted perspiration on Miya’s upper lip and forehead, another first. Usually, the 

master ninja barely displayed any effort during their practice sessions. Continuing his defense 

one-handed, his body twisted and spun to avoid her constant attacks. His left hand started to 

ache, and he knew he’d soon be able use it again soon. His second weapon laid behind Miya on 

the mat. He slowly gave ground in a circle using his retreat as a method to maneuver back to his 

dropped bokken, while using his remaining bokken to keep her two weapons from striking his 

body.  

He was in position between Miya and his wooden practice sword. He faced her with his 

back to the practice sword. In his mind’s eye, he saw the position of his fallen bokken. Using his 

new awareness to build a split second of time in which to escape, the boy feinted a stab at Miya. 

Instead, when she parried, he flipped backward several times until he felt his weapon under his 

hand.  

He knew Miya pursued him, and the gymnasium wall lay a few feet away. Using his 

momentum, he slammed both bokken tips into the mat like a pole-vaulter and flew up high on the 

wall over his short opponent’s head. Pushing off the wall with his legs like a spring, he flipped 



forward deflecting her high slash. He landed behind her, and rolled to his right. He spun to face 

her expected attack, but it never came.  

Instead, he heard applause from the balcony above the gymnasium floor. Miya stood with 

her hands on her hips. She puffed an errant strand of long black hair out of her smiling eyes. She 

breathed hard from the workout, but Nathan's exertions caused him to gasp for breath. Then 

Nathan noticed that Uncle James applauded his performance. 

Miya signaled the practice session’s end, and they bowed. Then she walked to him and 

said, “You saw, didn’t you, Nathan?” the ninja master said, evidently realizing her star pupil had 

just made a huge step in maturing as a fighter. Nathan realized Miya meant he had mastered the 

ability to seemingly slow down time in order to see the battle around him. 

He nodded proudly with a wide grin. 

Miya smiled and looked into his eyes, “Now we must teach you how to attack. You 

noticed how you got into trouble? That's because you are not as sure of your offense as you are 

with defense. Tomorrow, we focus on offense.” They walked together to the locker rooms to 

change out of their gis. Nathan turned to wave proudly to his Uncle James.  

 

 

Two hours later, the Mohave recon shuttle exited twilight space, and failed to find an 

escort waiting as planned. The commander set a course for their first destination hoping to pick 

up the escort fighters along the way, worried about the delay caused by the snafu at the Acme 

dock. As the shuttle entered the system, its crew failed to notice the bits of wreckage drifting 

nearby, wreckage of four small ships. The wing from one of the wrecks slowly rotated in the dim 

light of space until an insignia was visible. The insignia was the silver star of the CSA. 

Unfortunately, no one was looking. 

 

 

Nathan’s dream turned to a time in his childhood that he remembered fondly. Sitting on 

his mother’s lap, he played with her ring, her pretty, as he called it, while she spoke softly to him 

about important things. He remembered the words. Words he could not understand as a small 

boy, but his mother’s soft low voice spoke them nonetheless. The words were duty and honor, 



but the phrase that echoed in his sleeping mind was “we promise always to do our duty to protect 

those who are helpless and oppressed with honor and dignity.” 

Nathan muttered in his sleep, “Duty . . . protect . . . helpless . . . honor . . . dignity”  The 

words of Nathan’s dead mother, the former Regent of the Commonwealth Star Alliance, Diane 

Ravenhold, echoed in his sleeping mind. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  O n e  

 

A loud klaxon blared in the corridor outside his cabin and jarred Nathan awake. The 

cabin lights switched from white to red, indicating battlestations. He heard strange hammering 

noises coming from the ship’s hull and sensed the vibration in the ship. He recognized the sound 

as gunfire from the ship’s turrets pounding away at some unknown target. 

Glancing at the datapad he'd dropped on the deck in his sleep, he realized he was two 

hours late for his arrival at Space Station Recovery. At first he worried that he had overslept. 

Then he realized that if the ship was still moving, something was terribly wrong. There was no 

way the shuttle could still be in fight. He felt the inertial dampers groan as the ship twisted and 

turned to evade the attack.  

He looked out the cabin's small porthole and watched the star field swirl dizzily. There 

was no starbase nearby. He could see strange ships flashing past the porthole, and brilliant 

flashes of light from weapon’s fire. The shuttle’s shields sparkled and flashed with blue static as 

they intercepted the fire from the attacking vessels. The hull near his porthole rang as two shots 

penetrated the weakened shields and slammed into the shuttle’s outer hull on his side. 

Nathan had no idea where he was, but he decided he needed to get ready for whatever 

was happening. He opened his duffle bag, and pulled out his weapons and Star Commando suit. 

He shucked his own uniform coveralls and underwear and slipped on the suit's special underwear 

called tweens.  

Tweens were an ultra-light full body covering that permitted the armored suit to move 

without chaffing. A web of sensors and microscopic tubules in the tweens interacted with the 

wearer's skin and the suit's Com system. The suit monitored the wearer physical status and 

provided medical support when needed.   



Nathan listened as heavy weapons fire slammed into the rear of the shuttle. The ship 

rocked and jumped as it took three hits of incoming fire, then a resulting explosion rang through 

the ship. Hurriedly removing the SC suit from its case, he stuffed his feet into the legs. There 

was less return fire from the shuttle's turrets. The battle had probably damaged the turrets or the 

ship's fire control systems. He zipped up the suit and jammed his feet into the boots. He glanced 

out the window and realized the stars were almost motionless. He knew the attackers must’ve hit 

the shuttle's engines. He needed to get his suit on before they hulled the ship. 

Nathan donned his gloves and opened the case holding the SC suit's helmet. The helmet 

was the key to activating the suit all of the suit's functions were controlled by the retinal scanning 

HUD menus. As he removed the silver helmet from the case, a terrific explosion caused the ship 

to slew sideways hurling Nathan across the cabin. His body slammed painfully into the wall next 

to the corridor hatch. The lights went out as the power failed. The blow knocked the suit’s 

helmet out of his hands. It bounced across the room like a ball. Then he felt the sudden 

disorientation of weightlessness. The artificial gravity had failed with the power. The ship was 

completely silent except for some incoming fire from the unknown attackers. Nathan pushed off 

the wall and tried to feel his way around the small cabin to find the helmet. His suit would be 

useless without it. 

After a moment, the shuttle's emergency lights flickered on, and Nathan spotted the 

elusive helmet under his bunk. He bumped off the ceiling and pushed himself toward it. He 

floated awkwardly, flailing his arms. As he neared the bed, another blast from the bridge rocked 

the ship. The hull rang like a gong, and suddenly the ship lost atmosphere. Nathan grabbed the 

bunk's loose covers, trying to pull himself back to the bed. Desperately, his hands windmilled 

over the loose blankets as they pealed off the bed. His momentum slowly carried him away from 

the bed. Desperately, he pulled himself back. He lungs burned with the lack of air. He knew he 

had to get his helmet on before the ship's air ran out. xxx 

The shuttle's lights failed again with the failure of the emergency power system. Nathan 

grasped the mattress, then thrust his arm under the bed. He snagged the helmet with his hand and 

quickly stuffed it on his head. The magnetic locks snapped in place, and the noise outside the suit 

faded to eerie silence. The heads-up-display (HUD) flickered on, and flashed, Suit calibration in 

process, please standby. The suit showed a count down screen that began at 60 Seconds. The 



burning in his lungs grew as oxygen levels in the ship and suit continued to drop. Nathan gulped 

and held his breath, hoping the suit’s atmo-cycler would soon activate. 

The shuttle rocked twice with loud snaps against the hull. Looking out the porthole, 

Nathan watched the spinning star field slowed. He realized their attackers had grabbed the dead 

shuttle with tractor beams. They would be boarding soon, and he knew his time was short.  

45 Seconds 

Everything in the cabin floated loose. Nathan wanted to grab his things and stuff them 

into his duffle bag, but he knew he had to keep still until the suit activated. He had to conserve 

his energy and what little air he had left. 

30 Seconds 

He noticed several ships outside the porthole. The unknown enemy painted their ships 

garishly in blacks and reds. Spotlights reflected off the interior walls, and Nathan tried to stay out 

of the blinding lights. There was no noise or vibration within his ship now, and Nathan doubted 

if any of the crew remained alive. He felt a surge of anger welling within. Something he had 

never experienced before, a burning fury that his friends were all dead. 

10 Seconds 

The star field outside was no longer moving. Then the shuttle shook as another ship 

clamped onto it, and locked onto the docking port. Nathan felt more than heard the vibrations of 

the boarding party as it prepared to open the dead shuttle.  

The suit finished its calibration routine, and Nathan selected Magnetic from the Boot 

menu and Night Vision (NV) from the Visor menu and everything turned green. He walked 

across the ceiling, grabbed his swords, and strapped them on. He stuffed the suit’s cases, his 

clothes, and other items back in his duffle bag, and slid it back under the bed. He selected Audio 

and Exterior and listened as magnetic boots clomped heavily down the corridor and cabin doors 

slammed open. Finally, he selected Chameleon mode and disappeared into invisibility as the 

clomping boots stopped outside his cabin and the door slammed open. An intruder thrust a bright 

light through the door, and flashed it around his small cabin. Finding nothing of interest except 

some bedclothes floating in the weightlessness, the intruder moved on to search the next cabin. 

Nathan took a deep breath as the suit’s atmo-cycler replenished his air supply. 

“The ship is secure, sir,” someone said. “It looks like we’ve hit the jackpot in the cargo 

bay.”  



“What’ve you got down there?” a voice squawked over a hand-held Com unit. 

“Scanning equipment, weapons, uniforms, food, portable power systems, collapsible 

temporary housing units, you name it,” the first voice said excitedly. 

“We better tractor the shuttle into the cargo bay. Let me know when you are clear.” 

“Will do, Captain,” the man replied from the shuttle’s cargo bay. 

When he heard the intruder refer to the equipment in the cargo bay, Nathan remembered 

to activate his own scanner. He looked at his HUD menu and found Scanner. A sub-menu 

offered Combat, and he selected it. The small round window appeared on the HUD with a green 

dot in the center. There was a red dot to the right towards the aft cargo bay and two red dots 

toward the bridge. Nathan slid one of his new ninja-to swords out of its scabbard and peeked into 

the corridor. A beam of light played over the cargo crates once more then turned toward Nathan. 

He moved back into the cabin, waiting while the intruder walked by. Looking forward, he 

watched the three intruders in their environmental or e-suits head toward the shuttle's air lock. 

Nathan followed them to the enemy ship with both swords drawn.  

 

 

C h a p t e r  T w o  

 

Returning to their ship, the three attackers busied themselves with unlocking the shuttle 

inside the safety of their own ship. The blue telltale of the force field over the hatch told Nathan 

that the area was safe. The three men pulled off their bulky helmets and began removing their e-

suits.  

Nathan noticed they all wore gaudy jewelry and had tattoos and mutilations similar to 

those he heard about. Remembering the garish decorations on the attacking ships, he realized 

these men were pirates. Pirates were notorious for the outlandish costumes and disdain for 

personal hygiene. They mutilated and modified their bodies in order to inspire fear and loathing 

in their victims. 

The assault team leader gave the all-clear signal to the enemy captain, and the tractor 

beams moved the shuttle away from the airlock toward the bigger ship's hangar bay. Nathan 

watched for a second. The scorched unit markings on its side seemed strange. Then with utter 

horror it registered on him that the damaged ship wasn't the Recovery shuttle. Somehow, he had 



taken the wrong shuttle. Nathan's fury returned as he saw the dead bodies of the shuttle's flight 

crew sprawled inside its crushed bridge. 

While the three pirates struggled to get their bulky e-suits off, Nathan tried to reason what 

he should do. He knew he couldn't let himself be captured. The best he could hope for at the 

hands of pirates was a short life of abuse as a slave. He wondered about the other ships in the 

attack force. He reasoned the ship he was in must be the lead pirate ship.  

He considered what his Uncle James and Aunt Miya would do. His uncle wasn't really 

his uncle, but the man his mother, the late Regent, had made his guardian. Admiral James 

Truelove, a decorated hero and veteran of the Commonwealth Star Alliance Navy. Uncle James 

had defeated the pirates, slavers, a the Draconians from the Worm to Alaska Sectors.  

Like his uncle, Nathan's Aunt Miya wasn't really his aunt. She was his tutor and 

bodyguard. Although Nathan no longer needed a bodyguard. Miya Musashi was a ninja. Born as 

a Raider Rat, an orphan from a lawless raider planet, she had studied under a martial arts master 

to become one the CSA's top spies. Since Nathan was one year-old, Miya had been his constant 

companion and teacher.  

Nathan had heard his Uncle James say many times, there could be no surrender. That 

surrender to the merciless pirates would only bring death. He had learned there was only course 

of action before him. If he wished to survive, he had to eliminate the pirates. He knew his best 

course was to act swiftly and maintain the element of surprise. Hopefully, he could subdue the 

crew before they knew he was among them. The sound of a blaster firing would alert the pirates 

of his presence, so his swords would be his best weapon. 

While the three men sat on a bench struggling to pull off their suits, he attacked. Before 

they could utter a sound, the teenager stabbed the one in the middle in the heart. Then he sliced 

the remaining two with a crossing swipe from his blades. The blades caught the two men at the 

side of their necks. The men instantly grabbed their severed throats for the one or two seconds 

before they lost consciousness. They slumped toward each other spraying blood over the area. 

Nathan picked up two blasters and stuffed them into his belt. His scanner indicated five more 

enemies remained on the ship. 

Nathan recognized the class of ship as a corvette like the Repulse. His Uncle James had 

captured a ship like this in the Alaska sector. Nathan made his way aft where two of the five red 

blips on his scanner indicated the corvette’s crew remained. As he eased along in the silent ninja 



crouch, he noted the two red dots were not close together. Nathan headed toward the starboard 

side of the ship. The notation on the hatch over the door read Engineering. He opened the door 

slowly and peeked inside. A skinny-looking older man stood next to the main engineering 

console. His emaciated appearance and bruises told Nathan the man was a slave. He figured he 

could come back for him later.  

Realizing his time was short before someone would check on the assault team and find 

their bodies, Nathan hustled down the corridor in the opposite direction. A sign at the end of the 

corridor indicated Hangar Bay. A pirate had just finished securing the wrecked shuttle using 

magnetic deck clamps. The heavily tattooed man with long spiked hair wandered into the 

damaged shuttle evidently to see what he could find. Nathan followed the man into the shuttle's 

main corridor.  

The pirate must have heard something, because he turned and stepped back toward 

Nathan just as the teenager thrust his sword at his back. The pirate impaled himself on Nathan’s 

blade, then fell to the metal deck. With his scanner displaying no further threats in the area, 

Nathan ran back toward the corvette’s bridge. It had only been a few minutes since the attack, 

and yet he worried that he had get to the remaining pirates before they sensed something was 

wrong. He knew it would be a lot harder to fight them, if they were alerted to his presence. His 

Uncle James had always emphasized the importance of surprise in combat. 

Following the scanner's indication of the last three crewman, Nathan found the bridge 

and slipped inside the hatch. On the corvette's bridge, he saw an incredibly fat man wedged into 

the command chair. Another, skinny pirate sat in front of him at the pilot's station. A third, taller 

man stood at the navigation console near the back of the bridge. All three men faced the forward 

blast screen. He noticed the bridge was filthy. Far worse than the rest of the ship. 

Nathan had grown up on CSA ships that were maintained in top condition. When the 

crews weren't busy training, they kept their ships immaculate. Nathan disgusting thought that this 

ships was a pig sty.  

He crept along the back wall considering how he should attack. The man at the rear 

console was over six feet tall, and at least a foot taller than Nathan. He had trained with Miya in 

attacking larger opponents. She wasn't five feet tall, and yet, he had seen vids of her attacking 

men almost twice her size. Nathan determined that he could do this. He had to. 



Nathan walked up behind the man, and drew the edge of his blade across the man’s throat 

with a quick strike. He caught the man’s body as he dropped with a grunt. He was glad that no 

one could hear him inside his suit. He turned toward the captain.  

He moved carefully around the navigation console, being careful to avoid the widening 

pool of blood and keep it off his invisible boots. Any contamination of the SC suit's exterior 

would defeat the full value of its chameleon mode.   

The captain's chair squealed as he swiveled it around to look for his Navigation officer. 

Nathan froze. It was possible for someone see a slight ripple at the edges of the suit when the 

wearer moved. The bridge was far too well lit not to be noticed.  

The captain grinned toothlessly at first. However, when he didn't see the tall pirate at his 

station, he frowned suspiciously. His right ear stretched downward comically with a heavy 

adornment. The object was heavy enough to twist the ear down like a dog’s flopping ear. Nathan 

was fascinated by the strange-looking object. His filth-stained shirt strained against his huge 

belly. The man's stomach protruded obscenely from the bottom of the shirt. His pants were 

heavily stained with something. Nathan was glad he could smell nothing outside his suit. 

The captain stood up, and walked toward the console. Nathan realized the object hanging 

from the fat pirate's ear was a black pool ball with the number eight on it.  

“What’s up, Eight Ball?” the pilot asked, noticing the captain was out of his chair. 

“Something’s wrong here, Tinker.” The Captain responded moving warily. “Crabs was 

here a second ago, and now . . . uh oh.”  

The pirate captain drew out an outlandish blaster from his straining belt. Nathan wanted 

to laugh, but he was too scared. Someone had cut the weapon down from an ancient blaster rifle.  

“I thought I saw something move,” Eight Ball said warily.  

Nathan watched as Tinker moved around to the left as Eight Ball moved around to the 

right. Eight Ball stopped when he found the puddle of blood and his first officer’s body. “He’s 

back here.” The captain wore a disgusted look, as if he might be sick.  

“Gor, would you look at that. Someone gutted the Crab.” Tinker started to smile. Then he 

laughed, and said, “Haw, haw, do you get it Captain? Somebody gutted the Crab! Har, har.” 

The pirate captain grabbed his enormous belly, and vomited on the corpse. Losing his 

balance, Eight Ball stepped in the puddle of blood. His filthy boot slipped, kicking Crab’s head 



with a hollow thud, opening the wide slice across his throat. The captain flopped on his back and 

flailed around, coughing vomit from his flabby lips.  

Nathan felt nauseated, and slammed his blade into the man’s chest directly into his heart. 

Tinker laughed maniacally as if  this was the funniest thing he’d ever seen. He seemed unaware 

that he was the only pirate left alive. He doubled up with laughter, his eyes watering as he 

sighed. He staggered over to Eight Ball and said, “OK, Captain, get up.” He wiped his eyes and 

noticed for the first time, the pink bubble of blood coming from the captain’s mouth. Eight Ball’s 

eyes were open, but no one was home. 

Tinker jumped back, and looked around in panic. Suddenly, the air in front of him 

coalesced into a silver-gray figure a five-feet-seven inches tall. The figure held two shining 

swords. 

Nathan’s fury had grown white hot as he considered that this person represented the last 

of the pirates on the ship responsible for the killing of the shuttle’s crew. In his mind recalled the 

word, Duty. He said, “Tinker, why are you here?” 

“What?” Tinker asked, confused. 

“I said, ‘Why are you here?’  You were given a warning, were you not?” 

“Warning, what warning?” 

“Were not all pirates warned to leave CSA space?” 

“Oh, that warning,” Tinker smiled slyly. The attacker’s voice sounded young. Although 

he didn’t see any evidence that the unknown attacker was nervous, Tinker was beginning to think 

he could quickly overcome the smaller person. “We thought that warning only applied to Alaska 

Sector.” He grinned. 

“You were commanded to leave. That all pirates would be hunted down and killed, you 

didn’t heed the warning and now you make jokes.” Nathan’s fury burned as he thought Duty. He 

felt a new sensation for the first time in his life. The Ravenhold fervor for the safety of his people 

burned in his soul, Protect. “Now, Tinker, you die.” 

The pirate’s facial expression changed immediately from a smirk to an angry sneer at the 

smaller figure’s mocking comment. Tinker leaped at the smaller figure with his bare hands but 

grabbed only empty air. Nathan activated his thrusters, as he and Miya had practiced, and he let 

his boots shoot him up out of the way. As Tinker plunged forward out-of-control beneath him, 



Nathan flipped. His ninja-to swords sliced across both sides of the pirates neck almost 

decapitating him.  

Nathan hadn't developed the strength in his arms and wrists to perfect the move without 

using his feet for leverage. As Tinker’s back passed beneath him, Nathan slammed both blades 

downward. Tinker screamed and flailed as he fell forward on the deck gasping for his last breath.  

Landing out of the gore that spread across the deck, Nathan searched out the forward 

blast screen  and spied the two fighters that escorted the corvette. His ship was moving along in a 

straight line. He realized that in order to defeat the remaining pirates he needed to get some help. 

He made sure the ship's controls were set on auto-pilot. Remembering the slave he'd seen in 

engineering, Nathan raced back to engineering to check on the slave. He felt better when he saw 

the red dot on the scanner.  

Nathan rushed through the engineering hatch, scaring the prisoner. “What? Who are 

you?” the starving prisoner asked, holding his hands up to ward off an attack. 

“I’m Nathan Talon, CSA. I’m here to release you. All the pirates are dead, but I need 

help to take care of our escorts.” 

“Thank God,” the man gasped and sagged against the console. He couldn't sit down. His 

handcuff chain kept him kneeling awkwardly beside the console. The man watched wide-eyed as 

Nathan pulled out a sword and slashed at his wrist with a flash. The sword was back in the 

scabbard in one continuous move.  

For the first time in weeks, the man's hand was free of the accursed console. He fell back 

on the floor groaning in relief. “The CSA?" he asked. "I thought the CSA was finished, I was in 

the Navy once, the old Trident—” The man seemed to remember something and shivered. 

“The Trident? My Aunt Madison was on the Trident, maybe you knew her?” 

The older man thought for a moment. “Madison? Lieutenant Madison Winger? I should 

say. She saved all our lives. You say she’s your aunt?” 

“Yes, sir, but let’s talk about that later.” Nathan helped the weakened man to stand. 

“Come with me to the bridge. You wouldn’t happen to know anything about the ship’s weapons 

would you, sir?” he asked. 

“Weapons systems, sir? I’ve built weapons systems on ships all my life. If it shoots and 

it’s mounted on a ship, I can handle it, but if you don’t mind, sir. Could we stop at the ship’s 



galley on the way and pick up a bite to eat?” the older man suggested. “They ain’t fed us for a 

while.” 

Nathan felt guilty, because he felt his own hunger pangs, and realized the man had not 

eaten in some time not just a few hours. “Sure, but go easy. It’s best not to eat too much at first. I 

don’t want you to get sick. I need your help. Take some water, a few crackers, and some soup if 

they have any. I’ll make sure you get a big thick steak when we get back to Alaska.” 

“Steak," the man said sounding incredulous. "That sounds real nice, but I’ll do as you 

ask, sir.” When they entered the galley, he found a can of soup and some water. Nathan picked 

up some water, cheese, and crackers, and they headed back to the bridge. 

“By the way, Mr. Talon, my name’s Bert Gladwin, but call me Bert.” 

“Good to meet you, Bert. Please call me Nathan.” Nathan shook his hand. “Please forgive 

me for not removing this suit, but it has some features that are helpful.” 

“I’ll say. If the dead pirates are any indication, keeping that suit on is a great idea.” Bert 

said around a spoonful of soup. 

“Ok, Bert, let’s first check to see how many escorts we have. I saw two, but I didn’t look 

everywhere.” 

Bert moved Tinker’s body away from the weapons console. He noted all the cuts and 

stabs on the body, and looked with awe at the crossed swords on Nathan's back. 

“Bert, before we attack these guys, I want to try something.” Nathan said, as he 

considered what his Uncle James would do. 

“You’re the boss. Looks like you’ve done well so far. Just tell me what you need.” 

Nathan explained, “Keep the weapons on standby mode, but spin them up. Here’s what 

I’m planning.” 

 

 

 “Vulture to escort lead, respond.” Nathan said lowering his voice using the name of the 

corvette that Bert said the pirates called the ship. 

“Vulture, escort lead here, Captain. Are you all right? Your voice sounds funny.” The 

fighter pilot responded. 

“Yeah, we’re celebrating over here. We found a few cases of some special refreshment. 

Me and the boys thought you’d like to join us. The hangar bay is open if you’re interested.” 



“I’ll be right over, Eight Ball. Thanks for asking.” The Com channel closed. 

“Bert, you have the Con. I’ll be right back. Keep an eye on that guy over there.” Nathan 

said indicating the second escort fighter. 

“He ain’t going nowhere, Captain.” Bert said. “If he farts, I’ll blow his butt into space 

dust.”  

Nathan smiled. He always loved bathroom humor, but Aunt Madison always looked 

offended when he and Uncle James joked. Nathan appreciated Bert giving him the title 

"Captain." He wondered what Bert would think if he knew his captain was only sixteen years 

old. 

Nathan quickly made his way back to the hangar, and activated the suit’s chameleon 

mode. 

The hangar bay hatch rotated open, and a fighter slid into the bay leaving just enough 

room for another fighter. The ship had red paint splashed on the hull to simulate blood. The 

pirate had painted a black flag on the tail fin with a white skull and crossbones. 

The fighter's engines whined down, and the canopy opened. The pilot got out, looked 

around, and muttered something about starting the party without him. He took off his flight suit. 

Nathan waited until the pilot was in the corridor out of the sight of the hangar bay, when he 

thrust his sword through the man’s back. He pulled the body out of the way. Repeating the 

process with the last escort, he had equal success. As he walked back to the bridge, he felt the 

ship was as secure as he could make it. 

“You really know how to disappoint a man, Captain.” Bert complained. “I had the 

weapons systems all warmed up and ready to shred that last guy.” 

“Bert, you just stay ready. We aren’t out of this yet. Now, we need to get back to friendly 

space. I wish I could contact, my friend, Tiara.” Nathan said, thinking about the ship that had 

been his home for more than a year.  

Tiara was a luxury yacht commissioned by his real mother, Regent Diane Ravenhold to 

provide for his escape. However, it was also the only vessel in the quadrant with Artificial 

Intelligence. The Regent had programmed the ship to have access to all Ravenhold Technology. 

Tiara was a powerful force during the time when all computer systems were inactive. The ship 

interacted with her crew like any crewman. Nathan thought of the ship as another aunt. Now 



Tiara was in dry dock at the Acme base while her upgrades were completed. He missed her 

greatly.   

“Sounds like quite a lady, sir.” Bert smiled, misunderstanding. 

“You’d never believe me. She’s amazing.” 

Bert nodded, letting his imagination run wild, and spilled his hot soup in his lap. “You’re 

getting me all excited, sir. Best not talk about women now.” 

“I agree.” Nathan sat down in the pilot’s chair. His hands moved skillfully over the 

console. He was thankful that he'd spent so much time with Chief Engineer MacGowan aboard 

the CSA frigate Traveler and Aunt Madison, who was a Com system expert, to learn about ships. 

He wished that he had more help, but figured they would get back safely somehow. 

“Begging your pardon, Captain, but what do you plan to do now?” Bert asked. 

“I was going to turn us around and head back to Alaska.” 

“Well, before you do, why don’t you release the rest of us slaves, sir? Or I can do it, if 

you’d rather.” 

“Slaves? I detected no one else aboard, Bert.” 

“I imagine you just didn’t get far enough back in the ship, sir. The pirates was keeping 

some of us in the cargo bay in cages for trading, torture, and such,” the older man said, shaking 

his head sadly. 

Nathan locked his console and headed aft to the cargo bay. “You have the Con, again, 

Bert. If you see any pirates, save me a couple.” 

Bert grinned widely. “You’re way ahead, sir, but I’ll try. I got a couple itchy trigger 

fingers, and whole lot of pain to make up for.” He saluted as the silver-gray figure shot off the 

bridge, amazed at the other man’s boundless energy.  

 

 

Space Station Recovery was a beehive of activity. Nathan’s teacher and friend, Miya 

Musashi was upset. When Nathan failed to show up for his final, she called the Admiral at Acme 

to notify him that Nathan was missing. They awakened a sleepy dock supervisor and grilled her 

about the early morning snafu. The young woman had sobbed pitifully when they finished, but 

no one stopped to make her feel better. Their focus now was on finding Nathan Talon.  



Helen Peacock, Acme's CEO, ordered her security team to review the security recordings. 

The vid showed that Nathan had left his quarters at precisely the same time as always, which was 

primarily why no one bothered to pay much attention. Truelove, Madison, and the security chief 

watched as Nathan lugged his huge duffle bag down the steps while studying his datapad. They 

saw him walk right into the wrong shuttle without looking up. Moments later, they watched, 

appalled, as the shuttle pulled away. 

“What's that shuttle's destination?” Admiral Truelove asked. 

Madison ran the flight log for the shuttle. “It’s a deep recon shuttle for Mohave Sector.” 

“Can we get in touch with it?” he asked. 

“I’ve tried, James, there is no response,” Madison said desperately. 

“How about using our Ultra-High Band emergency frequency?”  

“No response either.” 

“Can you scan using the Twilight Space beacon into Mohave Sector?” he asked. 

“Hold on.” She said, as her fingers danced over the Com console. “Accessing the beacon, 

and scanning. Standby, I’m detecting debris near the beacon. The debris indicates,” Madison 

began to cry. “Oh, James, it’s wreckage from a CSA ship.” 

Truelove put his arm around his sobbing wife, and felt as if a vise clamped his heart. “Put 

me on the Fleet frequency.” His voice was steely.  

When the Com frequency was ready, she nodded. Madison was in her mid-thirties. She 

was tall, with jaw length blonde hair, blue eyes, and pretty face. She was always neatly dressed 

and presented herself professionally. She was a statuesque beauty. 

“Admiral Truelove to fleet, all non-assigned duty ships will report to me at Space Station 

Recovery in four hours. I repeat, ships not assigned to escort or patrol duty will report for 

immediate duty at Recovery in four hours, prepped for long-range mission into the Mohave 

Sector. Have your crews aboard and ships provisioned by that time. Truelove. . . out.”  

He turned to David, he steward, who was standing quietly behind the Admiral as always, 

“I want everyone on the Retribution, now.” The admiral referred his flagship, a captured 

Draconian battleship. It was a huge, powerful starship perfectly suited for battles in space, either 

ship against ship or planetary sieges. It could pound another ship to pieces with its massive guns, 

or launch a swarm of missiles that would overwhelm and enemy. 

“We are ready to leave on your command, sir.” David said quietly.  



David was a short man with a quiet, gentile manner. Truelove's fleet had rescued him and 

many other slaves from the Draconian palace on Tanis. In appreciation for his freedom, David 

had volunteered to serve the Admiral. 

“Let’s go.” James bent down and helped his sniffling wife up. David offered her a 

handkerchief, which Madison took with a grateful nod. They walked out onto the gangway to the 

battleship and were on their way in five minutes. 

The dock master looked at Helen Peacock and said, “When the Admiral is in a hurry, 

things start to happen, don’t they, ma’am?” 

“Yes, and I wouldn’t want to be the people responsible for anything happening to 

Nathan.” 

 

 

C h a p t e r  T h r e e  

 

Nathan opened the Vulture’s cargo bay hatch and walked among the cases and crates. At 

the rear of the compartment, his scanner detected six red dots at the edge of its range. Now he 

understood why he hadn't detected them. The corvette’s engine compartment lay above the aft-

most part of the cargo bay. A narrow ship’s ladder dropped down to a catwalk with narrow 

ledges under each engine.  

There were eight large kennel crates for carrying dogs or larger animals along the ledge, 

four on each side. Inside six of the cages, a person cowered in fear. There was barely any light 

here, and the whine of the corvette’s engines was deafening. Nathan noted the cages held 

watering and food dishes for dogs, but all were empty as he moved among them. Nathan felt his 

fury rising again, but realized these people needed his help. The animals responsible for this had 

paid the price.  

Nathan looked down along the catwalk and noticed several long pipes evidently used to 

torment the prisoners. 

“Hello, my name is Nathan, and I’m here to help you. I’ve released Bert, and I’ll get you 

out of here as quick as I can.” Nathan explained as he unlatched the cages. Nathan released a 

man who was marked with bruises, and cuts. He tried to unfold from his enforced crouch inside 



the low cage, and groaned. “Thanks, Nathan. Give me a minute. Then I can help you with the 

others. I’ve only been here a few weeks.” 

  Nathan helped each person out of the cages and up into the cargo bay. For a while, they 

squinted in the bright light of the cargo bay. Most were unable to walk, and none could stand 

erect. Nathan found blankets in nearby crew quarters and gave each one a blanket. Only a young 

woman was unconscious.  When he’d served the others a bottle of drinking water and a hand full 

of crackers, with a caution to eat and drink slowly, Nathan ran back to the bridge to check on 

Bert.  

“Bert, I found six people in cages back there. It was horrible. Why would anyone treat 

people like that?” Nathan had seen the effects of slavery many times, but he could not 

understand it. 

Bert looked at Nathan as if he'd misjudged his savior. He said, “It’s been tough for all of 

us. That’s where they kept me, when I wasn’t on watching the engineering console.” 

Nathan nodded, “We need to find a place to hide for a little while until I can see how 

everyone is doing. If you aren’t up here, we could work together. I’m worried about your 

friends.” 

“There’s an asteroid field along the trade lane here. Maybe we can hide there for a few 

hours,” the weapons’ chief suggested.  

Nathan settled into the pilot’s seat and headed the Vulture toward the asteroid field. 

When the ship was close, he slowed down and watched the field for activity. He picked a quiet 

spot and used the ship’s thrusters to station the corvette alongside a large asteroid that blocked 

the view of the trade lane. When the ship had stopped, Nathan attached two tractor beams from 

the fore and aft of the ship to the asteroid to tether it in place while he and Bert returned to help 

the others. 

 

 

An hour later, all the former slaves rested in the former crew’s bunks. Nathan had found 

some clean towels on his old shuttle and gave them all water to wash with. They’d not washed in 

many days. Only one of the victims worried Nathan, the young woman. She was sick and filthy. 

Dried feces matted in her long black hair. Nathan steeled himself to wash her and clean her 

festering wounds. He watched her flushed face and dried lips, and tried to get her to drink. He 



felt her burning forehead, and knew he was losing the battle for her life. She was just too sick to 

heal on her own.  

Nathan wished his friend Lizbeth were here. He’d seen the old Dove’s housekeeper pray 

on more than one occasion with amazing results for hopeless cases. He remembered how pitiful 

the little girls Sydney and Stella were when they arrived in the infirmary with their sick mother 

Suzie.  

The young woman wasn’t hurt as bad as Suzie had been, but she was deathly sick. 

Nathan watched as her color turned from a pinkish flush to a pale white and then to a bluish gray. 

“Oh God, please help this woman,” he cried in desperation. 

Then Nathan remembered something. He remembered how the SC-suits had saved Uncle 

James and Miya’s lives when Tiara had been attacked. He raced from the cabin to his shuttle. 

Grabbing his duffle bag from under the bed, he raced back to her side. He quickly pulled his 

black gi from the bag with his underclothes. Nathan took off his suit, and let it recharge while he 

removed the tweens. He put on his own clothes.  

Next, he removed the girl’s tattered and filthy rags putting them in a waste disposal bag. 

He washed her thoroughly using several bottles of water and a number of towels. He tried to 

keep her covered, but it was hard to do everything quickly, be gentle, and maintain modesty. 

Finally, he clothed the girl in the SC suit's spare tweens. After almost an hour, the suit had fully 

recharged. Nathan did his best to gently pull and stuff the sick girl’s body into his suit. 

Fortunately, they were about the same size. 

Nathan dribbled a little water in her lips and opened her eyes a little in hopes the suit 

would self-calibrate without her response. He snapped the helmet down on her head and 

connected his datapad’s Com cord to the suit’s power pack. The suit booted up. He watched the 

progress on his datapad. When the system required input, he chose to bypass the menu selections 

and let the suit find the best answers. He set the suit’s audio to permit them to hear each other. 

He doubted if she would be able to say anything, but perhaps he could encourage her.  

Finally, the suit began to report medical alerts. The message on the datapad read, 

Warning! High temperature detected. Checking status. The SC suit performed a scan of the sick 

woman. Antibiotics recommended. Proceed with application in 10 seconds? A timer was 

counting down. Nathan remembered the suit instructions, if the injury or illness made the wearer 

unable to reply, the suit would automatically proceed. Nathan answered Yes. The next warning 



appeared immediately, Warning! Critical dehydration detected. Saline additive recommended in 

10 seconds? Nathan selected Yes on his datapad. Warning! High pain level detected. Dispense 

pain medication in 10 seconds? Nathan selected Yes. A fourth alert message popped up. 

Warning! O2 stats are dangerously low. Increase suit oxygen to improve O2 levels recommended 

in 10 seconds. Nathan selected Yes.  

When no additional alert messages appeared, Nathan setup the datapad to monitor the 

young woman’s vitals and the suit’s charge level. Since she wasn't moving, he hoped the suit's 

charge would hold until he could get her some medical help. Nathan noted her breathing, O2, 

heart rate, and temperature stats.  

Knowing he couldn't do more, he checked on the others. The men slept in the barracks 

together. When helping the men to find a suitable place to rest, Nathan suggested that it might 

help if they stayed together in case someone needed help. After several hours of sleep in warm 

beds, they looked much better. He noted most of the water bottles beside their bunks were 

empty. He replaced them all while they slept, and kept watch for the next six hours. 

A half-hour after placing her in the suit, he checked on the young woman. Her 

temperature was down a degree, her O2 stats were up several percent, her heart rate was down, 

and her color looked much better.  

Nathan sat beside her bunk and spoke quietly with her. He told her how his Uncle James 

had saved thousands of people from the Draconian slavers, and how they captured ships and 

bases. He named the ships of the new fleet, explained the ship classes, and their commanders. He 

reviewed his calculus final with her and discussed his classes. After six hours, he was exhausted 

and drifted off to sleep. During that time, the woman’s stats improved steadily. 

 

 

When Nathan’s monologue finally ended, Bert lay listening, trying to decide if the entire 

story could possibly be true. He’d seen Nathan in action, or at least witnessed the results, and felt 

like he had told the truth. However, if those stories were true . . .       

“Bert?” a voice in the next bunk whispered. 

“Yeah?” 

“Did you hear all that?” 

“I sure did. Amazing isn’t it?” 



“Do you believe it?” 

“I sure do, son. That guy took out the whole pirate crew on this ship and her two escorts 

by himself. His aunt is the greatest hero I know, so I just guess he comes from some mighty good 

stock.” Bert assured. 

“Man, am I glad he found us, Bert. I don’t know how much longer we could hold on.” 

“Yeah, Virgil, I guess today’s our lucky day. All I that know is I owe that man my life, 

and that’s worth something to me. If he ever needs me for something, all he has to do is ask. And 

if I see he needs something, he won’t have to ask.” 

“Yeah, me too. I wonder what he’s going to do next.” 

“Let’s get some rest. I want to be ready for whatever it is.” 

“Just think, Bert. When we wake up, we are free." 

“Goodnight, Virgil.” 

“Night, Bert.” 

Sometime later, Bert listened as his partner’s breathing pattern indicated the man was 

sleeping soundly. He got up, and noticed all the fresh bottles of water by their beds. He tiptoed 

into the cabin with the young woman. At first, he was shocked, he thought the man was lying on 

the bed in his suit and maybe dead or hurt, but then he saw a strange young man sitting in a chair 

next to the door. He peeked in the suit’s helmet visor and saw a young woman’s pretty face. Her 

color was good and she was breathing well. "Well I’ll be," he thought. "He’s just a teenager. The 

kid earned his pay today. His folks should be mighty proud." Bert took a two-hour shift for guard 

duty, then woke Virgil for the last shift. 

 

 

 “Admiral, we will arrive at Recovery in twenty minutes.” 

“Thanks, David,” Truelove said. He was a tall, muscular man. Gray-green eyes, light brown hair, 

with a handsome face. His hand-tailored clothes disguised his powerful body.  

 Truelove sat in his day room all alone. He had dreaded this day since he accepted the 

mission from the Regent. He wondered what would happen if he lost Nathan? He’d asked the 

question many times, but now he faced the reality.  



Now he was determined to find his nephew at all costs. Truelove remembered the 

promise he made to Nathan’s mother, Diane Ravenhold. The Regent had hid her real son from 

the public eye from birth to keep him safe from her enemies, the Draconian Empire.  

When the Draconians attacked the capital city and her palace, she had tasked Truelove 

and his team with the mission to save her son and execute her plan. Nathan had traveled under a 

false identity as his nephew. Truelove thought of the boy as the son he'd never had. 

“How is Madison doing?” he asked David. 

“Lady Truelove went to sleep crying, sir.” David said evenly. Truelove noted the sad 

look on his companion’s usually stoic face. “Everyone is upset, Highness. The boy is well-

liked.”  

“That he is my friend,” Truelove mused. “That he is.” 

It was impossible to change years of training of David, the Major Domo of Tanis palace. 

After a year, Truelove had realized trying to get the former Adelinde slaves to change 

generations of training was impossible. James finally came to an agreement with David to use 

royalty titles when they were in private. David seemed to accept Truelove's strange explanation 

with cautious reservation. He simply could not grasp that the most powerful people he had ever 

met were not royalty. 

When the Retribution arrived at Recovery, every type of ship imaginable met them. The 

CSA fleet was ready, but hundreds of craft of every make and model were crowded among them. 

He opened a Com channel to Recovery and his old friend Torg Malvis, the base commander 

appeared. Torg reminded James of an ancient Viking prince with his huge size and flowing white 

hair and beard. Torg was worried, and said, “Admiral, good to see you as always.” 

“Thanks Torg, is the fleet ready?” 

“As you can see, James, the word is out. Everyone with a ship wants to help find the boy. 

He’s helped so many people. I don’t know how you can keep them away.” 

James half-smiled, and replied, “I just might take them all along,” he joked. “But I’d have 

to tow most of them back home. I’ll be leaving in an hour. Is Miya there?” 

“She’s loading up with a few base personnel and should be aboard Admiral Johnson’s 

battleship in a few minutes Admiral.” 

“What if I asked a few people to stay and help cover the station, could you spare some of 

your trained staff?” 



Torg grinned. “I figured you’d ask, so I’ve already assigned as many as I could to your 

task force. If you can leave me eight or ten ships, I think we’ll be OK, sir.” 

“Consider it done, Torg. I’ll try to keep a Com link open.” 

“God’s speed, Admiral. Bring the boy back safe.” It was hard for Torg to think of young 

Nathan as anything but the boy he met on the old Dove. Now Nathan was a sprouting teen-ager. 

“I will, old friend.” Truelove said. He closed the Com channel to Recovery, and opened 

one to the fleet of ships waiting for orders.  

 

 

C h a p t e r  F o u r  

 

In the morning, a groggy Nathan awoke to the pungent aroma of hot coffee from the 

galley. He felt stiff from sleeping in the chair. He got up, looked at the datapad. The woman’s 

medical stats had moved from critical to nominal. Nathan noticed a flashing yellow indicator on 

his datapad menu that indicated Fetal heartbeat detected. He selected it, and saw another set of 

readings and a high heart rate for a . . . baby? He realized that the young woman must be 

pregnant.  

While he watched, the suit’s power meter entered the red zone, and his datapad started to 

beep. Nathan quickly silenced the alarm and began removing the suit. He hoped the woman 

could continue to recover on her own. When he removed the helmet, he noticed her skin tone 

was an olive or even a light nut color. Her eyes were slightly almond shaped and her hair was 

black similar to Miya’s.  

He removed the gloves and boots, then carefully and gently removed the suit. He placed 

each element back in its maintenance storage case. Lastly, her removed the tweens and placed 

them in the cleaning unit.  

Being careful to avoid her purplish bruises, Nathan dressed her in his own clean 

underwear and blue uniform coveralls. She was pretty, and Nathan tried to keep his thoughts on 

only helping her. Her long hair was still a mess, but only a shampoo and hours of brushing would 

help. Nathan covered her with a blanket and walked down to the galley. 

“Morning, Captain.” Bert asked, with a smile, “Coffee, sir?” 



“Good morning, Bert. That sure smells great.” Nathan responded. He took the cup of 

black coffee and sipped the piping hot liquid. 

“Captain this here’s my mate Terry.” Bert pointed a thumb at a blond thin-haired man of 

middle age. We was mates on the old Trident, and we both know your aunt.” 

“She saved our lives that day she did. What, Bertie?” 

“I was telling our Captain about it last night.” 

Nathan held up a hand to stop the conversation. He was getting uncomfortable with the 

older men’s reference to him being the captain. “Gentlemen, I appreciate the compliment, but 

surely one of you would be a better captain than I.” 

“Whew wee, Bertie, I ain’t heard no pretty speech like that in a long time.” 

“What Bert, Virgil, me, Benny and Andy mean to say sir, is you’re doing a fine job. None 

of us ever been a commander of anything. Well, Andy and Benny both are pilots, but, well, sir, 

begging your pardon, sir, but we’re happy with the way things are just fine, if you don’t mind. 

Your uncle being an admiral and your aunt being our hero and all. You just go ahead and be the 

captain. We like the cut of your jib.” 

“Jib?” Nathan asked losing the conversation with all the dialect and new words he’d 

never heard before. 

“Jib,” Terry explained, “sail, sir, we likes how you get the job done, young sir. We done 

discussed it, and we all agree. You are the Captain of this here and any ship we is on with you.” 

“Thank you, gentlemen, I am deeply touched.” Nathan said with gratitude. “How are 

your friends?”  

“Virgil’s got a busted wing, and Andy’s trying to go the bathroom, sir.” 

“Have you all eaten?” 

Virgil made his way into the room stepping carefully with his left arm in a sling. He sat 

down gingerly at the galley table. 

“We were waiting for you, sir. I can whip us up some breakfast if you like. About all this 

tub has to offer is pancakes.” 

“Pancakes,” Nathan said enthusiastically, “that’s my favorite.” 

The older men grinned at their young captain’s enthusiasm.  

“Pancakes it is, Captain, coming right up.” 

 



 

Nathan sat with the five men around the galley table. He’d eaten twice what everyone 

else ate, and was looking at the pool of syrup as if it had betrayed him.  

“Sorry, Captain, but the dang pirates ran out of pancake batter. If you want more, sir, 

you’ll have to capture another pirate ship. By the look of all those pancakes you ate, it better be a 

much bigger ship.” 

The men laughed. Nathan looked a little embarrassed. 

“He’s a growing lad he is.” 

Nathan smiled and asked, “Can you men tell me where the pirate base is, or anything 

about this area? Are there many other slaves around?” 

“Now that’s the Captain we love, ain’t it boys.” Terry said, and they all nodded grinning.  

Bert replied, “Well, sir, they’ve a base not far from where we are, but it might be a bit 

much for this ship. There’re a lot of slaves there though. This area’s crawling with pirates and 

has a brisk slave trade.” 

“Where do all the slaves come from?” Nathan asked. 

“The pirates run raids into every unprotected system. They raid every planet, ship, and 

village that doesn’t fight back, Captain. That’s how they caught us. Our freighter couldn’t fight 

back, and we got boarded.” 

“Do any of you know the young woman?” Nathan asked. 

“Not too well, sir, the pirates was after her a lot. She fought like a wild cat, but she 

couldn’t keep them off her all the time. They teamed up, if you take my meaning sir.” The men 

all looked ashamed for how some men treated women. 

“Does anyone know how long has she been on this ship?” 

“Well, she came on board after me and the boys,” Virgil thought aloud, “maybe . . . two 

or three months.” 

Nathan nodded seriously.  

The men seemed to sense that something was wrong. “They was beasts with the girl, sir.” 

“What’s her name?” 

“I don’t believe we ever heard her name, sir.” Bert looked at his mates.  

For the next hour, Nathan amazed the seasoned sailors with his questions about how the 

pirates and slavers worked and about their raids and operations. 



“Begging your pardon, young Captain,” Bert asked at last, “but how do you know so 

much about pirates and slavers and such?” 

“I guessed you overheard my tales with the young woman. Those were not idle tales, 

gentlemen. My uncle is the Admiral of the Fleet of the CSA Navy, and the husband of your hero 

Madison formerly Winger and now Truelove.” 

“Excuse me, sir.” Andy interrupted. “Did you say Truelove?” 

“I did, and yes, he’s the man in the Firedrake Incident. Since then, Uncle James has done 

many other heroic deeds just as impressive. We’ve freed over ten thousand slaves from the 

slavers. Our forces have captured more than a hundred ships, including three Draconian 

battleships and nine destroyers. We’ve captured and destroyed a number of ground bases and a 

space station.” 

“Not the old space station at the edge of the Alaska Sector?” Virgil said incredulous. 

“That one’s now located over Skagway, and it’s renamed Space Station Recovery.  

“Gentlemen, I made an oath to help people like yourselves, but I'm not a fool. I wouldn't 

impose upon your generous offer to follow me. I’m sure you have far more experience in 

combat. I appreciate your confidence, men, but I won’t put you at unnecessary risk. I can take 

you back to Alaska, and return with my uncle, or we can try to find a way to help the others that 

are still enslaved. I only say this. I'll never pass up the chance to help others in need, if it’s 

possible to do something to help. Now, I must check on my patient. Please give my proposal 

some thought. We’ll discuss it further when I return.” 

Nathan peeked in on the young woman who was sleeping soundly. He left a bottle of 

water and a plate with a few crackers on it beside her bed. Laying the back of his hand on her 

forehead, he could tell her fever had broken.  

 

 

When Nathan left the young woman’s cabin, he remembered something the pirate who 

searched the shuttle’s cargo bay had said. He walked back to the Vulture’s hangar bay and 

entered the damaged shuttle. Using a hand-light in the dead shuttle’s cargo bay, he looked at the 

labels on the crates. He found a box marked Scanner Devices. Unlatching the lid and opening it, 

he found the case contained several boxes labeled Scanner Chips. Some boxes displayed the 

suffix IPH and IPA, and the others displayed RA. Nathan opened a box of each and placed a few 



of each in his pockets. Another box contained Launchers. Nathan was concerned with the 

sensitive nature of the shuttle’s cargo. Knowing that these were top-secret devices. He wondered 

how they got on this shuttle, and where was it going? 

When the Draconians had attacked the Commonwealth Star Alliance, the Regent 

executed Operation Sudden Eclipse. She sent a command code that deactivated all Ravenhold 

Com systems and needed a special activation key to resume. Sudden Eclipse resulted in the 

disruption of all communications, complex computer networks, and computer controlled 

systems. With one action, the Age of Technology became the Age of Darkness.  

As a result the Draconians’ enslaved millions to operate their machinery and ships. They 

used hand radios or small local Com unit to direct various slaves to operate systems on a ship in 

manual mode. They abandoned the systems too complex to manage manually.  

An IP device was an Intrusion Protocol system that de-activated any computer controlled 

system on a ship or vehicle. The devices required direct contact to a ship or command console. 

Larger ships could require more IP's. Nathan’s uncle had captured numerous enemy ships by 

forcing them to shut down, eliminating the ship’s ability to fight and reducing battle damage.  

The launchers were like ammo magazines that attached to a ship’s tractor beam system 

and held numerous IP’s to launch at enemy ships. The magnetized IP’s attached to the enemy 

ship’s hull and quickly forced the ship’s control systems to shut down. As soon as one IP 

launched, another IP would reload into the tractor beam launcher. 

Over the last few years, engineers worked with Nathan’s Aunt Madison to develop a 

special device labeled RA, for Ravenhold Activation. It connected with a dead Com system a 

send the reactivation code to enable the unit or system to operate as long as the RA device was in 

place. Unlike rewriting the actual device code with the proper access code, the RA bypassed the 

code authorization, enabling the ship or system to function normally. Essentially, the RA 

commanded the system to turn on. An enemy ship could be easily captured with and IP device, 

and after it was captured, it could be returned to full use with an RA device. 

Nathan studied ship’s systems under the engineers on his uncle’s ships. The engineers, 

like everyone else, liked the boy and his inquisitive nature. Nathan learned quickly and was 

eager to help. Nathan demonstrated an uncanny talent for mastering technology and the programs 

that operated it. To the engineers it seemed as if the boy could almost communicate with the 

systems instinctively. 



Stopping in the galley on his way to the bridge, he poured another cup and sat down. 

“Bert,” he said as he stood over the dead bodies on the bridge, “Can we get the dead pirates 

removed and the mess cleaned up?”  

“Me and the lads will get right on it, sir.”  

“I’d like to take a look at the pirate base, sort of a recon mission. Unless you men believe 

it’s too dangerous. I think we can keep a safe distance. I understand two of you are pilots?” 

Nathan asked. “I'll check out the two ships with you. I’d like to have at least one escort out at all 

times. I’ve a couple ideas you might be interested in.” 

The five men grinned at each other and nodded their heads. “I want to meet with 

everyone on the bridge, but I think someone should stay with our patient at all times. I think 

she'll need to get up soon, and I don’t want her to be frightened.” 

“She shouldn’t be frightened of anything, sir,” Andy stated. “Confused maybe, but not 

frightened. I had to remember where I was every time I woke up last night. It felt great when I 

realized where I really was. Thanks again, young sir.” Andy’s friends all agreed. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  F i v e  

 

Nathan inspected the RA device. It was a gold-colored, coin-sized octagon that attached 

magnetically to a control console or panel that Re-Activated the disabled computer systems. 

Grabbing a new engineering scanner, he headed back to the corvette’s bridge, and placed the RA 

under the console cover out of sight. Nathan moved around the bridge turning the systems from 

manual to auto as his scanner indicated the system had rebooted successfully.  

Nathan demonstrated the process to the other men. “I only need to place one of these 

devices on a console to make the systems they control work. If we start at the main Com panel, 

many of the other systems will work as soon as we switch them from manual to auto.” 

Bert squinted at the gold coin with uncertainty. “Ain’t none of these systems worked in 

months. Are you sure this little thing will fix them, sir?” 

Nathan looked at his datapad, “The Com core is now fully functional, Bert. Try your 

weapons console, and I’ll fire up the Com console and the ship's scanner.”  

“You say all I have to do is switch it from manual to auto, sir?” Bert asked. 



“That is correct, weapons chief.” 

Bert laughed and looked at Terry, who was watching over his friend’s shoulder as the 

weapons console systems switched themselves to a status of Fully Functional. The display was 

all green when the system check ended a minute later. “Weapons chief,” Bert echoed, “I ain’t 

heard that in a while, sounds mighty good, sir.” 

“I wish you’d do the same for those fighters, sir.” Andy begged. 

Nathan took two gold octagons from his pocket. “Let’s try these as soon as we are done 

here. My scanner is active, and shows the area is clear.”  

When the bridge systems were fully functional, he took the team down to engineering. He 

reset the main engineering console by switching main power to auto. The system came up and 

they noticed the lights seemed brighter. For the first time in months, the corvette ran smoothly 

with every system fully functional.  

Bert looked at the power outputs on the monitor at the top of the scales. “Maybe we can 

fire the main guns now, Captain. They ain’t been enough power lately.” 

Bert’s comment on firing the guns reminded Nathan of one the Admiral’s important rules 

of making sure each was prepared for battle and each crewman knew their assigned roles at 

battlestations. He said, “That’s a good idea, Chief Bert. We’ll stage battle stations drills and 

weapons firing exercises later today. I’ll bet these guns haven’t been calibrated in a while.” He 

looked at the fighter pilots, “We’ll do the same for you two. Let’s head down to the hangar bay 

and take a look at those birds.” The older men looked around the engineering bay with a satisfied 

nod of their heads, thinking the young man really did know something about commanding a ship.  

 

 

The two fighters were crammed into a hangar bay designed to house two shuttles or 

escorts. Now it held the captured CSA shuttle and two fighters. The smaller Chuvash Class 

stealth fighter he recognized immediately, but he had to refer to his datapad for Draconian ship 

classes to discover the larger fighter was a Wyvern Class heavy fighter. Nathan immediately 

found the big fighter appealing.  

He and the pilots inspected both ships before he placed a gold RA octagon inside the 

landing strut housing on each. Nathan climbed into the Chuvash fighter that blocked the hangar 



hatch and fired up the ship. The systems looked good. As he climbed back down, he looked at 

the wyvern class ship and said, “After lunch, let’s put on our e-suits and try these ships out.”  

The two pilots laughed. “You can’t be the Vulture's captain and a fighter pilot, sir,” they 

said grinning at his dilemma. 

“It is just for training and demonstration purposes,” he said, quoting the phrase he’d 

heard his uncle use many times when the Admiral had wanted to do something below his pay 

grade.  

The older pilots smiled. “We understand, sir.” 

 

 

Nathan ordered an afternoon of battlestations drills, emergency drills, and weapons 

training. The men worked together well after meeting with Nathan. He’d asked them how they 

served in other ships, and gave them their assignments. Since Andy was the senior pilot, Nathan 

assigned him as squadron leader with Benny as his wingman. He assigned Terry as engineer-

cook. Bert was weapons chief and maintenance. Virgil was the Com officer. Nathan would pilot 

the Vulture first. They would run several scenarios, but he wanted to get the men acclimated to 

the ships first, their assigned positions, and make sure the weapons and defensive systems 

functioned properly. If time permitted, they could try other positions.  

Nathan untethered the Vulture's tractor beams and moved away from the trade lane and 

asteroid field to gain maneuvering room. He announced, “Battlestations.” The escort pilots 

launched and the Vulture’s interior lighting changed to red, her shield’s appeared as a 

shimmering blue ellipsoid around the corvette until the energy stabilized. The fighters flanked 

the larger ship. “All ships prepare for targeting drill.”  

Bert activated the targeting routines. Targeting drones launched from the fore, aft, dorsal, 

and ventral weapons bunkers on the corvette. Four drones sailed away to simulate an attacking 

force. The corvette’s eight turrets tracked the drones. Andy and Ben pulled away to intercept the 

four incoming bandits. Nathan watched as the pilots first met the bandits head on. Their first 

shots were wild until the weapons' calibration matched the targeting scanners.  

The drones split and counter-attacked, but the two pilots maintained formation, and 

patiently drove the drones away scoring hits. Finally, with two active drones remaining, the 

pilots each chose an adversary and ran a one-on-one dogfight drill. Andy’s larger Wyvern Class 



fighter struggled to keep up with the quick drone, but its six forward cannons laid down a sheet 

of practice laser fire difficult to avoid. Ben’s Chuvash fighter danced through the maneuvers 

with a quickness that led Nathan to believe Ben was the better pilot. With the escort fighters’ 

drills completed, they moved to a safe distance to observe the corvette’s target practice and stand 

patrol.  

Bert launched eight drones and set them to practice mode one. Each turret accepted a 

drone as a target and the calibration process started. Nathan watched as the percentage of hits 

gradually rose from thirty-five percent to eighty-one percent. Bert looked up at Nathan with a 

wide grin. Nathan nodded his approval. “Would you mind if I tried, Chief?” 

The older man smiled, patronizing the lad, and waved him over. Focusing on his training, 

Nathan took a moment to get his bearings with the strange weapons console. Bert evidently 

thought the boy was lost. Just as he was about to offer assistance, Nathan’s hands danced over 

the controls. He reconfigured the console with each weapon displayed in an individual control 

window with all calibration results active at all times. Then his hands moved over the controls 

again, and he released double the number of drones while increasing the difficulty to level two. 

The accuracy dropped to fifty-six percent. Nathan studied the windows for a moment, then his 

hands blurred over the controls. Bert watched amazed as the console indicated weapons accuracy 

rose steadily to eighty-two percent. 

Vulture moved through space looking like fountains of laser fire. The escort pilots 

whistled in admiration. 

The read-out now indicated eighty-five percent, and Nathan switched to level three. Now 

each turret was tracking three targets simultaneously. The percent dropped to eighty-one, and the 

he continued to refine the process. The bridge crew watched as Nathan began to sweat from the 

concentration. His hands rapped over the weapons console and sounded like a snare drum.  

Bert no longer watched Nathan’s blurring fingers. Instead, he watched the main bridge 

monitor display of the percentage of hits sweep up smoothly on all eight turrets. Nathan stopped 

and relaxed as the efficiency indicator leveled off at ninety-two percent.  

He noted the temperature of each turret remained constant in the green close to the 

yellow band. The corvette's shield counter read the number of drone shots not intercepted at five 

percent while the shields remained at a steady eighty-seven percent. He nodded happily as the 



program continued to run. When he was satisfied with the results, Nathan cancelled the drill and 

recalled the drones. 

“It looks like we’ve got a fine ship here.” He headed toward the door. “Bert, you have the 

Con. Recall the escorts, and let’s meet for a debriefing. I want to check on my patient, and see 

how engineering is doing. 

Bert and Virgil waited until the hatch closed, and they no longer heard Nathan’s footsteps 

on the metal corridor deck. “Can you believe what we just witnessed?” Bert asked Virgil. "I’ve 

only seen one other person as good as he is on the console, his aunt. She must’ve trained 

Nathan.” 

“I’m having trouble trying to get my mind around justifying the lad’s age with everything 

he does.” Virgil added, “It just ain’t natural, Bert.” 

“All I can figure is, he’s got a lot of training from some good people, but he also must be 

talented. Let’s listen to what he has in mind.” 

 

 

Nathan noted the young woman’s position changed in the bed. She had moved a little 

jumbling her covers. He figured that she would soon awaken. He felt her pulse and forehead. Her 

vitals seemed normal. As he headed back to engineering, Nathan thought that once her hair was 

cleaned, she'd be pretty.  

Terry monitored the engineering console when Nathan approached. He looked up and 

smiled. "Everything worked fine, sir. Power levels remained constant at a maximum of fifty-

three percent of capacity. The structural integrity field and shield generators were barely taxed 

by the exercise.”  

Nathan listened to the engines and noted the energy log during the exercise. He noted a 

significant increase in power consumption about the time he took over for Chief Bert. 

 

 

The crew of the Vulture sat in her galley sipping coffee. Nathan drank from a bottle of 

water and started, “The results of our first exercise clearly show our ships are in good condition. 

This is a rare situation in the quadrant. Since most ships’ automatic systems are no longer 

functional, the routine maintenance systems are also inoperable. 



“I want to spend some time this afternoon with our pilots and the fighters. We need to 

install the new IP Launchers on the fighters’ tractor beam systems, and run some trials. While we 

run those trials, I’d like Chief Bert to work with everyone else to make sure everyone can operate 

the Weapons and Com consoles. 

“The wyvern heavy fighter is something new to me. I’d like to take some time trying out 

the bird, if Andy doesn’t mind.” 

Andy nodded his assent. “I think that ship is a bit of a beast, sir. Maybe it’s just me, but I 

have no objections.” 

“Good. We can all try the different ships, and see if there should be a swap in 

assignments. I’ll let you men work out those details.” Nathan looked at the other three crewmen. 

“Do any of you have any suggestions or questions?” 

Terry, a straight shooter, raised his hand. He seemed uncomfortable with having someone 

so much younger as a superior. “Nathan, me and everyone else is grateful for releasing us from 

the pirates, but it’s hard for us to understand how you know so much about everything. We know 

you can fight, fly, doctor, and command. Is there anything else?” He half grinned.  

“I can cook a little.” Nathan smiled. “I understand what you are asking, Terry, and I 

appreciate your honesty. Frankly, I find the whole thing a bit daunting, but I didn’t ask to be 

here. I’m here by accident. I guess I should take a few minutes to explain who I am and how I 

got here. Then maybe you can tell me a little about yourselves. I like to know who I’m working 

with.”  

Nathan explained that somehow yesterday morning, when he was taking a shuttle to his 

finals at Space Station Recovery, he missed his normal shuttle and got on the one in the 

corvette’s hangar. He went on to explain how he was Admiral Truelove’s ward. That he was 

trained in leadership and engineering by the Admiral. His aunt Madison trained him in the ship’s 

systems focusing on Com and scanning. His tutor, Miya, was a martial arts expert. Nathan was a 

licensed pilot with certification for ships from shuttles to battleships. He ended excitedly by 

stating he was learning weapons from the Admiral, but he had another two years of study before 

he received his Special Ops training certificate. 

The five men watched the young teen in wonder as he explained about his busy life. 

None of them doubted the boy was being truthful, but none of them ever experienced anyone so 

young having so much experience. 



Virgil asked, “What about friends and people your age?” 

Nathan looked down realizing the one area in which he felt lacking. “I have one friend 

named Truman that I get to see about once a week. He’s almost my age, but he goes to school at 

Recovery, and I have mostly tutors. I’ve been around many kids when we released all the slaves 

in Alaska and on Tanis, but I only saw them for a few days. My family is busy.” 

The men peered thoughtfully at him. He felt embarrassed by their somber expressions. It 

was as if they understood the high price he had paid in sacrificing personal relationships for his 

exceptional knowledge and abilities.  

Nathan hopped down from his stool at the galley counter and said, “Let’s take a look at 

your birds.” 

 

 

While Bert and the other two men reviewed the bridge and engineering consoles, Nathan 

and the pilots installed the IP Launchers on the tractor beam emitters of both ships. He showed 

them how to load the IP’s and told them to make sure they remained unarmed for their practices. 

The older men stood on the heavy fighter’s wings and watched as Nathan explained how 

targeting, arming and firing worked.  

“So we just tractor another ship.” Andy stated. 

“Yes, but with a couple important differences.” Nathan explained, “The actual tractor 

command is short. You must interrupt the tractor as soon as it contacts the ship, or the tractor 

grabs it back off the hull. The other important thing to remember is that you can’t place the IP on 

anything that is non-magnetic or where it’s at risk, as in the path of the engine exhaust or a gun 

port. The idea is to capture the ship. Our tactic is to appear as a friend, and attach the IP on the 

unsuspecting ship. If the IP is successful, the ship will shut down in thirty seconds. Usually, the 

enemy pilots do not survive the process of recovery, because their air runs out.” 

“What about larger ships?” Ben asked. 

“Sometimes it takes several IP’s to stop a larger ship, but every big ship is different, and 

much depends on the ship's condition and crew. We usually expect them not to work on a big 

ship, like a battleship, but we slap them on anyway, hoping to disrupt their systems. Sometimes 

the damage to the ship works together with the IP to shut it down.” 



“That’s amazing.” Andy said looking at the one-inch three-sided silver colored pyramid. 

“Why isn’t it shaped like the coin IP?” 

“The device is used to sabotage vehicle and equipment on the ground. If you put one on a 

ship or truck, you can be sure it will not work. Engineers developed the pyramid shape for tractor 

use on a ship. We can fire them at a ship and be confident the magnetic case will align and stick 

on a flat surface from any angle. You can tell if the IP works or not by your Identifier Friend or 

Foe, or IFF, scanner. The disabled ship’s IFF indicator will turn from red to green on your 

cockpit display. In addition, the RA devices we attached to your ship makes the IFF squawk 

“friendly” to all CSA ships. Most of them are Draconian ships we captured, so it’s hard to tell by 

sight.  

“If you’ll permit me, I can demonstrate how to fire the IP’s using the wyvern. Its cockpit 

is large enough so we can all ride together. I know the cockpit is built for two, but I’m small and 

my suit has its own atmo-cycler.” 

The other pilots agreed, and left to get their e-suits.  

 

 

Nathan backed the heavy fighter out of the hangar. “I have to warn you men, that I had an 

unusual flight training instructor. You may find my flying strange, and I’ll try not to surprise you 

too much.” With that, the wyvern spun 180 degrees and shot around to the front of the Vulture. 

Nathan demonstrated the targeting and tractor systems in a dry run and they saw the bridge crew 

watching them from the windows. 

“I want to retrieve all these IP’s, so I’ll target an area just inside the open hangar door. 

Nathan moved the heavy fighter out away from the corvette and approached from the starboard 

side at a slow, steady glide. He deliberately demonstrated how he targeted the aft section of the 

damaged shuttle between the engine thrusters. A green tractor beam shot out and a silver dot 

appeared on the back of the wreck, while the fighter slid gracefully by. After realigning the ship 

at the beginning of the run, he looked at Andy in the co-pilot’s seat and said, “Your turn, Andy.” 

The older pilot maintained the same rate of speed, and fired the tractor a little hurried, but 

the device stuck to the wreck anyway. Ben took the next turn. Sharing the pilot’s seat with 

Nathan was awkward, but he did well. 



“Once you realize the tractor beam moves at the speed of light, it’s easier to hit your 

target. If the beam touches the target, you’ve scored a successful hit. The hard thing to learn is 

there is no explosion, and no way to sense if you’ve succeeded. You just keep going until the 

other guy’s ship dies. I want both of you to try it a couple times while I watch. I encourage you 

try to speed up a little each time.” 

Both pilots went through the process several more times until they were comfortable with 

the new process. The Andy said, “Captain, I get the feeling you're a lot better at this than you 

demonstrated. Perhaps you can show us how you would do it normally, so that Benny and I can 

see how much practice we need to catch up.” 

Nathan nodded eagerly. Ben moved over to give the kid more room in the pilot’s seat. 

“The hard part is remembering the tractor emitter has to be able to see the target, as well as you. 

He pulled well back from the starboard hangar bay and started his run. The wyvern snapped to 

full power and the ship twisted through space as Nathan slapped an IP on all four edges of the 

hatch, the wreck and the Chuvash fighter inside the hangar as they blazed by the opening. Nathan 

tagged six IP’s in less than two seconds, impressing the older flyers. 

“I’ll take us back to the hangar. You can reload and take out both birds for practice. Just 

make sure the IP’s are not armed.” Nathan circled the heavy fighter around and thrust its nose 

through the force field until the canopy was inside the hangar bay, and hit the canopy without 

landing. “Ben,” he ordered, “the ship is yours. Hold her here while I reload you. Andy, why 

don’t you try the Chuvash?” Both men climbed out. Nathan snapped a new IP magazine on the 

wyvern and gave Ben the thumbs up. Andy followed him out of the hangar. Nathan picked up all 

the IP’s while they set up for their runs, then headed for the bridge. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  S i x  

 

The young woman lay still. Feigning sleep, she watched the young man through slit eyes. 

She had watched him once before, and waited in fear as he moved to her side, but he gently 

touched her throat and forehead and brushed her hair from her dusky cheek. Now he straightened 

her blanket. She felt he meant no harm.  



However, she was a princess of the Dark Ones. In her world, to touch her without her 

permission was to die. The Others had touched her. They had hurt her many times. Someday her 

warriors would come to destroy the intruders, the killers-of-women-and-babies. Nevertheless, 

she thought, this one would live.  

Her name was Chuman, which meant Snake Maiden. She was a princess of the Dark 

Ones. She felt generous toward the handsome warrior as she lay on the soft bed. In her tribe, the 

young man with the raven-colored curly-hair would make a desirable mate. She watched him 

glide into the room dressed in black, looking like a panther. His hands were strong and deft for 

such a young one, yet his touch was gentle. She listened to his voice. His words were strange as 

were all the star people, but his voice was melodic.  

Snake Maiden had not seen any of the grotesque cowards that caged her several moons 

ago. She wondered where they were. They had tormented her every day for hours until she lost 

consciousness or until they captured her arms and legs in the cutting wire snares. Then they 

did— She could not wish to remember the awful things they had done to her body. No one could 

do such a thing to a princess of the Dark Ones. 

Snake Maiden knew the other men on the ship, but the pretty young man was new. 

Perhaps he was the warrior responsible for her freedom from the hated cage. The ancient brave 

known as Bert had spoken to her many times, but a princess could not speak to a commoner. In 

any case, the girl did not understand the strange speech of the older man. 

She lay quietly. She would watch the young warrior. The older men all spoke to him with 

great deference. She surmised that he must be a prince of his tribe. Perhaps she could escape, and 

take the new warrior back to her tribe. A new warrior prince husband would increase her stature 

in the matriarchal society of her tribe. She might even surpass her younger sister in preeminence, 

who by now had taken her place as the new matriarch in waiting. She would watch. She would 

wait, rest, and heal. Then she would act.  

The young woman felt something strange in her body. Perhaps the hated far-killers had 

injured her worse than she expected. A medicine woman would know, but none was near. The 

young warrior may be a healer.  

A healer prince, she mused, would be a great treasure to her people. A healer, yes, that’s 

why he ministered to her needs. A prince would also recognize her as a princess. The others 



cannot understand the life of the highborn. The younger one would be great in the lodges of the 

Dark Ones.  

She remembered her terrible sickness had felt as if a fire burned through her body. When 

her fever raged, her tormentors had cast her into the cage, naked and bleeding. Her vomit 

congealed on her body. She laid helpless in her own excrement moaning vainly for the Star 

Mother’s aid. She felt better, except in the early morning. "Yes," she thought. "She would watch 

the young warrior prince closely, and she would choose her time to act. 

 
 

C h a p t e r  S e v e n  

 

A group of construction workers and accident investigators stood around an excavation 

that encompassed the former Ravenhold Regent’s palace grounds on Tranquility, the capital of 

the Commonwealth Star Alliance. The palace had been the gem of the CSA capital. Its gleaming 

white towers streamed with colorful pennants. When the Draconian attacked Tranquility, they 

targeted the palace first. The Draconian assault force killed the staff and tore the beautiful palace 

apart searching for the Regent. The Draconian Emperor, Tyrant Dracos, had tried to obliterate 

his family's nemesis, the hated the Ravenholds. He had assassinated Diane's husband, Traveler. 

He had placed his son, Prince Rage, in charge of finding the Regent and subduing Tranquility.  

Rage, at that time a teenager, had enslaved the city's peaceful population and used them 

to demolish the palace and excavate its foundations. It had taken a year and the death of 

thousands of slaves, but they eventually discovered the Regent's secret underground bunker.   

The depth of the excavation had eventually matched its breadth. The former location of 

the grand palace with its plush gardens, quiet pools, and tinkling fountains had become what 

appeared to be a muddy brown quarry. Biers for burning the dead slaves broken bodies 

surrounded the deep pit that opened to the bunker. 

Rage had pledged to drag the Regent from her refuge and parade her in shame throughout 

the CSA. In celebration of his ultimate victory, Tyrant had ordered his armada to Tranquility to 

take part. His ships filled the space above Tranquility. Since most of the Draconian crews had 

joined the prince on the surface, their mighty fleet remained parked helpless in space. 



When it became evident to the Regent that she could not escape capture, she executed 

Operation Avenging Storm. A planetary defense platform fired a massive beam of energy down 

onto the Draconian prince's compound. However, the Regent’s secret bunker had been too close 

to the weapon blast. He bunker had been consumed with the Draconian command center. Then 

the planetary defense systems attacked the Draconian armada. Tyrant had barely escaped from 

Tranquility. 

The Regent's stirring final address and ultimate sacrifice had motivated the hearts of her 

people to attack the Draconians. Across the quadrant, slaves used any means to destroy their 

oppressors. They destroyed the machines to which they'd been chained. They began by 

eliminating the Draconian’s from the capital.  

After Tranquility's survival from the occupation, the Senate had commissioned this 

project to verify the death of the Regent and her son. Three years of careful sifting through the 

excavated palace remnants had finally produced the evidence they sought. They discovered two 

human skulls under the tattered remains of the battle armor and a pile of crumbling bones. Near 

one skull, the investigator discovered a muddy lump. Careful cleaning had determined it to be 

the partially-melted wedding ring of the Regent. A piece of a toy near the smaller skull verified 

the person was a child. The somber investigative team realized they held all that remained of 

their Regent and her young son.  

Later, a team of forensic scientists gathered in a tent on the site. They watched a 

composite vid developed from the carefully gathered evidence and the remnants of the security 

archives to produce a computer-generated reenactment of the final moments of the Regent’s life. 

The vid showed the Regent’s security team stripping off their battle armor and covering the 

Regent and her son with it. Then security officers lay over their wards in a human shield, but the 

blast from the searing white energy beam mercilessly disintegrated everything in its path down to 

the bedrock.  

A short, broad-chested man who wore a white lab coat watched the vid. The team turned 

to the VIP who observed the results of their findings, while the investigative officer in charge 

said to the visitor, “Well, Admiral Graham, that is all there is.” He kept his head bowed in 

sadness.  

Admiral Graham turned to the group who had labored on this disheartening project for 

several years. “Ladies and gentlemen, I must commend you on your service to the CSA. To labor 



so long when so many thought the task a waste of time with these amazing results must be 

gratifying. We owe each of you a great debt. We will inter these remains in the base of the 

monument to Diane Ravenhold in the new park honoring her heroic service to the CSA. This 

record and the documentary vid of your work on this project will be part of the museum’s 

presentation.” 

After the congratulations ended, Admiral Graham walked to his VIP shuttle. Meeting one 

of the project members along the way, he asked quietly, “Were you able to replace the DNA 

sample results from the child with her real son’s DNA?”  

Admiral Graham was the leader of the Commonwealth Clandestine Operations. The 

Regent had commissioned Graham to find out the truth about her husband's assassination. 

Afterwards, he led the search for the truth about the Draconian Empire plan to take over the 

CSA. Knowing the truth that the Regent had adopted the boy who had died in the bunker to 

cover Nathan's true identity in protective exile, the CCO had maintained a close watch on this 

project from day one. Admiral Graham's contact was an agent assigned to the recovery project as 

a worker. 

“Yes, sir," the young agent said. "We had some trouble purging the data electronically, 

but everything eventually went as planned.” 

Admiral Graham stopped in mid-stride and glared at his agent suspiciously. “What kind 

of trouble?” 

“The data file had an odd encryption on it, but our Com team eventually overrode it.”  

“I don’t like it. I don’t like it at all,” Admiral Graham growled. “Have the Com team 

work on that encryption. I want to know where it came from, and why it disappeared. I have a 

bad feeling about this.” 

“Yes, sir, I’ll let them know right away.” 

“Tell them they did a great job. If you learn anything more, make sure to update me 

immediately.” Admiral Graham said as he entered his shuttle. 

 

 

High in the Dragon Spine Mountains of Typhon, the Draconian Empire’s planetary 

capital, the Adelinde High Council met in one of their infrequent gatherings since the 

catastrophic loss of the Alaska Sector and their vaunted pleasure planet, Tanis.  



The Adelinde High Council occupied a secret sub-level of the Imperial Fortress. With the 

death of Tyrant, the Dracos family line had ended. The new ruler, Empress Tanith, had decided 

the old fortress needed remodeled. So the stark brutality of the warrior's fortress gave way to the 

dark elegance typical of the true Dragon rulers.  

Now they sat in a luxurious conference room with a long polished onyx table surrounded 

by plush black-velvet arm-chairs. Every surface in the room was made of exotic materials with 

one thing in common. They were all black. The walls along both side of the room were carved 

with full-sized dragons with emerald eyes the size of hen's eggs.  

The merciless leader of the Draconian Empire stepped to the end of the table. Bright 

spotlights gleamed on her form-fitting black dress. Black gems sewn into the garment gave the 

appearance of scales that flashed in the brilliant light.  

Empress Tanith was a tall, strikingly beautiful, woman in her mid-thirties with long 

silver-white hair. Her figure was over-developed and obviously enhanced. Her most stunning 

feature was the overwhelming impression of evil that emanated from her beautiful and yet 

emotionless face. Her carefully sculpted facial structure left most people with an almost reptilian 

impression. 

“Can this be true?” she hissed incredulously at the intelligence agent cowering in fear 

before her. 

“The information was verified three times, Great One.” The agent tried to keep his voice 

calm. 

Tanith looked at her perfectly manicured hands as she grappled with her emotions. This 

information indicated how badly they had underestimated their foe, the hated Ravenhold Regent. 

Diane Ravenhold had twisted every attempt to unseat her into a victory for the CSA.  

Once again, after thinking they had ended the line of Ravenhold forever, they discovered 

that the true Ravenhold heir had escaped. The Regent had somehow used an imposter to stand-in 

as her son. Her spy on Tranquility had reported that the DNA evidence from the palace bunker 

clearly indicated the child who had died there was not a Ravenhold. Somewhere in the quadrant, 

a Ravenhold heir prepared to assume the Regency. Tanith vowed to herself that he would never 

live to see the throne. 

“Lord Tatsua," she said, turning to the youngest member of the High Council, "Have our 

experts develop a composite image for our people to search for along with a full list of details 



about the young man. Inform our agents to be on the watch for any man answering the 

description. We shall keep the true identity of the heir an absolute secret. As far as anyone 

outside this room is concerned, the Ravenholds are dead. Anyone having information shall 

inform the High Command immediately. No action is to be taken without Our express direction.”  

The CCO agent that posed as the Adelinde counselor, Lord Tatsua, nodded and left the 

chamber immediately. In an hour, he had dispatched an encrypted message to the 

Commonwealth Clandestine Operations and its leader, Admiral Graham, with the bad news. The 

Draconians knew Diane Ravenhold’s son, Nathan, had survived. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  E i g h t  

 

Nathan sat alone on the bridge of the Vulture having the first duty watch. As he 

considered what he should do next, the young man was pleased that his ship and crew could 

defend themselves from further attack. Bert had explained to him that he was in the Mohave 

Sector. Nathan’s problem was that he had no way to contact his uncle to tell him where he was. 

In the past, they had depended on Tiara to maintain their secret communications, but she was in 

the final stages of her ship updates and decommissioned. 

Nathan’s training had not yet included programming the Faster-Than-Light (FTL) 

Twilight Space drive. Tiara had always plotted the course for Twilight Space travel. This left 

him with the option of finding his way home the slow way. His six-hour Twilight Space flight 

from Alaska to Mohave Sector would take more than a week at space normal speed.  

He also felt obligated to the people on the ship. He did not feel free to ask them to come 

home with him. Today’s practice exercise of the Vulture and her new crew went well, but these 

are all grown men. Would they really accept him, a teenager, as their leader? What about the 

girl? Bert had suggested that she probably didn’t understand the common language. The old 

weapons chief indicated she screamed in some unknown tongue at her tormentors. None of the 

men ever heard her speak otherwise. Nathan worried that his way back home might not be as 

easy as simply heading back to Alaska. 

 

 



In the Vulture’s galley, five men sat with mugs of hot coffee in their fists. They discussed 

the young man that sat on the bridge. 

“I say it ain’t natural. Anyone of us could be as good a captain as the kid.” Ben stated 

emphatically. 

Bert had listened to the conversation between his four companions. Virgil and Terry 

seemed willing to accept the younger man’s leadership, but the two pilots came back from the 

exercise with hard feelings about something. Bert tried to figure out what was bothering the men, 

but after a half hour of arguing, he was no closer to finding the answer. The younger pilot, Ben, 

seemed to be the most upset. Bert felt that Andy was just supporting his fellow pilot.  

The old weapons chief was grateful to the lad for releasing them and had developed a 

sense of loyalty for Nathan. He had observed the young man closely as Nathan naturally lead 

them through the process of making the ship safe for them, enabling them to protect themselves. 

Knowing that further discussion would only polarize the group and bring on hard feelings, Bert 

did something he’d rarely done. He spoke up.  

“Benny,” Bert interrupted when the conversation paused. “What’s got you so upset? You 

didn’t seem upset before our exercise today.” The question caught the younger pilot off guard. 

Ben looked at Andy for support, but Andy didn't meet his gaze. 

“This kid’s too cocky, Bert. He knows everything. It ain’t right, I say. I got brothers his 

age at home, and they ain’t done nothing like him. Flying ships and such, like a wizard, he is. 

How’s he know how to fix everything, I ask, and how did he capture this ship?” 

“I don’t know, Benny, but the kid’s aunt and uncle are some real special people. I know 

you didn’t see him on the bridge, but that boy didn’t do any magic, he’s just good. Are you afraid 

he’s going to show you up? Is that it? He’s already showed us all up, man. None of us can do 

what he’s done, and him just barely a man. If you feel strongly about it, I say let’s talk to him. 

The kid’s a straight shooter, and we all know it. Let’s see what he has to say.”  

The men nodded, but refused to look each other in the eye. Their indebtedness for their 

rescue struggled against his leadership at such a young age.  

Bert got up and headed to the bridge. He didn’t envy the lad for what he faced now. 

 

 



Snake Maiden lay in her bed. She had grown tired of lying around and wanted the 

handsome young warrior to come to see her again. Her cabin lay directly across from the galley, 

and she had listened the men’s voices. She could not understand the words, but she recognized 

the anger and confusion in their voices. Somehow, she felt the young warrior must be at the 

center of the argument. 

 

 

 Nathan followed Bert into the galley. The older man had pre-warned him that Ben and 

Andy seemed upset about something.  

Nathan sat down across from Ben and started the dialog. “Gentlemen, as I am sure you 

are aware, today’s exercise gave us the measure of the Vulture’s abilities. At least we know we 

can protect ourselves, and that makes me feel better. I want to say how much I appreciate your 

work to help make us safe. Each of you realizes how hard it is to be a commander. A wise person 

once explained to me that no job on a ship is unimportant, that every person has a role in keeping 

the ship safe.” Nathan looked down at his hands as if considering what to say.   

He nodded to himself and said, “Now we come to a new phase in our adventure together. 

As I sat on the bridge just now, I couldn’t decide our next move. Seeing all of you has helped me 

decide. I believe anyone of you can handle the job of commanding this ship to get us back to 

safety. The job of getting us free and getting the ship operational is over. Now we need a leader 

to take us back to safety, or onward to help others who are suffering. We need someone who can 

make the hard decisions, and can come up with a plan to keep us all safe. When the pirates 

attack, we need someone who can think quickly to avoid getting us all killed. I have to admit, I 

have no idea about what to do with the young woman in there, so that needs to be resolved as 

well.” 

Nathan looked around the galley at the men and confessed, “Frankly, men, I’m not sure 

what to do next. I’d like to call my uncle, the Admiral. He’d know what to do, but I don’t know 

how to contact him. We never discussed what to do in this situation. I hate to admit it, but I’m 

here because I made a mistake. Yesterday, I got on what I thought was the same shuttle I’d taken 

to class for the last three years, but woke up hours later in the shuttle being attacked by the 

pirates on this ship. I guess my being here is a big accident,” Nathan shook his head in 

embarrassment.   



“Anyway, I said all this to say, I see our next task as a bit daunting, so if anyone wants to 

take over, I have absolutely no objections. I’ll be glad to help wherever you need me. It’ll be a 

relief to let someone else worry about commanding the Vulture. I’m asking you for your help. So 

who wants to be captain? How about you,” Nathan looked Ben in the eye, catching the man off 

guard. “Why don’t you take over as captain for us, Ben?” 

 

"There it was," Bert thought. He had watched as the other men in the galley stared into 

their steaming cups of coffee as if the answer to Nathan's question would magically appear in the 

dark liquid. The bare truth stared each of them in the eye. Each seemed to look into his soul past 

the dreams of what he thought he was and saw the grim reality of his real abilities and 

limitations. With a few moments of reflection, Bert noticed an amazing change in the men. They 

were now quietly contemplative, where moments before they had seemed almost belligerent.  

Nathan had astounded them with his heartfelt dialogue, and his willingness to relinquish 

control. His candid confession of feeling overwhelmed by the job made him appear more normal. 

They could understand how a young man might be worried as were each of them. However, his 

clear explanation of the daunting task ahead of them forced each man consider his own abilities 

in the harsh light of reality. None of them had led before, much less carried the responsibility for 

all their lives.  

 

 

Snake Maiden listened to the young warrior’s voice as he spoke to the older men. She 

found his voice pleasing. She envisioned him as her future husband with his dark, curly hair. 

Their children would be strong and beautiful.  

 

 

Ben was the last to look up. The other men watched him closely. For almost an hour, he 

had fussed and argued that the kid was too young. When Nathan had confronted him without 

elevating the emotional situation, Ben had evidently understood the gravity of what lay before 

them. He seemed to determine that the best man was already acting as commander. He looked 

embarrassed at making a fuss. He sat back in his chair and stated, red-faced, “No sir, Captain. 



I’ve decided you’re doing just fine.” He looked at his astonished mates. “Sorry, for causing all 

the problems,” he said apologetically. 

Bert's face reddened and it seemed as if he were about to yell at Ben, but Nathan 

interrupted. Nathan saw similarities between Ben and another young pilot his uncle helped learn 

about life, and who’d become a great pilot in the Navy. “Gentlemen, Ben’s concerns are valid. 

No one else here is as young as me, and my abilities are unusual. I think Ben was wise to 

question my leadership.” 

Ben smiled pathetically, but everyone else still frowned. 

“Ben, if you have no further objections, I’ll continue as acting Captain until we reach 

home or a safe port.” Nathan waited for each man to nod their agreement. He realized the irony 

of the situation, how it was like the pirates, who elected their captains.  

Then he added, “Understand this, as Captain, I bear sole responsibility for every person 

aboard ship. After this meeting, I expect the absolute respect and loyalty of everyone as the 

Captain. I may give strange commands, and I must be confident that you’ll follow them 

immediately."  

Nathan made sure he had established eye contact with each man. He stood now and 

continued. "All of you know the ancient law of the Captain’s absolute authority on the ship. I 

look forward to our adventures together, men. I hope to bring help to those in need and fame and 

glory to the greatest pirates on the bounding main." He raised his bottle of water in a toast, “To 

the Vulture and her band of rogues and scallywags.”  

The men grinned, raised their mugs and responded, “To the Vulture.” They drank a swig 

of their coffee. 

Virgil raised his hand, and Nathan nodded to him. “Captain, what’s a scallywag?” 

The crew roared with laughter. 

Snake Maiden’s curiosity finally got the best of her. She had grown tired of lying in bed 

feigning sleep. Her back ached, and she’d wanted to go to the bathroom for the first time in a 

long time. The roaring laughter from the room across the hall surprised her. She had expected her 

young warrior to kill his challengers, but instead he had mastered them without battle. 

Obviously, he was a gifted leader. 

 She wandered into the galley with her blanket around her shoulders. The crew fell silent 

in surprise at her sudden appearance. Nathan got up, offering her his seat. As soon as the men 



overcame their surprise, they stood up as well. The swift action of the young warrior wasn’t lost 

on the princess. He offered her a bottle of water. While the crew filed out of the galley, Nathan 

sat down across from her. 

“You're looking good." Nathan stuttered in surprise and reddened when the men groaned. 

"I meant to say that you are looking much better. What is your name?” Nathan asked politely. 

“Eh?” she said, appearing confused. 

Nathan realized the young woman did not understand anything he said. He slowed down 

his speech, pointing at himself he said, “Nathan.” 

Snake Maiden misunderstood the word he said as the name Nata meaning speaker or 

orator, confirming her assumptions about the young warrior. He must be the son of a great 

speaker of his tribe. She pointed to her chest and said, “Chuman.” 

Nathan thought her voice was melodic. While he considered how to proceed, Snake 

Maiden launched into a long monologue in her native tongue about how the brutal killers-of-

women-and-babies abducted her from her home. They had imprisoned her on this terrible ship 

among commoners with whom she could not speak. 

Nathan smiled politely, trying to act as if he understood every word. The men had said 

the girl never spoke, but evidently, something had changed. He needed to check on the bridge, 

and started to rise to go to the bridge. When he turned to ask her to follow, he found her clinging 

to his arm, and shivering in fear. She evidently wasn’t going to let him out of her sight. 

She clung to him while he led the way to the bridge. He stopped along the way and 

pointed to the restroom and shower on the ship, called the head. She did not understand, but he 

eventually used motions and pantomimes until she nodded enthusiastically. She hurriedly 

unzipped her coveralls and squatted on the toilet, refusing to let go of his hand. Nathan looked 

away in embarrassment while he heard her relieve her bladder. She grunted in appreciation. 

When she finished, she pointed at the shower.  

Nathan waited, again with his hand on the top of the shower rod while the young woman 

took a long leisurely e-shower. When she finished, she stood wrapped in a towel before him. Her 

long black hair was once again shiny. Her dusky skin looked radiant. She held the towel low, 

since it was too small to cover her properly, but Nathan found the effect provocative. Snake 

Maiden smiled invitingly. She seemed well aware of the effect she had on men. She said 

something to Nathan, but he didn’t comprehend until she ran her long fingers through her hair. 



“Oh, you want a comb or brush.” He realized, as he nodded and ran his fingers though his 

curly hair as if combing it. Snake Maiden nodded reaching up to touch his curls. Suddenly he felt 

the temperature in the small head on the ship was much too hot. Then he remembered keeping a 

comb in his duffel bag.  

When he opened the door of the head, Nathan found a stack of fresh clothes lying on the 

deck outside with a hairbrush on top. Nathan grimly remembered his Uncle James saying a ship 

is a hotbed of rumors. He didn’t want to start his first command this way. Someone had paid 

close attention to the captain and the young woman. He picked up the clothes, handed them to 

Snake Maiden, and stepped outside while her hands were full, shutting the hatch quickly. Nathan 

leaned against the bulkhead with a sigh. He noticed Bert peeking out the bridge access hatch.  

“I’m sure glad I’m not the Captain. No sir.” Bert said with a grin.  

Nathan looked helpless and said, “Chief, you have the Con.” 

“Yes, sir, Captain, sir,” Bert replied, chuckling and ducked back inside the bridge. The 

young captain was about to have his hands full . . . of woman. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  N i n e  

 

After the CSA fleet arrived in the Mohave Sector, Admiral Truelove divided his force 

into three battle groups. Each group had a battleship and three destroyers with their escorts. One 

group moved back toward the Alaska Sector at space normal speed, hoping to catch up to Nathan 

if he somehow went that way. The other two groups split and moved into Mohave on separate 

headings, in a standard search pattern. The ships spread apart on a long line with a small overlay 

of the scanners to cover the maximum search area. Truelove’s group found the wreckage of the 

shuttle's escort fighters. They tractored the debris aboard for analysis while Madison coordinated 

the area's search. 

During the night, the search vessels passed within scanner range of the Vulture as she hid 

within the asteroid field. The new pilot failed to notice the green dot at the edge of his scanner as 

he fought his drowsiness in the late watch, and the fleet passed by while the Vulture remained 

hidden. 

 



 

The next morning, Nathan reluctantly joined the crew in the galley with Snake Maiden 

still clinging on him like a vine. Nathan felt exhausted. His eyes felt dry, and his head ached. The 

night before, she had wanted to talk. And, when she didn’t talk, she wanted to cuddle. Nathan, 

tired the busy previous day, wanted to sleep. He’d sat on the seat in the captain’s cabin all night, 

because she wanted to lay next to him. She had pressed herself against him, with her arm across 

his chest, and her leg thrown over him suggestively.  

Evidently, she had taken his refusal to accept her affections as a sign of great self-control 

and a personal challenge. Nathan didn't know the girl. Some might consider his personal ethics 

odd, but somehow he knew that she wasn't the girl for him. There was something about the 

cloying nature of her that he found unnatural. 

The Vulture's crew busied themselves with mundane conversation while they watched 

their new Captain try to evade the obvious interest of the pretty girl. Bert placed a plate of 

pancakes dripping with syrup in front of the young man, and Nathan almost smiled. He nodded 

his thanks, and waited until she took a tentative bite. She laughed in delight at the flavor and 

texture. Then she watched as Nathan carefully cut the sweet, flat cakes with a fork and dipped 

them in the sweet syrup. He stuffed the bite in his mouth and moaned. She copied every move, 

including the moan. 

He sipped the steaming coffee and began to feel better. He pointed to the hot drink and 

said, “Coffee.” 

Snake Maiden sipped hers, said something else, and then repeated, “Coffee.” 

 

 

Later that day, Nathan brought her to the bridge in hopes of finding her world on a star 

chart. She had no idea of what she was seeing. He reasoned that she had never experienced any 

kind of technology. Nathan almost cried, until Virgil, who was on watch said, “If you want to 

know where the lady’s from Captain, Bert says he knows. He mentioned something about a 

planet called Gendenwitha.” 

“Gendenwitha?” Snake Maiden said, suddenly paying attention. She rattled off a long 

explanation that no one understood, and finished with "Gendenwitha" and pointed at herself.  



Nathan performed a search in the neighboring star chart. He felt greatly relieved when the 

chart scrolled to the location with the bearing and distance. He noted her planet was only a few 

days further off the trade lane. He gave Virgil the heading and coordinates for a course change, 

and headed back to let Bert know the good news with Snake Maiden in tow. 

Bert arrived as Virgil programmed in the change. He’d overheard some of the exchange. 

“Begging your pardon, Captain, but we’re almost to the pirate base. Couldn’t you delay meeting 

the lass’ parents for a day or so? The base is right on the way, and I’m sure the girl won’t mind a 

bit.” He grinned.  

Nathan groaned, “Belay that order, helmsman. Maintain present course and speed.” 

“Aye, aye, Captain, our estimated time of arrival will be zero-one-hundred hours 

tonight.”  

Nathan forced a smile at his constant shadow. The girl hugged his arm with an expression 

of utter happiness. Unable to stand the knowing looks on the men’s faces, he left the bridge with 

Snake Maiden. 

After they left the bridge, Virgil whistled and observed. “The lad better watch himself 

with that one, Chief. She’s got designs.”  

“Our young captain may know a lot about ships and men, but I think he’s over his head 

with women-folk.” Bert chuckled. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  T e n  

 

Vulture approached planetary orbit over the pirate town cautiously. Nathan scanned the 

space, aware that his ship had the only functional scanner in the area. The traffic around the 

planet was sparse. The crew stood together on the bridge watching the main monitor as Nathan 

took over the Com console. He cloned his console’s screen on the main bridge monitor for them 

to watch. First, he verified the area was clear for at least an hour's travel in every direction. This 

gave them time to make a plan. 

Next, he zoomed in on the pirate base below. The men offered their limited knowledge of 

the area adding a few helpful tidbits. The slave pens were located at the edge of the shantytown. 

A number of ships parked in disarray around the town, but none larger than the Vulture. Nathan 



knew that the condition of the slaves would determine how much assistance they needed to affect 

a safe escape. His crew stated that the slavers kept the slaves in fair condition to get the most 

credits per slave.  

The scanner indicated almost seven-hundred people in the slaves pens, and no one knew 

how many more were in the shantytown. Nathan considered how to approach helping so many 

slaves, and quickly realized the problem of the pirates and slavers required resolution first. He 

asked how many pirates lived in the shantytown, but none of the crew knew the answer. His scan 

indicated several hundred people in the town. He was certain some of them must be slaves. 

Nathan decided the next move and said, “Bert, you have the Con. Keep Vulture on 

location. Ben, I need you to drop me off outside the town using the wyvern. Andy and Ben, you 

act like friendly pirates and intercept any incoming ships with an IP attack. Use your tractor 

beams to move any disabled incoming ships back to the Vulture. I’ll recon the town and put all 

their ships out of commission. I’ll call when I’m ready for pick-up, and we can determine the 

next move after that.” 

The men were hesitant to let Nathan go down to the town alone, but he assured them his 

special equipment would keep him safe. Leaving Snake Maiden asleep in the captain’s cabin, 

Nathan donned his SC suit and strapped on a blaster. He carried his swords. Nathan filled a 

pouch with IP’s, another with RA’s and Ben dropped him off out of sight of the pirate town. 

 

 

Nathan climbed out of the hovering wyvern behind a tall dune. He watched as Ben sailed 

away into the darkness. He buckled on his shoulder scabbards and swords and slipped behind a 

rickety out-building. His scanner indicated the immediate area was clear. He moved to the 

nearest parked ship, a neat little fighter painted garishly in pirate style, and placed a coin-sized IP 

device in the landing strut housing. He listened as the ever-present low whine from the ship's 

generator slowly wound down and shut off. The ship was dead.   

He listened to the cacophony of throbbing rhythms from the various bars and brothels in 

the pirate shantytown. Moving from building to building, he looked for slaves in and around the 

sheet-metal hovels. A grav-speeder sitting nearby looked like a good escape vehicle. He snapped 

an IP under the motor cowling and kept moving. 



Nathan’s scanner indicated a large field at the edge of town that served as a landing area 

for most of the pirates’ ships. He noted several groups of pirates wandering the area, and 

determined they must be guards. He activated his suit’s chameleon mode. He glided silently from 

ship to ship, placing an IP on each. After an hour, he had made a complete circuit of the town 

and had tagged sixty-two ships with IP’s. Some of them appeared to be inoperable, but Nathan 

took no chances. From time to time, he glanced up at the sky in the direction of the Vulture. 

Twice he thought he saw a green flash from a tractor beam. He hoped his pilots were having 

good luck among the pirates up there.  

 

 

Bert, Virgil, and Terry watched the main bridge monitor while Nathan scouted on the 

planet's surface. Bert activated the infrared (IR) option on the monitor, because Nathan was 

invisible otherwise. Even then, Nathan’s image was difficult to detect. If he stood next to a heat 

source, there was no way to detect him. “The Captain’s a ghost, ain’t he? Have either of you seen 

a suit like that?” Terry asked. 

“No, I ain’t, and I ain’t seen no swords like them he’s got either, excepting maybe in a 

vid.” Virgil stated. 

“Swords?” 

Bert joined in, “Yep, the lads got swords, and if this ship is any indication he knows how 

to use both of them.” 

“Two swords?” 

Bert nodded, and his partners turned to watch the blurred image of their Captain on the 

planet below. 

 

 

Slinking between the leaning shacks, Nathan found the main pirate headquarters. A 

steady stream of colorful characters flowed in and out of the biggest structure in the shantytown. 

Calling it a headquarters building was generous. It was part glorified bar, part fleabag hotel, and 

part brothel. The structure was a conglomerate of shacks slapped together haphazardly.  

Using his SC suit's scanner, Nathan found an unoccupied area at the back of the building. 

He slid a sword tip along the edge of a loose sheet of the corrugated metal wall. He neatly sliced 



through enough rusty nails to permit him to pry open the panel and squeeze in. The room was 

dark and Nathan selected NV (night vision) from his HUD.  

The large room served as a warehouse or junk room. Nathan switched his visor to IR. A 

family of rats inhabited the structure and a number of bats hung from the rough structure of the 

ceiling. Nathan brought up the NV selector on his HUD menu, but kept his visor on infrared 

when two figures walked into the adjacent room. Nathan moved over to the thin metal wall and 

selected the suit’s audio function. Focusing his powerful microphone on the people in the next 

room, he listened in on their conversation. 

“I’m worried about Eight Ball, Boss. He should be back by now.” 

“Relax, Mace, you know how Eight Ball loves the women. He was telling me how he 

captured that human tigress he kept aboard the Vulture. I’ll bet he went back for her little sister. 

He said the older girl was getting sick and couldn’t take care of their needs. He planned on 

trading most of the male slaves for a bunch of women and starting a traveling bordello. I told 

him it was okay, but I still get my cut, and that he’d better keep up with the slave quotas.” 

“What’s a bordello, boss?” 

“Nevermind, you idiot.” 

Nathan felt his anger building as he listen to heartless brutes speak callously about 

destroying lives of innocent people. 

“How are we doing with our quota, Boss?” 

“We just made it the other day with all those CSA Navy pukes and their secret base. 

What a bunch of idiots to think they could setup a base inside my area. Nobody gets anything 

over on the Boss. I sent a courier to the main slaver base on Fortune. Boss Ace should send a 

transport for our group in a day or so.” 

“Payday,” Mace cooed happily. 

“I hear that, Mace. I’ve spent so many credits on the senoritas this month, I’m eating old 

Draconian Wardog rations. It’s no wonder them guys are a mean bunch. I ain’t had a good trip to 

the crapper for a week.” 

“I’ve been there myself, Boss Max. I hear we got special orders for the Navy prisoners.” 

“They’re being held in isolation. High Command wants them sent by special Dracul 

Transport. They could be here anytime.” 

“Do you think there’s a bonus for them?” 



 “I don’t know, but I hope so. Whatever you do, don’t ask them Dracul nothing if you 

want to live.” 

“You don’t have to tell me, Boss. Those guys scare the crap out of me. Hey, maybe they 

can help you.” Mace joked, referring to the pirate boss's constipation. 

Boss cuffed Mace in the side of the head. Then grabbed his own abdomen with a spasm 

of pain. “It ain’t funny.”  

“Will the transport be bringing the credits this time?” 

“I don’t think so. They want to make a count based on how many living slaves arrive at 

the main base. If you ask me, I think they’re running out of credits. They’ll pay us right away, 

but they want to charge thirty percent for handling and losses. It’s better to wait another week for 

the armored transport to arrive with the supplies and credits.” 

“I sure am glad you’re in charge, Boss Max. I get a headache just thinking about it.” 

“Get over to the slave pens and tell Hammer not to mess with any slaves, and make sure 

the prisoners in isolation are secure. Tell him the High Command knows about them, and they’re 

sending the Dracul to transport them immediately.” 

“Right, Boss.” 

Nathan felt his rage cool as a he realized he now had an opportunity to save all the 

prisoners. He slipped out of the pirate headquarters, and worked his way through the junk in the 

warehouse thinking that he’d better have a look at the prisoners. Nathan moved behind the 

buildings avoiding anyone on his scanner. He knew the slave pens were on the far side of town. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  E l e v e n  

 

“Did you see that, Bear?” A pirate asked as they stood near a burning drum of trash 

sucking on chem-sticks. 

“What, you seeing things again, Red?”  

“I’m serious.” The smaller pirate looked around. "It looked like a big gray cat.” 

“A cat?” The huge pirate mocked. “What are you drinking, Red? They ain’t no cats on 

this rat-infested planet.” 



“Come on, Bear.” Red paused to look down the dark lane between building, and they 

both saw the gray figure glide across the street into the shadows beyond. 

“That ain’t no cat.” Bear announced and followed the figure. 

The pirates signaled a couple mates and soon four pirates tracked Nathan through the 

shantytown. 

 

 

Snake Maiden wandered onto the bridge sleepily. She squinted and looked around for the 

young warrior. “Nata,” she said to Bert. The older man looked at the pretty girl, then back at the 

large bridge monitor. Virgil watched as four pirates suddenly moved in Nathan’s direction, and 

did not realize the girl was on the bridge. “Nathan’s got trouble, Bert,” he shouted. Snake 

Maiden did not see her warrior, nor was he on the strange window. She saw four killers-of-

women-and-babies running after something, a shadow perhaps. 

 

 

Nathan noticed the four red blips on his scanners converging on his position. He realized 

that he should have used the suit's chameleon mode, but he'd wanted to conserve his suit’s 

power. His map overlay indicated a clear space about twenty meters square, out of sight from the 

rest of the town. Nathan stood in the middle of the area grasping the haft of each sword with the 

blades hidden behind his arms. He selected mirror mode for his visor and stood, waiting for his 

enemies, like a silver statue in the dim light that reflected off the metal buildings. 

 

 

Snake Maiden saw the silver figure standing on the ground and somehow knew it was, 

“Nata,” she screamed in panic.  

Virgil jumped in surprise spilling his coffee in his lap and  spewed coffee across the 

bridge. “Gor, the woman will deafen us all,” he complained, shaking the hot coffee from his 

hands and shirt. 

“Nata,” she said pointing. Bert moved to get her off the bridge, but she settled into the 

command chair and pulled her feet up under her blanket to watch. 

Virgil looked angrily at Bert. Bert shook his head. “She can stay as long as she’s quiet.” 



They watched as Nathan waited for the pirates. 

 

 

Bear walked into the square to find a small, silver figure waiting. The person was slightly 

smaller than Red. “Well now, what have we here? It ain’t a cat, Red. It’s a little doll.” He 

laughed a deep, belly laugh. The pirates moved in on the silent figure. Red led the way. “Do you 

know what I do to a doll, Red?”  

“What Bear?” Red prodded the big pirate with a wicked grin. 

“I pull off its arms and legs. I rip off its head, and pull out its stuffing through its throat.” 

The pirates laughed and circled around the silver figure at three to four meters distance. They 

watched for a reaction. Still, it did not move.  

“What color of stuffing do you think this one’s got in it, Bear.” Red egged. “I’ll bet its 

blue.” 

Bear stopped. Crossed his massive arms and tried to look thoughtful. “Naw, it ain’t blue. . 

. It’s red,” the giant roared, and jumped at Nathan with his arm outstretched while the other 

pirates closed to cut off retreat.  

Nathan dropped a pellet at his feet. He disappeared instantly in a thick cloud of gray 

smoke. Nathan activated his suit’s thrusters momentarily, and flipped over the pirates. He landed 

behind them in a crouch, unnoticed, as they blundered around blindly from his distraction.  

Nathan faced the exposed back of a single pirate who was unaware that the silvery figure 

stood behind him. Nathan’s right sword cut the pirate’s Achilles’ tendons. The man flopped to 

the ground screaming in agony.  

Nathan whirled behind the next pirate. The man aimed a blaster at him. Nathan slipped 

inside his outstretched weapon, and stepped on the surprised pirate’s crouched knee. Using it like 

a step, he sprung over the man’s head. He pivoted upside down, and thrust his left sword into the 

man’s chest, piercing his heart down through the opening at the top of his ribcage between his 

neck and collarbone.  

Landing on his feet, he faced the enraged giant, with three of the attacking pirates down. 

While Nathan eliminated the rest of the pirates, Bear had stumbled through the smoke and 

grabbed the first thing he touched. Blinded and gagging, he crushed the struggling figure until he 

heard the bones crack in its neck and back. He staggered out of the smoke and looked into the 



dead eyes of Red. Bear dropped his mate's dead body like a hot coal. He roared in anger and 

spun, searching for his impossibly quick opponent.  

When the smoke cleared, Bear reached for the silvery figure again with his right hand, his 

left was following like a sledgehammer. Bear tried to smash the small creature between his fists. 

Nathan dropped into a crouch under the giant’s massive arm. He sliced Bear across his 

protruding belly and rolled clear. With a look of surprise, Bear watched the fine red line appear 

across his stomach, followed by a searing pain. He screamed and held his belly trying to hold in 

his guts. Bear roared again and swiped a giant arm at the maddening figure.  

Nathan released his rage at the big pirate. His blade flashed in the pale light, and the 

giant’s right hand flopped useless, almost severed. Nathan grew angrier at his inability to finish 

the cut properly. He remembered Miya’s lessons, Focus. The next sword cut swept low and 

caught the giant’s knee, the tip stabbing into the side of the knee behind the kneecap. The giant 

stumbled, suddenly unable to stand.  

Nathan allowed his fury to sweep over him as he determined his opponent’s fate. Before 

Bear could fall, the right blade swept downward across the arm holding in Bear’s intestines. The 

blade pierced the belly crossing the first cut and continued through the thick wrist with its leather 

bracer. Nathan focused all his energy into the cut, and felt the blade slice clean air. He pivoted 

around the giant as Bear toppled slicing his left blade along the side of the man’s thick neck, 

avoiding the shower of blood and cutting off Bear’s scream. Bear flopped forward on the stubs 

of both wrists and spewed blood and gore everywhere. 

 

The remaining crippled pirate tried to crawl around to get a clear shot at the strange-

looking enemy. The pirate’s feet were useless. Through his pain-fogged mind, he knew he must 

kill the creature, but he hadn’t seen his enemy since the explosion that covered the mysterious 

being in smoke.  

He watched as the unmerciful and unbeatable Bear fought the intruder and seemed to fall 

to pieces before his astonished eyes. The silver figure appeared spinning around his fallen 

comrade and the last pirate struggled to pull his trapped blaster free from its holster under his 

crawling body. He brought the blaster in line with the darting figure’s head and fired.  

 



Nathan dropped to one knee as the shot flew over him and thrust both swords forward 

into the pirate’s prone body. He twisted them and withdrew. Glancing at his HUD scanner, 

Nathan realized he was alone.  

Nathan wiped his swords on the pirate's filthy clothing. He searched their bodies and 

found each man’s knives and blasters. He carefully placed a couple knives in their wounds to 

make it look like the pirates had fallen into an argument and killed each other if someone 

discovered their bodies. He gathered the extra weapons and carried them along as part of his 

plan. 

 

 

Bert realized that he held his breath as he watched Nathan spin and leap in a pirate-killing 

dance. Terry zoomed-in on the scene. The green cast of Night Vision made the whole event 

unreal. Bert had seen the giant outside the slave pens many times during his incarceration in the 

slave pens. The man was an absolute beast. Bear reveled in giving others pain. The guards 

rumored Bear never lost a fight, and none of his opponents survived the meeting.  

Bert watched, stunned, as Nathan dismembered the pirate after eliminating his cronies. 

He remembered how Nathan stood calmly waiting for the four pirates in the darkness and 

realized that was how he had taken the Vulture all alone. The old weapon’s chief gained a new 

respect for the young man who’d saved their lives. 

 

 

Snake Maiden watched her young warrior battle the killers-of-women-and-babies. Her 

eyes were wide in respect and pride. Never had a warrior done this. He is a warrior king. 

Imagining her life with Nata at her side, she yawned and went back to bed, no longer worried. 

No one could touch her warrior. 

 

 

Virgil looked at Bert, noted the girl leaving, and saw Terry watching from the Com 

console. They were silent while Terry kept Nathan centered in the monitor’s picture as he 

approached the empty field bordering the slave pens. 

Finally, Terry gasped, “What was that!”  



Virgil drawled, “Looks like the Captain’s starting a butcher shop down there. He must be 

tired of your pancakes, Bert.”  

The bridge crew laughed. “That must be how Nathan freed us. I saw the wounds and 

swords, but never thought about him being a—” 

“A what, Bert? No one fights like that.” Terry interrupted. “Blasters, Bert, that’s what we 

use, not swords. He’s like a human razor blade.” 

Nevertheless, Bert’s mind was filtering through the images and his memories of stories 

long forgotten, the precise cuts, the ruthless dismemberment, the whirling, dancing, moves. “A 

ninja,” he announced proudly as he remembered the old tales. 

“A ninja?” Terry said, starting to disagree. “There ain’t no such—” 

“There is, Terry,” Bert stated in awe. “Captain Nathan's a ninja.” 

They stood watching the young man slink across the field. With a new understanding of 

what he was, they recognized his gliding ninja gait as he made his way to the slave pen. Nathan 

flowed through the tall grass in a catlike crouch, barely disturbing the brush along the way. 

“Awe come on, Bert,” Terry argued, trying not to believe it. “Next thing you’re going to 

say is the lad’s the CSA Regent.” Terry was the only one that smiled at his attempt at humor. 

 

 

Satisfied that no one had followed him, Nathan approached the slave pens in chameleon 

mode. He zoomed in his visor noting the position of each guard. His scanner automatically 

locked each guard’s position into the map overlay. A guard and dog patrolled inside the fence on 

each side, and a guard watched from each tower. Nathan’s IR view indicated all the barracks 

held prisoners. The pen held sixteen crude barracks buildings. A metal structure enclosed in 

fence to the right of the barracks served as an isolation area. A wide space surrounded the 

barracks bounded by two parallel fences with guard towers on each corner 

Using his suit’s thrusters, Nathan bounded over the fence into the compound, and 

checked his scanner for guard dogs. He avoided the roving spot light beam and crouch-ran to the 

isolation building. After checking for guards, he pulsed his thrusters and hopped over the 

isolation fence. The metal door was secure and visible to the guard tower in the corner. There 

were high, barred windows at the roofline of the isolation shack. Nathan used his thrusters, and 



gently slid up the wall to peek in the window. His NV showed the building was one room and all 

the prisoners laid on the floor.  

Nathan noticed one of the prisoners looking back at him. He knew the man could not see 

him, but the man had probably heard a noise. The guard was heading his way, from the far end of 

the compound. Nathan activated magnetic from his boot menu and de-activated his thrusters. His 

boots clicked onto the metal sidewall and he grabbed the bars, perched like a spider. His noise 

meter registered zero, but the prisoner was now sitting up looking intently at the window, 

hearing the subtle noise along the wall.  

Nathan held still as the guard and dog passed by. The dog sensed something and tugged 

at the leash, but the guard was bored and tired. He jerked it back in line and headed back away 

from the isolation building cursing about rats. When he was out of earshot, Nathan de-selected 

chameleon and appeared in the window. 

The prisoner stood up and walked slowly toward the window. Nathan activated his 

external speaker. “Admiral Truelove sent me.” He whispered. The other prisoners got up quietly, 

having heard the noises. “I have a message for you. We don’t have much time. The Draconians 

are sending a transport for all of you. I have a plan to get you free, but I’ll need your help.” 

“What do you need us to do, sir?” the first prisoner asked. 

“I’ve brought some weapons for you to use. Just be ready to use them when the time 

comes. Until then, keep them hidden, the pirates have orders not to harm you. Get on the 

transport, and wait for the signal.” 

“How will we know you, when you are ready, sir?” another man asked. 

“The password is dragon, and the counter-sign bane,” Nathan directed, as he passed the 

blasters and knives to the prisoners. “Be ready to protect yourselves when I make my move.” 

A huge hand clamped over his on the bar and a face looked into his eyes through the 

visor. The man was enormous, and wore a filthy CSA coverall. Nathan thought he'd been caught, 

but the man had tears in his eyes, and his gruff voice said, “God bless you, sir. They’re starving 

us in here.” 

Nathan knew no prison could afford to feed such a man. “What’s your name soldier?” 

Nathan asked. 

The giant let go of his hand and said, “They call me Grouper, sir.” 



“Well, Grouper, I’ll have you and your pals out of here in a day or so. Just stay tough for 

me.” 

“I promise, sir,” Grouper said hopefully. “Can I ask your name?” 

“My name is Nathan, Grouper. Now I’ve got to go. I have a lot to do. Don’t give up men. 

Help is here. I won’t forget you.”  

“Thank you, sir,” he heard the men whisper and dropped lightly to the ground. Two red 

dots were on the edge of his scanner. He activated chameleon and slipped away.  

“Silver Knight to Vulture, come in please.” 

“Vulture here, sir,” Bert replied immediately. 

“I’m ready for pick up, Bert.” 

“Ben’s on his way, sir. Rendezvous in ten minutes at the drop coordinates.” 

“Affirmative, Vulture. Silver Knight, out.” 

 

 

Inside the isolation barracks, the prisoners whispered excitedly. They handed out the 

weapons, and a tall white-haired man spoke softly. “Gentlemen our luck just changed. An hour 

ago, I wouldn’t give a spit for our chances. However, now I am sure we are in good hands.” 

“Do you know the Admiral, sir?” 

“Me? No. Although from what I hear, if he showed up today, Admiral Truelove would 

not hesitate to talk with any of us. I do not know how that man got in here, but he must be able to 

move like the wind to avoid the guards.” 

“I wonder how he knew we were here, sir?” someone asked.  

“I haven’t a clue, but we had better be ready. The Admiral has a reputation for 

performing miracles. You can bet things will start popping soon. All right, who has the 

weapons?”  

 

 

Nathan had little to say on the way back to Vulture. Ben must have realized his Captain 

was busy thinking about something, and respectfully kept the silence. Nathan focused on what he 

had learned, and how he could use that knowledge to accomplish his mission. 



When they got within sight of the Vulture, Nathan saw four strange ships on tractor 

beams near the corvette. One of the ships was a shuttle. The Vulture’s turrets had targeted the 

ships. He imagined Bert standing at the weapon's console hoping for some sign of resistance. 

Nathan smiled.  “Looks like you and Andy had some luck, Ben.” Nathan congratulated. He 

noticed the wyvern's scanner indicated all the ships displayed as green dots. 

Ben grinned at his Captain, “Yes, sir, them IP’s worked just like you taught us. They’re 

the slickest thing I ever saw.” 

“What do we know about the shuttle?” 

“We just captured it before I rendezvoused with you sir.”  

“Have you scanned it?” Nathan asked, worried about any captives aboard. A ship that 

size would still have air for the crew, and might have slaves on board.  

Bert had listened to the cockpit chatter between the Captain and Ben. He explained, “Sir, 

this is Chief Bert, there are ten people on board her, sir. They have enough air for another hour.” 

Nathan thought for a moment. He needed to get the prisoners out of the shuttle, but there 

were more of them than there were in his small crew. He wanted to avoid any injuries to his 

crew.  

“Let’s tractor them into the hangar bay, Bert. The fighters can remain on standby. We 

need a bird on guard at all times from now on. We’re expecting some important guests in the 

next day or so. I’ll be meeting with everyone when I get back. Ben can drop me off and head out 

to patrol before you bring in the shuttle.”  

“Aye sir,” Bert responded. 

The wyvern coasted around the corvette to the open hangar bay. Ben slid the nose of the 

ship inside the force field. The blue energy barrier flickered nervously just behind the cockpit. 

Nathan opened the hatch and stood. 

“Ben, you and Andy did great. When we get back, I’ll explain the rules for achieving Ace 

using IP’s,” he said. 

“Ace, sir? Yes, sir,” Ben replied in excitement.  

“I’ll also show you the new insignia you put on your ship to indicate IP captures. Please 

relate to Andy how proud I am with your successes today. Great job,” Nathan encouraged the 

pilot.  



Ben grinned widely as Nathan jumped out into the hangar bay. The wyvern backed up 

slowly. Then he joined Andy and patrolled around Vulture looking for more easy prey. 

 

 

When Nathan hopped down into the hangar bay, he was surprised to find the rest of his 

tiny crew standing at attention. The men lined up, saluting. Nathan smiled and saluted Bert, the 

senior man. Bert reported, “Good to have you back, Captain.”  

Nathan noted Bert used his title formally and wondered what was going on. He was about 

to speak when Snake Maiden raced across the deck. She grabbed him in a bear hug and kissed 

him on the mouth. He stood helplessly as she chattered away refusing to release him. She was 

obviously glad to see him, but Nathan couldn’t understand a word she said except “Nata.”  

Nathan smiled sheepishly, but the men acted as if nothing happened. He looked at Bert 

with a question. 

“We all saw it, sir. We saw you take on those pirates. We don’t know what to say, sir, but 

we are mighty proud to have you as Captain. I reckon the lady is just expressing what we all feel. 

You taking on those brutes and whipping them, made us feel real good, sir.” The rest of the men 

nodded. Bert held out his hand. Nathan disentangled himself from the young woman with a smile 

and shook Bert's hand. Terry and Virgil stuck out their hands.  

“Thank you, men.” Nathan began. Snake Maiden held out her hand. Nathan shook it, but 

she refused to let go.  

He turned back to the men, and hurriedly explained his plan to capture the shuttle. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  T w e l v e  

 

The crew of the Draconian shuttle worried as their air supply dwindled. As they had 

approached planet Sirocco, two pirate ships had raced by. It seemed like less than a minute later, 

their shuttle's power had shuttered twice then died. It was eerie to sit in the chilly darkness. 

Luckily, most of them were strapped into the seat harnesses as they prepared for landing. They 

had drifted helpless for a few minutes, then were tractored somewhere close by. They expected a 

quick rescue, but nothing happened. Now, they were moving again. 



“What is going on, Commander?” someone asked. 

“I do not know, but it looks like we are not the only ship with power problems. I think we 

are inside a hangar bay, but the lights are out. Let us try to open the gangway.”  

“What about the air, sir?” 

“In another few minutes, our air supply will be exhausted. We can only hope the hangar 

bay still has air.” 

The crew released the gangway hatch, and sensed relief when a blast of fresh air hissed 

into the shuttle. They opened the shuttle’s hatch wide, but the hangar was completely dark. 

“At least they got the hangar hatch closed before the forcefield failed.”  

“Let us see who came to our rescue.” 

The crew walked out into the hangar bay using handheld lights. 

 

 

Nathan watched as the shuttle slid in to the darkened hangar bay. He had ordered the 

inner hatch to the Vulture secured. Terry and Virgil stood guard out of sight on the other side of 

the bulkhead with blaster rifles. Nathan waited atop the shuttle as the gangway lowered and the 

crew exited. He recognized the neat black uniforms as six Dracul guards fanned out across the 

floor. The Dracul commander followed when his men indicated the area was safe.  

Nathan's scanner displayed two red dots directly under him at the rear of the shuttle. He 

figured the dots represented slaves that remained bound within the ship. 

The Dracul were the elite soldiers of the Draconian Empire. Nathan realized these must 

be the men the pirate, Boss, had indicated would soon arrive. Nathan had expected them to arrive 

in a much larger ship, but the commander must have came ahead in his shuttle.  

“I can not tell what is going on, sir. The hatch is jammed,” a guard reported. 

“There is another shuttle back here, sir. It looks like someone attacked it,” a Dracul 

announced from the damaged shuttle. 

The Dracul commander followed his two personal guards around to the other shuttle. “It 

is CSA," he announced after inspecting the insignia on the scorched hull.  

"It must be the shuttle of the crew we are here to pick up, sir," a guard speculated. 

"Then this must be the ship that captured them," another guard conjectured. 

"If it is, they have got a fat pay-day coming," the first guard stated. 



The Dracul commander spotted the blood splattered inside the shattered cockpit. He 

shook his head angrily and said, “I am sure that no one survived this attack. The heavy-handed 

pirates killed its crew. They shall pay dearly for failing to follow the High Command’s directive 

to capture all CSA personnel.” 

Nathan listened to the conversation as he crouched in chameleon mode, hoping to learn 

more about the Draconians' mission. 

“What does the High Command want with the CSA pukes, Commander Shear?” 

“They are looking for information about someone important.” 

“Who?” 

“A teenaged boy. A king’s bounty is offered for the young man's capture, alive. If he is 

killed. . . Well, let us just say the killer would not survive to collect the bounty.” 

Cold chills ran up Nathan's back. He quickly reasoned that they were searching for him. 

There could be no one else. Nathan had lived in exile in order to keep his identity secret. His 

name had been altered from Nathan Traveler Victor Ravenhold to Nathan Talon. His mother had 

decided to use the name Talon as a play on his real name, Ravenhold.  

His father, Regent Traveler Ravenhold, had been assassinated before he was born. His 

mother, Regent Diane Ravenhold, had died when she destroyed Draconian armada and the 

occupation forces on Tranquility. The Ravenhold and Dracos dynasties had battled for a hundred 

years. Now the Draconians wanted to capture him. 

His mouth went dry when he considered that the Draconian High Command had placed a 

bounty on him. He quelled his shock and felt his anger building. He had suffered enough loss at 

the hands of the Empire. He silently slid his swords out of their scabbards. 

Up on the Vulture’s bridge, Terry had kept the ship’s Com open to listen in on the 

conversation in the hangar bay. When the enemy commander announced that they were looking 

for a young man, Bert and Virgil looked at each other ominously. 

A lone Dracul guard had wandered into the wrecked CSA shuttle. Using his SC suit's 

thrusters, Nathan leaped down silently from his perch, and crept in behind the man. No one had 

noticed the guard enter the wreck. A few minutes later, Nathan stuffed the dead guard’s body 

into a large locker in the cargo bay and headed back out. He held the dead guard’s light.  

When he saw another guard making his way between the ships. He laid the light on the 

shuttle’s cargo bay floor shining down the corridor. A second curious guard joined his comrade 



in the locker a few minutes later. The guards patrolled in a clockwise patrol pattern around the 

Draconian shuttle.  

A third guard peered into the wreck. He shone his light in every cabin as he walked back 

into the cargo bay. A large crate lay open invitingly with several items strewn about the floor as 

if someone had rifled the crate’s contents looking for valuables. The third guard died with his 

head in the crate, literally. Nathan closed the crate and lugged the headless body to the wall 

locker. He smiled and remembered that Uncle James had said treasure hunting is a risky 

business.  

He noticed on his suit's HUD scanner that two guards remained with the Commander. 

They waited for while, then one came to check on the missing guards. Like a patient fisherman, 

Nathan waited inside the wreck. The abandoned handlight attracted the hapless Dracul guard like 

a fat worm wriggling on a hook.  

At the last instant, some sense of danger must have warned the guard, because he started 

to turn just as Nathan’s right-hand sword pierced his lower back, transected his heart, and 

appeared in front of the man through his black shirt. He lived long enough to watch the bloody 

blade twisted 90 degrees, scrambling his heart. Then it disappeared in a flash back out of his 

body. The powerful Dracul stood for several seconds before his shocked mind realized his body 

was already dead.  

Nathan quickly lugged the body into the cargo bay. The dead man’s blaster clattered 

across the metal deck, and Nathan noted with alarm his helmet’s noise meter pegged. He grunted 

as he crammed the body into the overstuffed locker. He had just managed to get it closed when 

two moving red dots on his scanner indicated that the last two Dracul approached the shuttle. 

Nathan stood perfectly still as the last two Dracul entered the CSA shuttle’s cargo bay. 

He looked around and realized the whole bay was metal. He forced his mind to calm down, and 

crept up the wall with his magnetic boots. He took care to move only when the men looked away 

from his direction. He knew he needed to get out of the way above them. 

The guard took a few tentative steps into the shuttle's empty cargo bay. He glanced 

around suspiciously. The Dracul Commander had moved into the shuttle's cargo bay searching 

for whatever had made the noise. He quickly became interested in checking the labels on the 

crates that had tumbled across the floor. He wandered to the far side of the cargo bay and 

inspected a stack of container's marked "Top Secret."  



The last Dracul guard walked to the row of large metal lockers built into the forward 

bulkhead of the shuttle's cargo bay. He had noticed streaks of dark liquid that led to the largest 

locker. Curious, he approached the locker. He noticed the top of the locker's metal door had not 

fully latched. His hand rested on the locker handle. When it resisted his effort to open, he 

stopped and whispered nervously, "This place gives me a bad feeling, sir. Let us get out of here."  

The Dracul commander moved reluctantly back to the cargo bay's open hatch. When he 

reached the hatch, he seemed to realize that his guard had not moved. He glanced back at the 

man who seemed to be standing in an oddly straight manner. “Hey,” he called and walked to the 

man whose right hand rested on the handle of a locker. As the commander reached him, the man 

suddenly dropped to the floor, and the locker door bulged open with a bang. The commander 

watched, horrified, as blood drained from a hole in the top of the guard’s head. When he tried to 

step back, he tripped on the guard's lifeless hand. He fell forward over the dead guard's body. A 

jumble of bodies and limbs of his late guard detail fell on him like an avalanche, crushing him, 

and mashing his face to into the metal deck. He peered sideways, unable to move, and looked 

into the pale dead eyes of a former comrade.  

Nathan looked down at the remaining Dracul. His fury remained on the edge of his 

awareness. The Empire had enslaved and killed thousands, perhaps millions. Now they wanted 

him. The war to save the CSA suddenly became more than duty. It was personal. He carefully 

wiped his swords clean and replaced them in their scabbards.   

Nathan pulled the commander's weapons from his prone body. He remembered that 

Draconians were notorious for hiding weapons, but he could not search the man thoroughly. He 

tugged a couple bodies off the pinned Dracul commander, and waited for him to work his way 

clear of the dead weight.  

Nathan sat on the crate he had used to capture one of the guards. Eventually, the Dracul 

squirmed his way out from under the pile of bodies. His tunic was covered blood and gore. His 

normally perfect appearance was marred with grease from the floor on his face and hands. His 

white hair stood up in disarray. 

The shuttle's cargo bay lights came on dimly at Nathan’s silent command signal. With his 

suit back in normal mode, Nathan appeared magically before the shaken Draconian. His set visor 

to mirror mode so the commander could not see his face.  He sat cross-legged inspecting his 



silver-gloved hand. “Welcome, Commander Shear. I have been waiting for you.” Nathan 

modulated his voice lower, and tried to copy Miya’s Veri Celen act. 

His Aunt Miya had discovered that when Draconians saw her in her Star Commando suit, 

they somehow assumed she was an underworld goddess named Veri Celen. Draconian lore told 

the tale of a powerful dragon that shape-changed into a seductive female named Veri Celen. The 

demon dragoness consumed the souls of men who let their lusts overcome them.  

“Who are you?” The man sounded indignant, but Nathan noted the slight tremor in his 

voice. 

“Surely you know. Your friends have already enjoyed my embrace. Well, enjoy may not 

be the right word, but they failed to read the small print.” 

“Small print? What are you talking about?” The man’s voice had risen slightly in anxiety.  

Nathan thought his little drama might be working. “I am surprised to see you looking 

so—eh, soiled. Our records indicated you are usually quite fastidious.” 

“Records?” the big Dracul commander said, and wiped his sweating palms nervously on 

his pants, smearing blood and grease over them. 

“Certainly, Commander, my Master has extensive records on all his precious subjects.” 

The silvery figure indicated the heap of bodies at the Dracul’s feet, and continued, “These have 

found their final torment in His embrace. I must confess, Commander Pear, that everyone at the 

office is excited in anticipation of sampling your essence.” 

“Essence?” 

“Soul, spirit, we don’t usually use those words, Commander, you must understand. It 

upsets our clients. You see, most misunderstand the contract and anticipate a longer existence. 

They don’t appreciate the exquisite pleasure beings like us receive from the sudden surprise 

when our victims realize they are dead after the event is over.  

"You see, there is a lingering element of disbelief, like a sweet-smelling vapor. You 

might find it akin to those wonderful bon fires your brethren use to burn the bodies of the 

thousands of slaves you have tormented and killed.” Nathan’s body quivered in mock ecstasy. 

He groaned, “Delicious.” He shuttered for a few more seconds. “Now, it is your turn, Shear.” 

Nathan had hoped the trembling man would utter something to give him more information about 

the situation on the planet. 



The Dracul commander looked confused. he seemed unable to reconcile the scene before 

him, and the tales he had heard as a child. The destruction of his guard around him was painfully 

evident. This was some powerful underworld demon come to claim his soul.  

Nathan had failed to note one major difference between his performance and Miya’s as 

Veri Celen. Besides the fact that he did not look at all female, all her interrogations were on 

bound and helpless prisoners. The big Dracul commander was neither. 

“You shall not have my soul,” he bellowed desperately and lunged for a stiletto hidden in 

his high-top boot. Suddenly, a stainless steel, six-pointed star buried itself deep into the top of his 

head with a dull thud. Another razor-edged shuriken sliced the ends of his thumb and fingers off, 

and stuck in his leg at the boot top. The man’s half-functioning brain kept him moving. His body 

stood up with one eye shut and the other angled upwards eerily. The fingerless hand continued 

the throwing motion. Its momentum carried the dead man forward on his face.  

Nathan moved to the dead Dracul commander. He carefully gripped the sharp shuriken, 

placed his boot on the back of the man’s head, and pulled it free. He scraped off the bits of gray 

matter on the back of the commander's black uniform. Nathan retrieved his other shuriken, and 

slipped the weapons back into their secret pouch. He pulled the hidden dagger from the 

commander’s boot. The blade was slender and sharp, a perfect weapon for hiding. Nathan 

gathered the other weapons from the bodies and put them in a locker. 

 

 

Returning to the Vulture's crew quarters, Nathan suddenly felt drained. The constant 

adrenaline rush for the last several hours had ended with a brutal crash. With his mind in a fog of 

weariness, Nathan plodded back through the main corridor to his cabin. He paid no attention to 

Snake Maiden’s constant chatter or the enthusiastic congratulations of the crew along the way. 

He merely looked at a worried looking Bert and stated, “Take care of any slaves in the shuttle 

and tractor it back outside.” He didn’t listen to the obedient response, from the Chief, but moved 

automatically to carefully store his precious weapons and SC suit.  

He didn’t notice when Snake Maiden ogled his body as he showered. Stumbling numbly 

with fatigue, he flopped onto his bed with a towel around his waist, not bothering to get under 

the blankets.  



Terry dragged the whining girl from his Captain’s bed, and gently moved the young man 

under the covers. He stood watch at Nathan’s door to make sure she left him alone.  

Snake Maiden huffed angrily at her sudden displacement from her warrior prince’s bed. 

She had felt certain that she could have captured his love tonight. The young warrior was too 

tired to resist, but the older men knew what she wanted and had plotted to sidetrack her scheme. 

She stamped her foot angrily at Terry, then entered her own cabin with a sly glance back at the 

Captain’s loyal guard. Someday she would get her warrior when these commoners were not 

around to interfere. 

  

 

C h a p t e r  T h i r t e e n  

 

Nathan dreamed of a tall, beautiful, silver-white haired woman with frightening 

reptilian-green eyes that searched relentlessly for him. Nathan tried to avoid her, but everywhere 

he went to hide, fearsome men in black combat uniforms tracked him down. He tossed and 

turned restlessly in his sleep. The white-haired woman transformed into a black dragon that 

circled above him directing her minions to capture him.  

The dragon lady mutated to the curvaceous black-haired Snake Maiden, trying to seduce 

him. Her image twisted into a beautiful emerald and amber-colored serpent that coiled around 

him relentlessly. Nathan struggled in terror. He tried to escape her constricting coils. He felt 

tired, too tired to run any longer. Ahead stood the fearsome dragon woman and behind lay the 

seductive snake woman. Battles raged between men in black combat uniforms and near naked 

warriors who appeared suddenly from the hot sand in his dream. The women called to him like 

sirens. “Nathan. Nathan.” Their voices sounded oddly low and masculine. 

“Nathan. Captain, sir, it’s time to wake up,” Terry said, shaking the him until he responded.  

Nathan sat up and rubbed his eyes, thankful that Terry had saved his life. He reminded 

himself that it was only a dream. “What is it, Terry?” he asked dully. 

“Chief Bert sends his respects, and asks if the Captain will come to the bridge, sir. The 

transport is coming in.” 

“Tell the Chief that I am on my way, Terry.” Nathan looked around with relief when he 

realized Snake Maiden wasn't in his cabin. “And Terry, thanks for helping me get some rest.” 



“Don’t you worry none, sir, me and the lads will take care of you.” 

Nathan dressed quickly. He had slept almost eight hours. 

 

 

Nathan arrived on the Vulture’s bridge nursing a cup of hot coffee. “What have you got, 

Chief?” 

“A heavy transport is just coming into scanner range with a frigate and four fighters as an 

escort. The IFF indicates the ships are Draconian, sir. I think they’re here to pick up the CSA 

prisoners.” 

Nathan took over the Com console and scanned each ship. The frigate was critically 

understaffed and running at forty-two percent power. The fighters’ scans indicated maintenance 

issues, but none as bad as the frigate. Nathan reviewed the facts and made some conclusions as 

he scanned the incoming fleet. He reckoned the incoming fleet wouldn't see his ships for another 

two hours.  

They traveled at fifty percent space normal speed, about the same slow speed of the old 

starfreighter Dove when it had maintenance problems. His Uncle James had brought Tiara and 

her crew aboard the tramp starfreighter and joined her as its engineer. The old Dove had barely 

survived its trip through the Worm. 

He noted that the Draconian fleet seemed to be falling apart from lack of maintenance. 

The Draconians were short of engineers. They had executed many engineers when the Com 

systems failed after Operation Sudden Eclipse. Later, during the revolt his mother had 

encouraged, many of the slaves had sabotaged the equipment they'd been forced to operate.   

He reasoned that any fleet escorting important prisoners should have at least twice as 

many fighters and at least a destroyer escort. He reasoned that his Uncle James' recent actions 

against the Empire had resulted in a huge negative impact on the Draconian fleet. If so, he 

reasoned, his fully-operational, well-maintained ships would be highly prized. Especially, when 

they discovered that none of the pirates’ ships on the planet were functional.  

The heavy transport carried two-hundred passengers aboard. His scans indicated eighty-

five people aboard. He reasoned that they couldn’t all be guards. The Draconians must have 

more prisoners aboard the transport from another location.  



Nathan suspected that the late Dracul Commander Shear had not wanted to wait on this 

slow bunch. He had came ahead to make arrangements. He needed to search that shuttle for any 

information. He reasoned that since Boss Max expected a visit from the Dracul, he could use it to 

make arrangements with the pirates for the slaves' release. He just needed someone to act as 

Commander Shear. 

Nathan started issuing commands rapid fire, “I need Andy in here as quick as possible. 

Terry and Virgil can search the Draconian shuttle. Tell them to bring a clean uniform out of the 

Dracul commander’s cabin. I want to see the two people from the shuttle. We are going to be 

launching the shuttle shortly and taking everyone with us. Bert, you’ll Con the Vulture by 

yourself. Recall Ben, and have him standby to escort the shuttle.”  

Andy arrived rubbing the sleep from his eyes. He rested while Ben flew patrol. “You 

needed me, sir?” 

“Yes, Andy, head down to the hangar bay and pick up the Draconian commander’s 

uniform. I want you take the shuttle down to the surface and meet with Boss Max, the head 

pirate. You will be the Dracul commander, so take no guff. If he anoys you, shoot him, or have 

one of your personal guards do it. You are there to pick up the CSA prisoners, and their transport 

will be along shortly. As soon as you can, head back to the Vulture and take over your fighter. 

When the transport leaves the surface, we are going to slap IP’s on all the ships of their fleet in 

space. You may need a couple IP's on the larger ships so make sure you take along a full load. If 

you have any questions, call me. Do you understand your orders, Commander Shear?” 

Andy smiled a little at the pseudo-promotion. “Won’t the pirates recognize me, sir?” 

“I’m betting those pirates have never seen the Dracul commander, but you must make 

sure they believe you are real. They are expecting you, so play the role. Mean, arrogant, fussy, 

you know how officers are.” 

“With your exception, sir, I do.” Andy smiled and headed out. 

The two former slaves from the shuttle entered next, while the sound of the shuttle 

warming up in the hangar bay groaned through the Vulture. Nathan introduced himself and said, 

“I’m sorry I don’t have a lot of time now, but I need you to tell me anything you know about the 

Dracul mission.”  

The two slaves stood quietly, and Nathan recognized their fear. Their movements also 

reminded him of other former slaves. On a hunch he said, “Do either of you know David?” The 



men both looked up with wide-eyed amazement. “Of course, you know I’m speaking of the 

former Major-Domo of the Tanis Palace.”  

They looked at each other then whispered something and nodded.  

“David and his entire team from the palace now serve my family as our staff, and are no 

longer slaves. We saved them when we attacked Tanis several years ago.”  

Both of the newcomers looked at the young man carefully, they looked at each other and 

they bowed low. The older man spoke quietly, “We apologize, Great One, we are pleased to 

know our friends are safe. We have heard no word of them. It is an honor to meet one of those 

responsible for their freedom and safety. How may we serve your highness?” 

Nathan knew he would have to help the men orient to their new world. “For now, why 

don’t you two attend my needs? I have some understanding of how your people serve others, and 

am comfortable working together with personal assistants. First, you must learn not to think of 

yourself as slaves any longer. Next, I will spend time with you both soon, but we have an 

emergency. I captured your vessel and eliminated the Dracul commander. I am now planning a 

mission to release hundreds of slaves on the planet below, and I need your help.”  

The men nodded and listened intently.  

“I must know anything you can tell me about the slave operation on the planet below, and 

I know that you both know everything about it.” 

They looked at him with surprise. 

Nathan smiled and said, “David told us that the Draconians and Adelinde pay no 

attention to you, so you hear and know everything.”  

The men grinned sheepishly.  

Bert watched the exchange with great interest. It became obvious that his young Captain 

moved in mysterious circles, and had knowledge of things he’d never considered.  

While his new personal assistants walked with him back to his cabin, the men explained 

their mission and the process. They assisted him while he put on his SC suit. Both men examined 

the workmanship on the high-tech suit with professional interest.  

When Andy returned, they made little adjustments to his Dracul uniform to make him 

appear authentic. Terry and Virgil wore Dracul guard uniforms, and they helped them become 

more comfortable. Lastly, Nathan explained they must go with Andy in order to thoroughly brief 

the false commander and attend him during the mission.  



Ben took the wyvern heavy fighter as an escort for the Vulture as it remained behind with 

all its prizes. Nathan had him check the IP launcher. He had them mount IP launchers on the 

corvette’s four tractors. With the heavy fighter’s two launchers, the two ships could attack a 

much larger unsuspecting force.  

Nathan explained their roles to Bert and Ben, who remained behind at the Vulture, “I’m 

going the planet's surface. I'll infiltrate the transport when it lands, I will direct our operation 

from within as the boarding party. I will take a few extra weapons along for our new friends. 

They'll also pick up weapons from the Draconians who won’t need them any longer.  

"Bert, you have the Con. If something happens and you need to maneuver, drop the 

prizes and do whatever you feel is best, including retreating." 

"Aye, aye, sir." Bert replied.  

“Ben, you are free to use an IP on any ship that approaches the planet. That frigate looks 

big, but it’s in pitiful shape. Don’t waste more than two IP’s on her, and I'd guess that one will 

do, if you place it right. Slap as many on the escort fighters as possible, but leave the Transport 

alone. I’ll take care of it after we leave the planet. Remember we may have friends on those 

ships, so be careful.”  

"Aye, aye, Captain," Ben agreed with a grin. 

Nathan turned to the rest of the crew assigned to the shuttle. “Your mission is to make the 

arrangements for the pickup of the CSA prisoners, not the slaves. These two gentlemen,” he said 

indicating the newcomers, “know everything you need to know to be convincing Dracul guards. 

Listen to them. They will continue to act as your personal slaves during this mission to help 

finish the illusion.” 

The men looked at the strange-acting newcomers.  

“As Dracul, you are the supreme soldiers of the Draconian Empire. The pirates fear the 

Dracul greatly.  Your wishes require instant obedience. Andy-Commander Shear, will be in 

command of the shuttle and the mission on the planet. Remember, that Draconians do not use 

contractions when they speak so be careful. When your mission is over, you will return to the 

Vulture, assume your normal duties, and prepare for action. Upon successful completion of this 

mission we will capture a frigate, and all these ships and save at least one-hundred CSA military 

personnel. We will have a new fleet. 



“Terry, when you get back to the Vulture, grab a supply of IP’s and RA’s. You are the 

Vulture’s engineer, and may be required to give assistance to our Draconian friends as such. 

With those devices, you can turn almost anything on or off. Bert and Ben, just remember where 

you plant the IP’s on the larger ships. We need to be able to get them off when its time for us to 

use the ships.”  

Nathan walked over and planted an RA in the shuttle’s landing strut housing. “Now we 

can recognize and communicate with each other. Each of you should be prepared to defend 

yourselves to the death. I’ll never surrender, and my order is that you never give up. If you’re in 

trouble, find a place to hide. I’ll find you and help you. We never leave anyone behind.” 

Nathan looked at his crew and smiled grimly, “Remember, we should expect one-

hundred new friends from this mission. They may need our help, and they’ll have many 

questions. We’ll begin a new fleet here, and you’re my trusted helpers to make sure everyone 

survives. 

“Finally, pay close attention to this mission, because within the next day or so, we will do 

it all over again with our new friends and rescue over 700 slaves that are languishing down there. 

Our fleet will grow even more.  

“Bert, if you have trouble with her, you may lock her up. I leave her treatment to your 

best judgment.  

“Men, may God Bless our efforts today, good luck. Shuttle crew, let’s go.” 

The crew shook hands, and the shuttle pulled out of the bay. Ben tractored in the wyvern 

heavy fighter and resumed his patrol.  

 

 

Boss Max met the Dracul commander at the shuttle’s gangway. The Dracul guards 

flanked the imposing Dracul. “Commander—?” 

“Commander Shear of the Dracul Forces, I am here to make arrangements to pick up the 

prisoners. How many are there, Boss?” 

“Boss Max, sir, there are twenty-seven prisoners all in good condition as per your 

orders.” 



Andy nodded thoughtfully, as if he were judging the man’s comments. “The transport 

will arrive within the hour. I suggest you have the prisoners brought to the landing site. I have 

other pickups to make and do not want any delays.” 

“Of course, your greatness, I will take care of it at once.” Boss Max agreed. He pointed at 

his assistant and the man ran off to the slave pens.  

Andy thought it was best to keep the man’s thought off the small number of Dracul 

guards, and said, “I assume the standard bounty for prisoner plus ten percent for your trouble of 

keeping them in good condition will be sufficient.”  

Boss Max wanted to shout with greedy glee. “You’re most generous, Great One. Would 

you care for any refreshment?” he offered, before he realized he had nothing to serve. 

“No, we must move on and make other arrangements.” Commander Shear stated. “Our 

payment will arrive on the next armored transport. I assume that will be sufficient.” He stated. 

“Absolutely, sir,” Max said, relieved that he didn’t have to serve the Dracul. 

 

 

The prisoners marched across the field toward the landing pad in single file. Their neck 

and ankle manacles clinked in cadence as they marched. The gleaming hull of the transport 

reflected the afternoon sunlight as it dropped gracefully down to the ground. Andy noted that a 

number of pilots worked on their ships in the field around the landing zone. 

When the loading was complete, Commander Shear turned to Boss Max and said, “I hope 

we can return the favor for your hospitality soon.” 

Boss Max seemed unsure about the comment and said, “It was my pleasure, Excellency.” 

The Dracul Commander and his entourage loaded up and took off, followed closely by 

the transport. 

Boss Max watched them until they disappeared and said, “I’m glad that’s over.” He 

looked at his assistant. “Tell the boys we’re getting a bonus this month. . . a big bonus.” 

 

 

Ben flew the wyvern through the formation that escorted the slave transport. He wagged 

its wings in a salute as he a passed the convoy. He snapped an IP near the frigate's engines and 

one on each of the two trailing fighters while they were in high orbit. Ben reversed direction and 



tagged the remaining two forward fighters with IP’s as the transport moved away from its dying 

escorts. He watched the frigate’s running lights blink vainly a couple times as the ship's 

commander tried to signal for help. Then the frigate went dark. It immediately started to drift out 

of control. It twisted and wind-milled end-over-end slowly with all of its systems dead. Ben 

smiled and bet there would be some sick people on that ship. He considered the fate of an 

unprepared crew subjected unexpectedly to weightlessness. He knew that they were the lucky 

ones. The frigate's air would last for a while. Looking at the four dead fighters, he realized their 

pilots would not survive long.  

Vulture arrived shortly and the two ships towed the new prizes back to their original 

position out of range of the tradelane traffic. By now, they had built quite a fleet. They awaited 

the return of the shuttle crew to start the next phase of the mission. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  F o u r t e e n  

 

Nathan cautiously made his way to the crowded transport’s bridge. At times, he crouched 

on the ceiling like a spider, using his magnetic boots. The transport's crew hustled to make the 

departure arrangements with the CSA military prisoners. Nathan noted six guards in the 

passenger compartment. The engineering bay was at the back of the ship near the engine 

compartment.  

Nathan moved among the prisoners in chameleon mode while they bunched up to enter 

the ship. He slipped the extra weapons he carried into the hidden folds of some surprised 

prisoner's uniform. The CSA Commander had ordered his men to prepare for anything. 

Fortunately, no one dropped a blaster, or acted outwardly surprised. Before he left the 

passengers, he noted they wisely kept their heads down, but the newest arrivals sat straighter and 

seemed alert. In a few moments, the newcomers settled in alongside the original prisoners and 

Nathan saw a ripple of change through the group as they waited, ready to act to his signal. 

He wanted to be sure the transport was safely in high orbit before he disabled it. He 

needed some time to subdue the crew, and didn't want the ship to fall back into the planet's 

atmosphere before he had rescued the prisoners and restarted the ship. The bridge hatch 

remained open while runners moved back through the ship with commands in preparation of 



departure. He slipped into a quiet corner of the bridge and watched the ship rise through the 

atmosphere and into the darkness of space.  

“Where are our escorts?” the commander asked impatiently. "They should be here 

waiting for us."  

The bridge crew looked around and found nothing. The ship continued to rise and Nathan 

heard over his private Com channel, “This is Vulture. We have the transport in sight, and are 

waiting orders.” Nathan clicked his molar mic twice indicating “Standby.” He placed an IP on 

the Com panel and waited. In a minute, the ship's engines stuttered and the lights blinked 

ominously. The flashing lights went dark, and then the ship went silent.  

The crew groaned, and the Commander cursed,  “Not again. This is the third time this 

month.” 

The bridge officers desperately hung on to the bridge furnishings in weightlessness. The 

view outside the bridge blast screen whirled as the ship tumbled out of control, and the planet’s 

surface swept by about once a minute. Someone lost their grip and spun across the bridge 

knocking the commander and another officer free from their perch. Nathan watched the drama 

on the bridge unfold with a wry smile behind his invisible visor. He waited for a few minutes. 

He readied both swords and moved quietly across the deck. Wanting to keep the mess to 

a minimum, he slipped a sword tip between the ribs of one man and sliced his heart in half. The 

thin cut had barely bled. The dying man lost his grip on the console and drifted limply as the 

bridge rotated around him. Another quick thrust, and a man wedged against the ceiling met the 

same fate. The next man held onto the overhead structure. Nathan’s thrust entered under the 

man’s ribs, twisted and slid out of the dead body. Only three of the bridge crew remained alive, 

and no one had made a noise.  

The transport commander waited patiently. Previously the ship's engineer had corrected 

any power problems in a few minutes, he had no reason to believe this time would be any 

different. Being knocked off the console had permitted the commander to remain alive for a few 

moments longer as Nathan proceeded slowly across the bridge. He took the life of the next man 

as he met him. When the officer next to him hung limply in mid-air, no longer struggling against 

weightlessness, the commander realized something was terribly wrong. Nathan appeared before 

the hapless commander.  

“So it is over then?” the Draconian asked simply. 



“Yes.” Nathan said, and plunged the blade into the man’s heart, twisted, and removed it 

in a swift motion. 

He returned to chameleon mode and left the bridge for the transport's passenger 

compartment. Two soldiers hung onto the forward security mesh screen that separated the 

prisoners from direct access to the bridge. The prisoners were all strapped into their seats and 

had a definite advantage. Their heads were up and they were alert. Nathan backed up and stood 

with his feet braced against the forward bulkhead with his body pointing down the aisle at 

shoulder height like an arrow. He crossed his swords so he held on to both with two hands under 

his body. The blades protruded two feet on either side. As he pictured his attack, he realized he 

was seeing a vision of the Kung Fu White Crane attack in its purest form.  

He pulsed his boot thrusters for a second and flew down the aisle at a fantastic rate. A 

corner of his mind noticed the star field spinning in opposite directions through the portholes on 

both sides of the passenger’s seating. His position was perfect as his swords sliced through both 

guards holding onto the seats in the center of the aisle. He pulsed his suit’s thrusters once more 

to make up for lost momentum. The guards behind him remained perfectly still in death. Nathan 

used the guards’ bodies at the aft end of the passenger compartment to arrest his arrow-like 

attack by slamming his swords forward into them and pulsing his hand thrusters. Their bodies 

were blown off the swords and slammed in the aft bulkhead. In seconds, all six guards were 

dead.  

Nathan heard angry screaming coming from the engineering compartment. Nathan set his 

boots to magnetic and let them snap onto the metal decking. The hatch at the rear of the ship into 

engineering hung open, and Nathan saw a guard yelling threats at a cringing non-uniformed man. 

The guard screamed at the engineering slave to get the ship’s power on. He waved his blaster at 

the man and screamed in panic, "Get the ship's power on now maggot. I'm counting to three, then 

you are a dead man. . . One. . ." 

Nathan heard the slave whimper in despair. He pressed the main power on button 

desperately. 

“Two. . .” 

Nathan’s swords sliced through the Draconian’s arm like a pair of scissors. The blaster 

drifted off with globules of red blood. Nathan slammed the tip of the sword through the man’s 

eye to stop his scream before it began. “Three,” Nathan said with a note of finality. 



The transport was totally silent. 

He moved silently back to the bridge. The prisoners sat quietly, evidently waiting for his 

signal. Nathan wanted to take no chances that someone would die accidentally. He replaced the 

IP device on the Com array with an RA, and waited for a few seconds.  

The transport hummed back to life. The anti-gravity and inertial dampers restarted, as did 

the atmo-cycler. After main power was restored, the lights flickered and came on. Nathan 

stopped the ship's tumbling. Dead bodies on the bridge dropped to the deck. The dead guards in 

the passenger compartment dropped as well. The guards in the center of the aisle stood still until 

the gravity shifted the balance in the ship and their heads flopped into the laps of the surprised 

prisoners sitting beside them.  

It took a moment before the prisoners realized the results of the strange circumstances. 

Nathan set his SC suit from chameleon to normal and flew the transport back to the Vulture’s 

rendezvous. The prisoners had found the keys to their manacles and chains on their dead guards 

and were soon free. The men cheered and clapped each other on the back. Some cried and some 

laughed.  

When Nathan secured the bridge, he announced over the Com system. “Gentlemen, this 

is your pilot, Captain Talon speaking. I am pleased to announce you are now the guests of the 

Commonwealth Star Alliance. The password is dragon and the response is—”  

“Bane,” the men enthusiastically yelled, applauded, and whistled.  

When the cheers dwindled, Nathan said, “We will be arriving at the new CSA Fleet in a 

few minutes. Please remain in your seats, but feel free to talk. I would appreciate it if the 

commanding officer or officers would come to the bridge along with a detail to remove our 

former hosts. Also, please send someone to release the man in engineering. We need a detail 

with weapons to search every area of this ship to make certain no Draconians remain hidden 

below decks. Welcome back, gentlemen, and God Bless the CSA.” 

Nathan stood at the reformatted Com console from which he could control every aspect 

of the ship. His scanner indicated he was closing on the Vulture. He opened a Com channel to 

Bert. “Vulture this is the Silver Knight.” 

“Go ahead, sir.” 

“Mission accomplished. We’ll be docking with you in twenty minutes. How are you 

doing, Chief?” 



“I and your admirer are doing fine, sir. It’s getting a bit lonely here.” 

“Help is on the way, out.” 

“Captain Talon?” Nathan turned to see the tall, thin officer he had met in the isolation 

barracks standing behind him. 

“Yes, sir, I’m Nathan Talon.” Nathan held out his hand, and the older man shook it.  

“I am Lieutenant Commander Daren Owen. I owe you great debt, Captain, we all do. We 

were not sure what was going on, but we knew whatever it was, it was not good for the 

Draconians. I thought you wanted us to help?” 

“Lt. Commander, I wanted your men calm and ready for strange events, so they would 

not panic. I wanted them armed in case my plan did not succeed, and I needed your help. 

However, I didn’t want any of our people killed accidentally by friendly fire.” 

“Excellent reasoning, sir, what can we do now?” 

“See to the men, Lt. Commander. Feed and provide them with water. We have another 

mission soon. I want you to pick out a boarding party. Gather weapons and uniforms from the 

dead, and get your team suited up. We have a frigate to capture.” Nathan smiled. 

“A frigate,” the officer asked, aghast, “with a transport?” 

Nathan looked closely at the man. He did not like what he just heard. By rights, surrender 

was not an option an officer could consider, but Nathan would make that determination later. 

Now, he needed to act, and he needed to use this officer’s men. “Relax, Lt. Commander. By 

now, that frigate is eager for your Draconians to help them. You might say they are desperate. 

They’ve been living in the nightmare of no power for more than an hour. Their air is getting 

short, they are probably sick, and think they will soon die. We are going to save them, Lt. 

Commander. I’ll do this mission with or without you. All our lives and hundreds of slaves below 

depend upon us completing this mission at once. Do I have your commitment, Lt. Commander?” 

“Absolutely, sir, I was just shocked. It is quite a change from prisoner to attacker.” 

“I don’t have time for shocked now. There may be slaves or prisoners on the frigate that 

will soon die. Am I clear, Owen? 

“Crystal, sir, I will have my men ready in twenty minutes.” 

“You have ten, Owen. Send me all the NCO’s in five minutes.” 

He turned away and looked at his Com panel, “Silver Knight to Vulture.” 

“Standing by, sir,” Bert responded.  



“Have Ben pick up Terry and prepare to take him to the frigate. He should be dressed as 

one of our former hosts.” 

“Our engineer is ready, sir.” 

“Thanks, Vulture, standby.” 

Nathan addressed the ten men who stood on the transport's bridge awaiting his orders. 

“Gentlemen, we are going to board the frigate in a moment. I want everyone to understand that 

we’ll be received as heroes coming to their rescue. Here is the problem. There may be friendlies 

aboard in the form of slaves or prisoners. I don’t want any friendly casualties. This is not a run 

and gun battle. I promise that you will get all the glory that you want if you follow my orders. As 

far as the Draconians know, we are there to rescue the frigate. On my command, we’ll secure the 

boat. If any Draconian resists, you have my permission to end them without hesitation. You and 

your men must be totally committed to performing my commands as I’ve outlined them. Are 

there any questions?” 

Hearing none he said, “Good. Now here are your placement assignments. I need you to 

initiate a search for as many pairs of grav-boots or e-suits as possible. The first boarders must be 

ready for zero-gee. Prep your teams. My engineer will lead the way, and I’ll follow him. You 

have your assignments. When the power comes back on, we’ll have a minute while the crew 

recovers. In that minute, your people must move in. My scans indicate the frigate is badly 

understaffed. The Draconians typically use a large ship in poor condition to intimidate their 

enemies into surrendering.”  

The NCO’s nodded, as if they knew this all to well. “We know all about it, sir.” 

“I’ll speak to you more about that later. Men, we have a job to do, and people’s lives are 

depending on us. We move on my mark.” 

 “Yes, sir,” the NCO’s barked. They seemed to give him a look of grudging approval. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  F i f t e e n  

 

Nathan stood at the transport’s airlock in chameleon mode. Bert locked onto the frigate 

with the Vulture’s tractor beams and slowed it down. When the frigate and the transport aligned, 

the airlocks connected and locked. Nathan opened the frigate’s hatch and walked in. Even 



without he ship tumbling, it was impossible for most people to move well in weightlessness. 

Nathan moved quickly through the ship watching his scanner. Before leaving the transport, he 

connected his suit’s inner Com to the fleet’s Com channel. The fleet heard his evaluation as he 

opened the frigate’s hangar bay. His suit's scanner indicated the crew's location, and Nathan 

spoke quietly as he ran through the ship.  

“Galley, eight Draconians,” he reported as he hustled on silently.  

“Crews quarters, ten Draconians,” he stated.  

“The hangar is empty.” He looked around quickly to verify there was nothing loose that 

could damage the ship when gravity returned. “The hangar bay is open. Our engineer is coming 

in, standby one.”  

A few minutes later, he said, “Engineering, one dead engineer and one dead Draconian. 

Our engineer is standing by, I’m heading to bridge.” Nathan checked his scanner and noted all 

was clear until he got down to cargo bay. “Cargo bay, two Draconians, standby,” he said. “Six 

cages with prisoners in the cargo bay, standby. . ." 

“Gym, one Draconian, standby one minute. . ." They heard him puff a breath, and knew 

he had attacked. He said, "Correction the gym is clear. The bridge is next,” he stated.  

“Bridge, three Draconians, and the scan is complete.” He stood at the bridge access hatch 

and said, “Ben retrieve hull IP's. Boarding teams and Terry standby.” 

Nathan moved into the bridge. The three Draconian officers all looked sick from 

watching the whirling starscape for an hour. Vomit globules hung in the thinning bridge air. 

Nathan wanted this to end now.  

“Ben?” he asked, impatiently. 

“Got it, sir,” Ben replied. 

“Terry, go,” he ordered.  

Down in the frigate's engineering bay, Terry placed the RA on the main engineering 

console. Nathan placed an RA on the bridge Com console. In moments, the lights flickered on 

dimly and slowly gained brilliance. The frigate’s hull vibrated as its main generators came to life 

for the first time in years. Nathan watched the vomit drop slowly toward the deck and called, 

“Boarding parties, on my mark.” The drops gained speed as they fell and splashed on the floor. 

“Go, go, go,” he ordered. 



As the power returned, all three Draconian officers dropped to the deck. They got up 

slowly, straightened, and got their bearings woosily.  

“I thought the ship was a goner that time, commander.” The farthest man stated as he 

wiped vomit from his green-shaded face. 

“You are not kidding. This ship is a death trap. When are we going to get some 

maintenance, sir?” 

“I have asked for maintenance the last three times we docked. There are not enough 

engineers anymore. When the Time of Great Darkness began, our leaders punished thousands of 

engineers for failing to resolve the problem. When we try to use slaves as engineers, they are just 

as likely to sabotage the equipment as fix it. With the big project the Empire is working on, all 

engineers are required on Zu, and our orders are to make due.” 

One officer moved to the weapons console, the other stepped toward pilot’s seat, and the 

third was the ship’s commander. Nathan flowed across the frigate’s bridge like a tiger attacking.  

The weapons officer stood behind the other men. The invisible ninja’s sword tip struck 

the side of his neck precisely severing the man’s spinal cord two inches beneath his right ear. 

Without pausing, Nathan spun to the commander who settled into his chair. With a sharp 

downward stab, the sword entered the man’s neck beneath the skull and disconnected his brain 

from his body instantly. The pilot wiped vomit from his console using his sleeve. He noticed the 

surprised expression on his commander’s face, as if he had sat on tack. The man’s head slumped 

over on his shoulder at an impossible angle. Panic struck the pilot’s heart a second before 

Nathan’s last stroke sliced it to ribbons.  

“The bridge is clear.” Nathan announced calmly. 

The boarding parties raced to their assigned positions through the air lock. Nathan heard 

blaster shots echoing through the ship. 

“The galley is clear, sir,” the first team leader announced.  

“The crew’s quarters are clear, sir,” the second team leader added a few moments later. 

“The cargo bay is clear and the prisoners are secured, sir,” the third team leader 

announced. 

“The ship is secure, sir,” he heard Lt. Commander Owen report. The ship’s engines 

smoothed out, and the vibration disappeared. 



Nathan rattled of a stream of orders, “Silver Knight to all teams, excellent work. We will 

meet in the transport’s passenger compartment in an hour for a crew briefing. It’s the only place 

large enough to seat all of us. NCO’s secure all weapons, and assign teams to bring the bodies to 

the frigate’s cargo bay. Vulture, connect to the port air lock on the frigate. Ben, join us on the 

transport, you can land in the frigate’s hangar bay. Terry, secure the engineering systems before 

you join us. Bert, standby on watch at the Vulture’s scanner while we meet. You can link up to 

the transport’s Com to hear the briefing.  

 

 

Nathan inspected the captain’s stateroom on the frigate. It was larger than the 

commander's cabin on the corvette, but it was still much smaller than his Uncle James' luxurious 

stateroom on Tiara. He considered moving into it, when his two personal assistants brought in 

armloads of his things from the Vulture. They stripped the bed linens and prepared the room for 

his occupation. He moved out of their way without thinking, it was easy to let them work and not 

think about them.  

He discovered the captain’s day room, a small conference room appropriated for the 

frigate’s captain. He sat in the chair at the head of the conference table, and realized he needed to 

change out of his SC suit before the briefing. 

The older of his assistants stood before him holding his black gi and freshly polished 

boots. Nathan looked up wondering if the man had read his mind.  

“May I assist you in changing, milord?” 

Nathan’s surprise at having the man know his thoughts almost before he did caused him 

to disconnect his helmet from the suit before the process registered. The man handed the helmet 

to his associate who placed it in its storage case as if he had done it a thousand times. They 

pulled off his gloves and boots, and helped him slide off the suit and finish disrobing. 

“Your towels and personal toiletries are in the captain’s head, milord. After your shower, 

your clothing will be on the bed.”  

Nathan moved into the e-shower still marveling about how he got there. "Please ask Lt. 

Commander Owen to meet me in ten minutes in the day room."  

His assistant gave him a disapproving look.  

"Did I do something wrong?" Nathan asked. "What is your name?" 



"Name, milord?" the man asked. He seemed genuinely confused. 

Nathan knew that the former palace slaves struggled with the same issues of developing a 

personal identity. In their world, they did not exist as persons. In their minds, they were tools 

used by the powerful, in whatever way their owners deemed fit. Nathan explained, “Each person 

from the Tanis palace staff took time to choose  their own name. As free men and women, your 

name identifies you. I appreciate your service to me. I would like to express myself to you. How 

shall I do it, if I do not know your name?” 

“But we do not have names, milord. We never have.” The man was still unsure. 

“Then permit me to help you. I will suggest a name for you to start with, and when you 

have had time to consider it, you may change it to one of your liking.” 

The men looked relieved. “We appreciate your kindness, milord.” He said and his partner 

nodded. 

Nathan thought for a moment, and they waited patiently.  

Nathan grabbed his datapad, and performed a quick search. “Ah, yes here are two good 

names.” He looked at the older of the two men, “You shall be called Joshua, and your name,” he 

said, indicating the other man, “will be Ezra.” Both men looked pleased. “These names both 

imply the meaning of a helper.” 

“Ah,” Joshua sounded pleased. “If I may ask, milord, what is the meaning of your 

name?” 

Nathan looked embarrassed, but he felt the question was fair. “Nathan means gift of 

God.” 

Both men nodded with renewed understanding. “Rightfully so, milord, Ezra and I thank 

you for your consideration. 

“Now, back to our conversation, when I asked you to invite the Lt. Commander to see 

me, your expression indicated that you disagreed. May I ask why, Joshua?” 

“Milord has not eaten or rested. You simply must take few minutes to rest and recover. If 

you do not mind my saying so, Excellency, you should expect more from your growing staff.” 

“That is a good suggestion. I will get something to eat right away. Please ask the Lt. 

Commander to join me here in thirty minutes.” 

Joshua bowed, but Nathan could tell he was still unhappy with the results. Ezra left with 

the message for the CSA officer.  



“Joshua, what is on your mind?” 

“Unless you specifically need to see the people in the galley, we can bring your meals 

here, if you need the time alone, or need to work while you eat, milord.” 

“I will remember your suggestion, Joshua, but it's important to share time with the people 

one leads. They need to know that their leaders are reachable, and that we are genuinely 

interested in them. We need to know what they are saying and how they are acting. Being with 

them in the galley enables me to know that. But I also agree with you that there is a time for the 

leader to be alone and reflect on the issues of the day.”  

In a moment, Ezra arrived with a covered plate and a bottle of water. Nathan smiled and 

took the plate, uncovering a fresh sandwich. “Terry sent this to you, milord. He said you forget 

to eat when you are busy.” 

“Thank you, Ezra.” Nathan smiled, and thought they must be plotting against me. 

 

 

Lt. Commander Owen knocked at the day room hatch.  

“Come.” He heard the expected phrase for entering the commander’s quarters. 

Owen walked in surprised to see a teenager seated at the head of the conference room 

table studying a datapad dressed in a shimmering black gi. Nathan stood and moved around to 

welcome the man, and asked him to take a seat. “Lt. Commander, as the senior CSA officer, I 

wanted to take a moment to explain my plans and discuss our situation for your benefit, but 

before we go into those details, I want to ask how you and your men came to be captured.” 

 

Owen was surprised with the ease in which the young man held the authority of 

leadership. He was respectful of the older man’s rank. However, in no way did the young man 

indicate he was relinquishing control of the situation in any way. Owen felt daunted by the 

situation. More so now that he knew a younger man was the true power behind the amazing 

rescue. He had successfully built a fleet within the pirate sector using the pirates own ships. 

 

“We were ordered to construct a new secret base within the Mohave sector as a jumping 

off point for our forces. We were mostly engineers and construction workers, sir. We had a few 

marines, but when the Draconians pirates showed up, we had no choice but to surrender.” 



Nathan’s datapad indicated the man was good engineer, but had no military experience. 

“You said you had a marine detachment protecting your men? Where are they now?” 

“Most of them died trying to save us, Captain Talon. Only one survived.” 

“Don’t tell me, Grouper.”  

“Yes, sir, how did you know?” 

“Who could kill that giant?”  

“He protected us until they threw several flash-bang grenades and knocked most of us 

out. When we woke up, we were prisoners.” 

Nathan realized something similar happened to the frigate Traveler’s crew. The 

Draconians disabled the super-frigate with EMP missiles and knocked out the crew with flash-

bangs. “I understand, sir.” Nathan commented and sat back in his chair thoughtfully. Something 

about the officer's story bothered him.  

“We can discuss this in more detail later, Lt. Commander. First, let me bring you up to 

speed on our continuing mission.” Nathan laid out the expected arrival of the slaver ship from 

the main slaver base. He explained the accident of his arrival and his team’s achievements in the 

few days they had been on station in Mohave.  

“I am glad you got on the wrong shuttle, sir. It was our lucky day. I believe you saved all 

our lives. I can only state again how grateful we all are. If you do not mind, may I ask how you 

got your crew to accept you as their leader? I must be candid and admit I am struggling with a 

person of your age who can do what you obviously were able to do.” 

Nathan looked at the older man and said, “You are being honest, so I will not take 

offense. I discussed the issue of my being the leader with my men, and they gladly accepted my 

leadership. I explained to them the risks and the nature of the issues we faced together. I 

explained the captain has the responsibility for every person on the ship, and for making the right 

decision in every instance to save the ship and her crew. As a leader, Lt. Commander, I am sure 

you understand the weight of responsibility. The men were able to look into their own hearts and 

determine the wisest course. What about you, Lt. Commander, do you want to take over this 

operation?” 

Lt. Commander Owen sat back and looked at the ceiling of the captain’s day room 

considering the offer. “Sir, if I may, I suggest you continue as the commander of this force. If 

you desire, I am at your disposal in any form you deem proper. It will be my honor to serve 



along with you and your band of scallywags.” He held out his hand and Nathan shook it. “Now, 

Captain Talon, I believe you have a briefing with the fleet to lead.” 

Nathan smiled as they stood together. The CSA man was more than foot taller than 

Nathan. “I thank you for your gracious offer and accept it, sir. I also appoint you as executive 

officer of this frigate of which I am now captain. Lt. Commander, you will find me a fair and 

generous leader, but I’ll expect and receive my officer’s utmost loyalty. In return, I’ll lay my life 

on the line in protecting them and every person in my command. It will be your job to help us be 

the good leaders our people deserve.”  

 

 

C h a p t e r  S i x t e e n  

 

Nathan sat in the first seat in the fore end of the passenger compartment beside a low 

platform that Joshua and Ezra had thoughtfully provided. He waited for a few minutes until the 

meeting time arrived, listening to the men. The men sat chatting and telling stories. Some 

munched on fresh-baked cookies that Terry and a few volunteer cooks had provided. Virgil stood 

at the front bulkhead armed with a blast rifle and looked deadly serious. When he saw that 

Nathan noticed him, he gave an imperceptible nod.  

A giant of a man settled carefully into the seat beside him. Nathan turned to the man and 

noticed his pockets were crammed with cookies. “I see you like Terry’s cookies, Grouper. I like 

them, too.”  

The giant smiled, “I sure do. I was starving. Them’s the best eats I had in some time. That 

Terry, he’s a good cook.” 

“I understand you are a marine?” 

“Yup, my mates were all killed on that hell hole we were stuck on for nothing.” Grouper 

sniffed, indignantly. 

“Why do you say that?” Nathan turned to watch the man’s face.  

“Them engineer types is okay for officers, but they ain’t no fighters. My buddies was 

outnumbered a whole lot, but we held them pirates off until they hit us with them grenades. What 

was we doing there, I asks? The planet was a horrible place, and they wasn’t enough of us to 

protect ourselves. Somebody screwed up.” The giant thought for a moment and asked, “Do you 



know a little guy named Nathan?” Grouper kept eating cookies while they talked and crumbs 

tumbled over his enormous stomach. 

“I know him. Why do you ask?” 

“I’m looking for him. I owe him something, and I always pay my debts.” 

Another man sitting behind them interrupted, “What are you going to do, Grouper?” 

Grouper leaned down to Nathan and said, “Don’t pay no mind to them louts. They 

wouldn’t help my mates none when we was fighting for their lives. I don’t talk with them no 

more, and you shouldn’t neither.” Grouper looked around, stuffed the last cookie in his huge 

mouth, and licked his lips. “I hope this Nathan fellow gets here quick, cause I’m getting hungry. 

Is he a pretty nice guy?” 

“I think you’ll like him, Grouper. I hear he likes you a lot.” Nathan pulled out a packet of 

palm-sized cookies that he had saved from Terry's lunch. 

“He does?” 

Nathan handed the giant the cookies and smiled. 

“Gee thanks.” 

Lt. Commander Owen stepped up on the platform.  

An NCO commanded loudly, “Attention.” Everyone in the room rose as one and the 

chatter ceased immediately. 

Lt. Commander Owen looked around and stated, “Take seats.” 

“Gentlemen, it is my pleasure to present to you the commander of the CSA Fleet in the 

Mohave Sector. His battle record is without equal in this sector. Our records indicate he and his 

team have captured almost eighty ships. He is responsible for freeing everyone in this fleet from 

slavery or imprisonment. I am honored to introduce to you Captain Nathan Talon.”  

The crowd erupted in applause, and the men got to their feet. Grouper looked around 

hopefully. Nathan stood up and stepped onto the platform and the applause stopped almost 

immediately. The men thought this was some kind of joke. 

Nathan considered this reaction in his response and said, “Please be seated. Gentlemen, I 

am Nathan Talon, the Silver Knight.” The men settled down, but they weren't buying it. Nathan 

continued, “Several days ago, I got up at zero-five-hundred hours and did my morning workout. I 

showered and ate my breakfast of pancakes.” Grouper’s big head came up at the mention of 



food. Nathan smiled, “My martial arts and calculus finals were due that day on Space Station 

Recovery. I got on the shuttle and fell asleep studying calculus.” 

“We all did, sir,” someone in the back shouted, and the men chuckled. 

“When I woke up, I was here in Mohave Sector with my shuttle being attacked. I barely 

had time to get my e-suit on when the ship died with the rest of the crew. Nathan told the short 

story of his attack on the pirates.  

The men heard the plausible story of his mistake. A mistake any of them could make. 

Nevertheless, they listened intently as he explained how he refused to surrender, and how he 

turned the tables and captured the ships that saved them all. 

"I released my first friends in this sector from slavery. Bert is Officer of the Deck. Terry 

is the cook. Andy and Ben are the pilots guarding us. Virgil is standing behind me. With their 

help, we developed a plan to save all of you. Now that you are here, we have an opportunity to 

help others that are enslaved on the planet below. The crew of the Vulture is ready to go, but I 

wanted to ask if any of you wanted to help us. Is there anyone here who does not understand the 

fate of those enslaved below?” 

Nathan continued, “Who would standby and watch others die? What kind of man would 

knowingly stand by while his comrades suffered?” Nathan paused.  

“I can’t standby while good citizens suffer, nor watch while others die. I won’t accept 

defeat, nor will I surrender. I’ll attack. I’ll strike. I’ll strike at their hearts, their bodies and their 

minds. I’ll crush them. The day of evil is over. Today we start the battle against them. We bring 

death to their homes. We’ll bring fear to their hearts. We’ll confuse and kill them.” His words 

rang through the assembly.  

The men sat up on the edge of their seats.  

“The enemy has taken our mothers and fathers, our wives and children. They’ve stolen 

our lives and our freedom, but they’ll never do so on my watch. I’ve vowed to strike. I’ve vowed 

never to surrender. I’ll attack, and I ask you to join me. Who will fight beside me to help save 

others who’re hurting like you? Who will fight for our freedom and honor with me?” 

Nathan stood waiting. Virgil stepped up on the platform and said clearly, “I will, Captain, 

sir.” 

Grouper stood up and stated, “I’ll join you, Captain Nathan. I’ll join with you forever.” 

Men popped up until the compartment was full of standing men. 



 

Snake Maiden stood at the back of the assembly. Her warrior prince had done it again. 

Never in the history of her people had a man done such things. More than a hundred men stood 

in support for the handsome warrior. As she stood watching the meeting, she looked at the newly 

released slaves seated at the rear of the assembly. Snake Maiden was surprised and pleased to see 

three people from her tribe. They bowed low when they saw she had noticed them. She gave a 

signal that said, Meet me soon. The trio bowed again to the princess and turned to watch the 

strange meeting. 

 

Nathan signaled everyone to sit. “Thank you, gentlemen, I am honored by your 

confidence. Now we have another mission to plan. How many of you are qualified pilots?” 

Hands raised and men cheered. Nathan noted there were enough men for the job. “On the 

planet below, the pirates are experiencing a major maintenance problem with their ships. We 

have over sixty ships out-of-action down there that need pilots. I thought I’d reserve them for the 

new pilots of the fleet.” 

The men cheered and applauded again. 

Nathan briefly explained his plans to free the slaves, kill the pirates, and loot their town. 

He discussed that the ships needed crews, and asked the NCO’s and officers to meet again to 

determine how to assign the crews. Meanwhile he ordered the men to clean the newly captured 

ships, and to help as needed until they received their new assignments. The meeting broke up 

with the men eager to get started. Grouper stood watching the little Captain with hope, and 

Nathan’s eyes never left him. He walked to the edge of the makeshift stage and looked up at the 

giant.  

“Grouper, I’m looking for a personal security guard. It’ll be a tough job. The person has 

to keep up with me. They won’t get much time to play, but the pay is plenty of food. I want the 

biggest man I can find, and I need someone I can count on at all times. I’d like the man to be a 

Marine, because they are some of the best. Do you know anyone that might be interested in a job 

like this?” 

Grouper danced with excitement. Owen and Virgil watched the byplay with wide grins.  

Grouper pointed a thick thumb at his chest. “I can do it Captain Nathan. I can do it better 

than anyone else in this here fleet.” 



Nathan stuck out his hand and the giant shook it carefully. “Welcome to my staff, 

Grouper. Joshua will get you settled near my cabin on the frigate.”  

Nathan looked at Ezra and Joshua. "When you have time, please see what you can do for 

my personal guard’s uniform.” They bowed with approving nods. 

“Grouper, follow Joshua, and do whatever he asks. When he is done with you, come find 

me.” 

“Yes, sir, Captain Nathan, sir,” the giant answered. He wandered away behind Nathan’s 

assistants. 

“Well done, sir,” Lt. Commander Owen stated. “I appreciate how you reached the men, 

but how you helped Grouper was great, sir. He was always a bit of a loner. No one wants him 

around, and believe it not, they tease him mercilessly. He really is quite smart, but he doesn’t 

want anyone to know. He is loyal to a fault. I would say you have protection for as long as he 

lives. It was a privilege to watch you today—” 

Snake Maiden strode up the aisle in the now empty passenger compartment with her three 

fellow tribesmen. Over the last couple days, she had used her sewing skills to fashion a proper 

garment from a sheet. The white fabric contrasted nicely with her dusky skin. The strip of fabric 

that enclosed her formidable breasts did little to hide them. A narrow loincloth hung from a 

string around her voluptuous hips. It almost covered her in the front and back. Her long legs and 

still narrow waist were bare. Her long black hair hung to her hips. She had fashioned a set of 

white moccasins from some leathery-looking material. The moccasin laces crisscrossed her 

curving calves. She wore a white cape edged with a gold braid. The gold braid also adorned her 

hair and forehead like a tiara. There was no doubt that Snake Maiden was a princess. She 

stopped in front of Nathan and turned her head with a slight smile. Her entourage bowed to the 

warrior prince.  

Nathan was stuck. He felt a strange fullness in his loins and a flush in his cheeks. His 

mouth was dry and he started to sweat. Virgil watched the scene, from the rear. He and the rest 

of the Vulture’s knew this day was coming. They’d seen the girl working furiously on something 

ever since Terry had refused her the Captain’s bed. Since then, the Captain had rested well, and 

the men refused to let her near him. The woman had timed her entrance perfectly. The rest of the 

men were busy and the other officer was not strong enough to stop her. “The Captain’s in big 

trouble,” he cursed to himself and raced away to the galley to get Terry.  



Snake Maiden stepped up on the platform in front of her warrior prince. She used her 

body and to entrap her warrior. Two of her attendants remained bowed low, but one of them 

stepped to the side and spoke. “Snake Maiden is the princess of the Dark Ones. She is she who 

will be queen. She ap-ol-o-giz-es for not talking your speech, but she is proud to know the great 

warrior prince,” the interpreter said. 

Nathan tried to focus on the man’s speech. However, Snake Maiden moved closer, laid 

her hand on his muscular arm, and slid it up under the sleeve of his gi. She looked at the well-

formed muscles of his chest in the loose tunic and his flat stomach. She smiled, and seemed to 

encourage him to return her caress. 

A bewildered Nathan wondered about the warrior prince the interpreter had mentioned. 

The interpreter continued, “Princess Snake Maiden invites the great warrior prince to her 

home of Gendenwitha. It is one turning of the night mother as the star wagon travels. Our tribe is 

deeply in debt to the One who saved Chuman, our Snake Maiden.” The interpreter lowered his 

gaze when his monologue ended.  

Snake Maiden’s full lips brushed to Nathan’s cheek. He smelled her fine clean smell. Her 

soft warm breath raised the hairs on the back of his neck. He stood like a bull before the butcher, 

and felt helpless. She pressed herself hotly against his arm. 

Terry clomped boldly up the aisle, and said loud enough to echo, “There you are, 

Captain. I’ve been looking for you everywhere. That giant you hired is eating us out of house 

and home. You have to get him out of my kitchen if you want to have enough food for 

breakfast.” Terry grabbed Nathan’s other arm and tugged him away from the angry woman. 

“You’re the only one the giant minds, sir. Now please come and get him. . .” The conversation 

faded as they disappeared into the galley. Owen left, smiling, for the bridge. 

Snake Maiden was furious. She stormed down the aisle with her servants in her wake. 

Virgil thought that the cook had better watch his back. He had never noticed how 

malicious the girl could be. Then he remembered that her entourage had knelt trembling on the 

floor. For a moment, he wondered if they were Snake Maiden’s slaves. Then he dismissed the 

outlandish thought.  

 

 

C h a p t e r  S e v e n t e e n  



 

The Fleet practiced battlestations drills and weapons practice out of sight of the planet 

Sirocco. Several Chuvash stealth fighters remained on patrol scanning for the slaver ship that 

should soon arrive. Occasionally, they captured another pirate ship using the IP’s.  

Engineers worked with Nathan to go through the prizes and make them ready. Nathan felt 

fortunate that most of the prisoners had been engineers, technicians, and construction workers 

sent to setup the new base. There was also a medical staff. Although about half the people were 

military, many of them were support staff - cooks, storekeepers, clerks, drivers, and such. With 

one Marine, Grouper. Nathan explained to the staff that all of them were soldiers first. They 

would be called upon to defend themselves at least, and many would be needed for their final 

assault on the pirates below. 

Nathan worked with Lt. Commander Owen to make the crew assignments and duty 

rosters. Officers were commissioned into the various ships. He initiated daily workouts, small-

arms practice in the captured frigate's firing range and rigid schedules that kept the men busy and 

happy. The frigate was named the Drake. 

Grouper stood next to Nathan in the galley at his favorite time of the day, breakfast. 

Nathan liked pancakes and syrup, and Grouper had found that he actually didn't feel hungry for a 

couple hours. His new uniform was made of black material. Joshua and Ezra had used enough 

material to make four of Nathan’s uniforms, but Grouper looked impressive and was proud of his 

new clothes.  

Nathan's Vultures transferred to the frigate Drake to stay with him. Ben had brought the 

wyvern onboard. It was the most powerful fighter in the fleet, and Nathan enjoyed taking it out 

occasionally. The old Vultures seemed to be proud of their young Captain. One afternoon, he 

took the wyvern out for target practice after the fleet had finished their drills. 

The wyvern was a deadly-looking ship with wider wings than normal for a spacecraft. It 

needed the extra wing-length for the six, wing-mounted pulse cannons that laid down sheet of 

red death.  It had two over-sized engines on either side of its fuselage that was wide enough for 

its two man crew to sit side-by-side. Behind the cockpit in the fuselage was a small cargo space 

that was usually crammed with a rotary missile launcher.  

The wyvern possessed ablative armor, triple shields, and even more powerful weapons. It 

was a flying ship-killer designed by an Empire who valued deadly power above all else. Few of 



the Draconian ships offered much in the way of style, but the wyvern, with its long, angular 

nose, wide powerful wings and twin tails, actually appeared to resemble the dragonling for which 

it was proudly named. 

Word spread through the fleet that "the Kid" had taken out the big fighter for weapon's 

practice. The crews had started calling Nathan, Captain Kid as a sign of endearance. Soon, every 

blast screen and porthole in fleet had at least one face in hopes of observing the Kid's 

performance.  

Bert had set up a high-intensity targeting routine for Nathan. The old weapon’s chief 

enjoyed testing Nathan's skills. So far, the Kid had passed every test. He encouraged the Chief to 

try harder. After working for a day, Chief Bert had developed a practice routine that used ten 

drones against the wyvern. He refused to give Nathan a hint of what would happen. Nathan 

watched the standard four drones launch, and yawned. He waited while they setup. The four 

drones blips on his scanner changed from green to red.  

Nathan slammed the wyvern's throttles to max power, shooting forward with the 

wyvern’s six pulse cannons blazing. His weapons had a long range, but he knew a hit at this 

distance would be a lucky shot against the agile practice drones. When Nathan had committed 

his attack and closed within firing range of the drones, Bert released six more drones that 

attacked his rear. Nathan instantly knew he was in trouble.  

He remembered having seen a similar scenario in a vid of Tiara fighting waves of pirates. 

He realized her Kung Fu maneuvers were perfect for this scenario. The new RA device had 

added a Combat menu to the wyvern's HUD. Nathan selected Kung Fu Maneuvers and from the 

sub-menu, he chose Mongoose, and the screen prompted him to choose a point within the 

combat scanning area. Nathan tapped his screen at a point behind the first group of drones.  

While traveling toward the first group, he flipped his fighter, and reversed direction by 

suddenly applying his thrusters and shot back toward his newest attackers. Now Nathan, 

bracketed by the four trailing drones and the six new drones, appeared to be in a run down. 

Streams of laser fire streaked toward his ship, and it appeared that the Kid was toast. At the last 

possible moment, Nathan executed the Mongoose. His ship disappeared in the ball of harmless 

exploding plasma and instantly re-appeared behind the first four drones with all cannons blazing. 

The target drones took a few seconds to adapt to the sudden change. Nathan slammed all four of 



them with withering fire eliminating all of them in torrent of laser that rolled from starboard to 

port.  

The fleet watched, aghast, as their leader’s ship seemed to explode unexpectedly and 

disappeared, only to reappear magically behind its attackers. There was a collectively sad wale of 

disappointment followed by a cheer of victory as the Kid reversed the attackers’ advantage.  

The remaining six drones raced forward, not needing to change direction. Nathan had a 

few seconds to recover and set up for his next move. The vanquished drones moved out of the 

way returning to their storage bunkers on the Drake. Bert quickly added a new routine while his 

six drones and Nathan rushed toward each other.  

Nathan selected Dragon mode from the Kung Fu menu. The wyvern’s inertial dampers 

and structural integrity instantly ramped up to maximum with the forward shields. Just before the 

drones reached firing range, Nathan slammed his thrusters into military reverse. His ship 

instantly shot backwards as the drones fired. Nathan tripped his cannon triggers and started the 

wyvern spinning on its axis while spiraling counter-clockwise. Each drone tried to maintain 

target contact and followed the wyvern. Nathan targeted the closest drone, eliminated it, and 

switched to the next closest target. He kept his eyes on the targeting scanner and not of the 

dizzily swirling star field outside his blast screen. His stomach felt a little queasy, but he realized 

he could maintain this process for an extended time. 

In the swirling flock of drones, three collided, and one of those was out of commission. 

Nathan eliminated two others, while another continued the fight. The remaining two had suffered 

minor damage from the collision and lagged behind, still in the fight. 

Seeing Nathan’s radical tactics, Bert released the four original drones with updated attack 

programming. This time the four raced out to positions surrounding the wyvern. Nathan 

eliminated the third drone and closed on the two damaged drones when his scanner indicated a 

new third threat. He continued racing toward the damaged drones. Using the Cobra maneuver, he 

circled the drones while the nose of his ship faced them, blazing away with his guns like a cobra 

that circles its prey with its head reared. When Nathan “killed” the last two drones of the second 

wave, the four final drones had closed to firing range and launched simulated missiles from four 

directions. 

The fleet cheered as the Kid blew away the tenth drone, but when the four new drones 

launch eight missiles from all directions, no one expected his response. Nathan knew that most 



people continued to think of space as they do on a planet, in two dimensions. He waited until the 

missiles had locked on, then he executed a Mongoose maneuver, a micro-Twilight Space jump in 

Z-axis (up and down) minus five-thousand meters below his ship. Eight simulated photonic 

missiles converged on the defenseless wyvern, with the firing drones following closely behind 

them. Nathan activated Mongoose, and jumped beneath the attackers. The resulting decoy 

explosion indicated a kill to the observers. Bert cheered enthusiastically, “I got him.” Then he 

noticed the missiles had tracked through the brilliant explosion, losing their target-lock and re-

acquired the next target in line, which was the opposite drone.  

Suddenly, the four onrushing drones met their partner’s missiles, before the IFF systems 

could deflect their flight paths. The crews on the ships laughed and applauded as Nathan shot up 

through the center of the dead attackers spinning like a fireworks rocket.  

Nathan continued on a high arc intending to land on the frigate when Bert activated the 

frigate’s weapon’s system. The war game had taken over the old weapon's master. The Kid was 

not going to make a fool of him. He swiftly placed the frigate’s weapons and defensive systems 

in targeting mode and set Nathan’s ship to intruder/attacker on the IFF. The frigate echoed with 

the battlestations announcement. 

Nathan’s ship automatically warned of imminent danger, and his scanner displayed the 

frigate as an enemy. He grinned knowing that Bert was unwilling to let the younger man best 

him. He bored in on the frigate as the big guns and turrets rotated and locked onto his fighter. 

Most of the spectators joked and chatted excitedly about the impressive performance of 

the Captain. The pilots were amazed, and they started to walk away until someone noticed the 

wyvern blazing away at the frigate. “Hey, it ain’t over yet. He’s attacking the Drake.” 

“No way, that’s suicide.” They didn’t realize the Chief had given Nathan no choice. 

Streaking in at full power, the wyvern looked like it was on a collision course with the 

Drake’s bridge. In a Tiger maneuver, Nathan piloted the heavy fighter over the bridge knocking 

out the primary weapons on the dorsal side of the ship. The fighter barely missed the ship’s 

super-structure, and most of the Drake's big guns could not engage Nathan’s ship, because it was 

too close or they couldn't react fast enough. Nathan targeted the defensive rotary cannons first, to 

eliminate the close-in, high-speed defensive combat units. The targeting systems on both ships 

registered the hits, and Nathan’s attack eliminated all the dorsal cannons along with two of the 



Drake's three main guns. Rotating around the fantail in a Cobra maneuver, he eliminated the aft 

defensive array.  

The frigate's bridge crew ducked as Nathan’s ship plunged toward them. Lt. Commander 

Owen bellowed in panic and closed the armored blast doors. The thick armor-plating slammed 

down over the bridge blast screens as the shining belly of the wyvern flashed by. The crew heard 

the thunderous hits of the wyvern’s targeting lasers as it hammered away. Most of the crew had 

never experienced what it sounded like to be inside ship during a battle.  

Nathan hoped that this exercise would help the Drake's crew to get a real feel for what an 

attack is like. The thought triggered an old memory of waiting helplessly while the Draconians 

destroyed the ship in which he was a passenger as a boy of ten. Nathan’s battle fury ignited. In 

his mind, he attacked the Draconian ships responsible for the deaths of all those people. He 

remembered watching the helpless crew of the old CSA Destroyer, Thunder, running for the life 

pods. The ship had trembled and shook with the deafening gongs of Draconians' mighty guns. He 

had watched in horror as some of the destroyer's crew were sucked out into space when giant 

hunks of the hull blew away. 

Suddenly, Nathan and the wyvern were one. They were an avenging angel bent on 

destroying the enemy. In some part of his mind, he knew this was an exercise, but his fury 

melded the young man with machine. He punched Mongoose and appeared to the Drake's 

starboard blazing away systematically at the weapons. When the frigate’s targeting system 

responded to his new location, he flipped the ship 180 degrees and punched Mongoose again, 

appearing on the port side with similar results.  

People inside the frigate looked at each other with alarmed expressions. The metal hull 

rang with the ferocity of his attack. 

The rest of the fleet watched as Nathan's wyvern danced around the frigate like an angry 

wasp.  

Nathan’s targeting system showed most of the frigate was out of commission and still he 

hammered away. The wyvern swept along under the ventral side of the frigate pounding the 

remaining offensive and defensive systems, hitting shield and structural integrity emitters. 

According to the computers’ war game tally, the Drake was out of commission and hulled.  

Inside the ship, the frightened crew listened as the hammering of weapon’s fire shifted 

around the hull. The pounding traveled up from the starboard side to the bridge. For a full 



minute, the bridge sounding like someone smashed a steel drum with a sledgehammer. Finally, 

Lt. Commander Owen shouted over the Com, “Captain, we surrender.” 

The hammering continued, and he tried again desperately, “Captain Talon, we 

surrender!” 

Nathan heard a voice, and the star field changed, and once again, he sat with his thumb 

on the firing button blasting the helpless Drake. There was no returning fire, and the computer 

simulation had shut off the frigate's exterior lights to show the ship was dead. He released the 

trigger, and immediately felt embarrassed. He had let his fury consume him, instead of 

conforming it into a weapon that honed his senses to lightning quick. 

“Bert, are you all right?” Nathan asked, worried about his friend. 

“We’re all right here, sir, but I got to say, I ain’t playing any more war games with you. 

You hurt my ears.” 

“Bert, Lt. Commander, please accept my apologies. I don’t know what came over me. 

Permission to come aboard?” he asked. 

“Only if you promise not to shoot us anymore, sir,” Bert joked. 

Nathan guiltily said, “I promise, my friend.” He felt as if he had passed some strange 

barrier through which he could never return, a barrier that had kept him from absolute 

commitment in battle. The wyvern pivoted and shot toward the hangar.  

The fleet watched Nathan’s fighter disappear.  They remained silent in awe. 

Nathan jumped out of his ship and hurried with embarrassment to his cabin on the Drake, 

trying to avoid the amazed stares of her crew. He worried that the crew must think that he was 

some sort of monster. He was just a mutant kid who tried to do everything and couldn’t control 

his rage. He flopped down lying across his bed after removing his SC suit, and was soon fast 

asleep. 

Later, the pilots had studied the exercise vid in stunned amazement. They had witnessed 

the impossible with the utter destruction of a frigate by a lone heavy fighter.  

 

 

“What do you think of our Captain’s performance, sir?” Bert asked Lt. Commander 

Owen. 



“I think Captain Talon is a much deeper young man than anyone knows, perhaps even 

deeper than he himself realizes. It is as if he strives for some great purpose. He is fearless, and 

seems indestructible. Many of the things I have witnessed from Nathan are completely without 

precedence. His abilities seem limitless, and yet he is humble. He encourages and develops 

excellence in others, but does not realize his own performance is beyond explanation.  

"However, that is not what you asked about, Chief. To your question I can only say, that I 

am grateful he is on our side, and woe to those who face him as an enemy.” Lt. Commander 

Owen wore a troubled, yet thoughtful expression. 

“Amen to that, sir. I appreciate your thoughts about the lad, sir. I’ve tried to put them into 

words, and believe you’ve done as good a job as could be. I wouldn’t change a thing about the 

lad, sir. The Captain makes life fun.” 

“Or, at the least, interesting,” Lt. Commander Owen said, as he noted Nathan dashing 

into the Captain’s cabin. 

 

 

C h a p t e r  E i g h t e e n  

 

“Admiral Truelove to fleet, we must’ve missed Nathan. Reverse course and rendezvous 

at the Mohave Sector Nav beacon where we entered the sector. Increase to maximum distance 

between ships and visit every planet along the way, Truelove, out.”  

He looked at his wife, Madison, and tried to comfort her, “We will find him, dear. I know 

that he is not in danger. I feel confident we will find Nathan soon.” 

Madison only shook her head sadly. She focused on her station to keep her thoughts away 

from the dread she felt growing each day that Nathan remained missing. 

 

 

The starliner approaching planet Sirocco was a magnificent sight. Her escort was a 

Firedrake Class Draconian destroyer and eight Chuvash fighters. The former luxury starliner 

gleamed on the horizon as she approached her planetary landing lane. Nathan flew the newly 

christened wyvern heavy fighter, Desert Eagle, with his squadron of fighters and played the role 

of the pirate welcoming committee.  



After Nathan’s intimidating demonstration with the big fighter, none of the other pilots 

would touch her. The Desert Eagle was the “Kid’s Bird”, and Nathan was deeply touched by 

their honoring of his performance.  

Nathan’s Scallywag Squadron rolled and cavorted around the Draconian ships like 

porpoises around ocean-going vessels. Nathan snapped IP’s on the fore and aft cargo hatches of 

the destroyer and the starliner while his squadron tagged every fighter. The starliner’s lights 

blinked, and the ship appeared to stagger. She twisted abnormally, sliding through space out of 

control. The destroyer came to her aid immediately attaching tractor beams to stabilize the bigger 

ship. In a few minutes, the tractors from the destroyer started to pulsate.  

Nathan contacted the panicking destroyer commander over their local Com channel, 

“Wyvern to inbound destroyer, is there a problem?” 

“All syst— failing, we— help!”  

“Open your hangar bay while you can, I am an engineer.” The Desert Eagle stopped in 

front of the hangar bay hatch. The big door chugged up slowly, and stuttered to a stop half way 

open.  

Nathan pulsed his thrusters, and his big bird slid into the hangar without the landing gear 

deployed. When his ship’s tails approached the door, he rotated the ship’s nose up in a wheelie, 

and the tall tail fins slid inside without incident. Nathan stopped his ship’s forward motion, 

rotated level inside the bay and raised enough to deploy the landing gear. When the metal struts 

contacted the deck, he activated the magnetic clamps. He parked the Eagle, and blocked access 

the hangar bay’s access.  

No one came to meet him, but he noticed several items floated off the deck or surfaces 

they would normally be sitting on. He reasoned the destroyer must have stopped before the 

gravity generator failed, or everything would be floating free. Nathan felt the familiar rise of 

indignant fury, as he reminded himself of their mission. He promised himself that the ship would 

never enslave another person. Nathan grabbed his swords from the compartment inside his 

cockpit and strapped them on. He settled his blaster on his hip, and activated his SC suit's 

chameleon mode. 

Nathan knew the Firedrake Class destroyer well. He entered engineering and noted the 

three engineers hung from the ceiling like bats. He placed an IP on the main engineering control 

panel and on the main power. Thirty seconds later, the few active systems aboard ship died. 



Nathan activated his night vision when the lights failed. The bowels of the ship were pitch-black. 

Nathan smiled and thought that Captain Kid was going to hunt Draconians.  

An hour later, Nathan had pacified most of the ship. He activated his private Com 

channel, “Drake, I’m about ten minutes from zero hour on this ship. How is the mission 

proceeding?” 

“The fleet is ready in all aspects, sir,” Lt. Commander Owen reported. "All ships are 

secure except for the starliner. The Drake and the Vulture are stabilizing the destroyer and the 

starliner with tractor beams. The starliner is awaiting your personal touch, sir,” Bert replied.  

Nathan directed, “Have the Vulture connect at the destroyer’s airlock and standby with 

the new crew. I will be moving to the destroyer, Lt. Commander Owen. Relay my thanks to the 

fleet, Silver Knight, out.” 

Nathan’s scanner indicated four officers on the bridge as he stood outside the hatch. He 

opened the door a crack, and watched a hail of blaster fire slam around the hatch. “Whoever you 

are, if you poke your head in that door, we will shoot it off,” a fearful voice shouted desperately. 

Nathan looked around while the bridge officers kept up a steady stream of fire at the 

partially open hatch. He found a dead Draconian’s body in a cabin nearby, and stuffed it in the 

narrow opening of the bridge hatch. He slid the hatch handle behind the belt on the corpse’s 

uniform. 

“Lt. Commander Owen,” he said, over his Com channel, “raise the destroyer up two 

degrees on the starboard on the side.” 

“Two degrees aye, Captain.” 

Nathan stood at the other bridge hatch with his blaster drawn. The boat tilted slightly, and 

the starboard hatch opened slowly. The body swiveled around and slid off the handle, floating 

across the bridge under heavy fire. The fearful Draconian officers continued firing long after it 

was evident the body was dead. Nathan stood behind them and said, “I think you got him.” Then 

he shot them all.  

With bridge secured, he left an RA on the bridge Com panel and directed his squadron to 

remove the IP’s on the destroyer’s cargo hatches. They reported recovering the exterior IP’s in a 

few minutes, and Nathan replaced the IP’s in engineering with RA’s. All the destroyer’s systems 

re-activated over the next few minutes. He heard heavy footsteps and saw Grouper rounding the 

corner.  



"I’m sure glad you are all right, Boss.” Grouper quickly corrected, “Sorry, sir.”  

“Grouper, you can call me Boss as long as we are alone.”  

“Gee, thanks, Boss. The teams are securing the boat as ordered. Joshua and Ezra are 

getting your command suite ready.” 

“I need to get over to the starliner, Grouper. Catch up to me when you can.”  

“Will do, Boss.” 

 

 

C h a p t e r  N i n e t e e n  

 

The slaver starliner sat in the landing area on the planet. Boss Max met Owen the new 

starliner commander and made the arrangements. Boss said, “682 slaves, Excellency.” 

“That is too bad, Boss Max.” Lt. Commander Owen frowned, acting as a Draconian slave 

trader. 

“What’s too bad, Excellency?” Boss Max asked, hoping he had done nothing wrong. 

“On this trip, there is a bonus on this shipment for all slaves over 700 of an additional 

fifty percent over the standard price, regardless of the condition. The High Command is looking 

for slaves for a special project. They want women, children, old, or sick. It makes no difference. 

Most slavers choose to include personal slaves and all slave staff to take advantage of the one-

time offer. I will convey to them that—” 

Boss Max interrupted, “We’ll have the rest of our slaves here in ten minutes, 

Excellency.” Boss Max snapped his fingers, and men ran throughout the town. The pirates 

prodded another 111 slaves to the starliner as fast as their manacles permitted. “That’s ninety-

three bonus slaves, Excellency?” Max asked. 

“Very good, Boss Max, I will relay your generous spirit of cooperation to the High 

Command. Our payment will be added to the standard delivery of credits to your base on the 

next armored transport in . . .” he paused. 

“Three day’s, Excellency.” 

Twenty minutes after the last slave had shuffled aboard, the starliner lifted off with a 

crew of former prisoners attending the slaves. The pirates began a three-day binge in celebration 

of their largest payday. 



 

 

The starliner looked strange with the frigate Drake tied to its starboard airlock and the 

newly captured destroyer, named Ryuu, connected to the portside airlocks. The Vulture had 

docked at the starliner's lower cargo hatch. The heavy transport docked with the Ryuu's starboard 

airlocks. With over seven-hundred slavery victims to help recover, Nathan pooled his resources 

by connecting the main ships of his fleet together. The crews moved freely from ship to ship 

without the need for transports. 

While most of the crews attended to the former slaves, the engineers went over the 

starliner and her escorts. Another crew cleaned the captured ships for the new crews. Many of 

the slaver's victims needed time to recover from injuries or sickness. They remained aboard the 

starliner in the newly cleaned cabins while those who could help were assigned throughout the 

growing fleet. 

Nathan used the three days and nights to whip his new fleet into shape. It was surprising 

how a few days of rest, food, and medical treatment had improved the fleet's morale. Only about 

ten percent of the former slaves needed medical treatment for serious injuries or sickness. That 

still left over seventy patients for the medical staff.  

The capture of the armored treasure transport was almost anticlimactic. Had it not been 

for the vast sum of credits they recovered, the capture of the transport and her escorts seemed 

almost routine. The Draconian ships could not hope to overcome the relentless assault of the IP 

devices that disabled every ship in less than a minute. 

It was planetary dawn over the pirate's shantytown when Nathan started the last phase of 

his mission. The final assault against the pirates. The delay had provided time to organize his 

crews while the pirates below celebrated their good luck. By the time his assault forces landed, 

most of the pirates were so drunk or hung over that they couldn't see straight. 

 

 

Nathan brought his assault force down to the shantytown in the armored transport. The 

pirates were totally surprised when they arrived to receive their payment but instead were 

attacked by a well-armed force made up of their former captives. Nathan's forces attacked with a 

vengeance that surprised even him. The pirates fled to the refuge of the ramshackle buildings.  



Nathan’s attack force hit the shantytown from the air and the ground. The pilots kept the 

grounded pirates from fleeing, while his ground attack canvassed the town. His pilots had orders 

to fire on anything that didn't wear a uniform. He was confident that he had picked up most, if 

not all, of the slaves.  Lt. Commander Owen coordinated the attacks from the destroyer Ryuu's 

bridge. 

The shantytown echoed with explosions and gunfire. The flimsy structures exploded 

easily. Drunken pirates screamed in fear and pain. When the pirates fled to their ships, Nathan's 

pilots kept them away by strafing a clear path between the town and the field. While his pilots 

kept the pirates at bay, Nathan's engineers and spare pilots restarted the pirate ships and shuttled 

them to the fleet hold area in orbit. 

Nathan had cleared several buildings at the edge of town. A firefight raged on the 

shantytown's main street. He worked his way toward a narrow muddy lane between two sheet 

metal buildings. Grouper tried to shadow his boss, but he couldn't shadow anyone. He was easily 

four times Nathan's size.  

Nathan stopped at the end of the narrow opening and waved to Grouper who tried to hide 

behind a light pole. “Come on Grouper, I can’t sneak up on anyone with you following me. We 

might as well attack them together.” He patted Grouper's arm reassuringly. 

“Yes, Boss. Thank you.” Grouper carried a blaster in one hand and a sledgehammer in 

the other.  

After a few steps they found themselves in a blind alley. Something hard bounced on the 

metal roof overhead, and a palm-sized object dropped between Nathan and Grouper. Nathan 

dove for the object.  

Grouper shouted, "Grenade!" The giant had dropped his sledgehammer. He tried to bat 

the grenade away but missed, knocking Nathan's hand away from the grenade. 

The grenade exploded with an enormous flash and a deafening bang in Grouper’s face.  

Nathan's ears rang. His head felt as if someone had hit him in the head. Through a tear-

filled haze, he watched as Grouper grabbed his head. Blood ran from the giant's, eyes, ears, and 

nose. Grouper collapsed on top of him like tree.  

He felting the crushing weight of Grouper's unconscious body smash him, face-first into 

the mud. His forehead smashed down on the steel head of the sledgehammer. Blood gushed from 

the wound in his scalp over his eyes. Pain seared through his chest as if a vice squeezed it 



unmercifully. Pain rippled down both sides of his chest. There was a dull series of snaps like 

wooden sticks breaking. Nathan couldn’t breathe. He tried to cough, but Grouper's weight on his 

body kept him from inhaling with his face mashed into the mud. Stars exploded behind Nathan's 

eyes as his body strained to breath, then blackness enveloped him. 
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